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CAROLYN POLIZZOnO

My Aunt's Story

Sandalled feet on the flagstone floor, Penelope sits weaving. Half an eye to the
empty harbour outside her window, half an ear to her clamouring suitors. All her
thoughts on her errant husband, eager for his return.
Maid at her side, preparing the yam. Cat at her feet, stalking a thread. An
abundance of colours, a quiverful of stories. Which one to tell, and where should
she place it?
Is it a tapestry? Is there a pattern? Is it a picture?
.. .Is it of me?
I can see my cousin and her brother so clearly, floating like rose petals on to
the grass. They sail over the balcony a dozen times, a hundred, their clothes still
crisp and unstained, their faces shining, olive skin and black hair impossibly bright.
Indoors they run, laughing, to do it again.
Schooled by my father, I watch from the sidelines, jealous of their elegance and
freedom, jealous above all of my cousin's stiff white sundress with the red braid
trim, matching mine but prettier, for she is eight (and pretty), while I am solemn and
six. The year is 1954.
It's not from the side that I see them, however, but from the front, framed by
the pencil pines, one on each side, and the balcony's barleysugar poles above. In
front is where my aunt's husband crouches with his camera, and the year is .. .1963.
The film has long since been processed, even though, in the 1950s, this can take
months, and the rich tonings of postwar Kodak combine with my uncle's inclination
to underexpose, giving to the colours of his home movies the starkness of a foreign
place, where men in white horses charged tanks, and shadows were not dismissed by
a blind and uncomplicated light.
Beyond the frame, the grass extends, unseen, in rolling acres. Towering
rhododendrons beckon, their shadows blurring the edges of the screen. The sunbaked villa stretches back, rich in mediterranean promise. Suddenly, the film
shudders and stops. The world beyond the frame is lost. The rhododendrons shift
their shapes and vanish, to be replaced by small white fences and brick paths. The
twisted pillars and the pencil pines shrink to become the solitary grace notes of a
suburban bungalow in Manly, its front yard dusty from too many dying falls.
The whirring sound of the unanchored celluloid film strip reaches Penelope at
last, and she shifts on her bench. Refastens a warp thread, stretches her foot.
Chooses a colour, bends again to the loom.
Here is my aunt's story.
'We were never "immigrants". Ours was an old and highly honoured name. I
was born in Preveza, Greece, but I can't give the date. My parents told me 30 May
1910, but when I got a copy of my birth certificate some years later - in fact, in
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August 1956 - this gives the date of my birth as 30 January 1911. Preveza at the
time was under Turkish rule. and there may not have been a Greek registration
office there in which to record my birth. So it was not until my father was able to
make a trip to perhaps one of the more important. mainland places. that he was able
to get to the registration office and at that date record my birth.'
'Mother told me many things about her home. Her father was a ship's captain.
A very charming. rather casual type of fun-loving man. Her mother was a more
serious. down-to-earth type. She was an heiress and she had all the money. Preveza
at the time of Mother's growing up was under Turkish rule. She had many. many
friends who actually were Turkish. and were in the harems there. She gave lovely
accounts of what a happy life they led. Completely carefree. they had no worries
or troubles. They were beautiful young girls enjoying the best of everything. One
big. happy family. really; and Mother said she almost envied them.'
·Still. she seems to have had a very. very happy type of life herself. She and
her sister never did any work at all. They had many little peasants to do the work
for them. who were either orphans or children whose parents were so poor they
could not afford to bring them up. The mistress of the house - Mother's mother took great care of them. giving them all their food and clothing. and a comfortable
home. and providing them with pocket money as well. They became a part of the
family. and were interested in anything and everything about the family.'
'One tale she told. though. which was not so happy. was of one dreadful night
when the Greek prisons were thrown open. 1 don't know whether they were
ordinary criminal prisoners. or political prisoners. Anyway. they were thrown open
on this night. which was terrifying. They roamed the streets with their chains
clanking. The people were so terrified they had to lock themselves in all night and
stay inside. in fear and trembling. waiting for the men to be seized and put back.'
'Mother never did any work. She was not even allowed into the kitchen or the
laundry. because the steam might ruin her complexion. It was a carefree. happy life
which. later on. must have made it very difficult for her. when she came to
Australia. The daughters of the house. in those days. would start their trousseau
when only eleven or twelve. or even younger. The little maids did a great deal of
this. They were taught by the mistress. or by nuns. to embroider household linen.
and they did the most wonderful work. Mother's trousseau was magnificent. 1
remember her sheets. of the finest cloth. with about a foot across the top of the most
beautiful embroidery. Often. her name was worked across and across pillowslips
and serviettes. Even Dad's nightshirts were handmade. of the fmest linen. and so
beautifully worked.'
'My earliest memories are of the lovely things Mother wore. With each season.
she would get fresh clothes from Paris. Because she and Dad led such a social life.
and kept such late hours. they would sleep in till late. She told me that I. as a baby.
would get away from the nurses. crawl to her closed bedroom door. and just sit there
- by the hour. if necessary - until she got up.'
'1 only remember Mother as having one sister and three brothers. two of whom
died of tuberculosis in their teen ages. The sister was a very difficult type. "A
typical old maid". Mother always said. She lived until the German occupation of
Preveza in the Second World War. The Germans made their headquarters in our
family home which. Preveza being a seaport. would have been the most convenient
for them. My mother wrote to her brother when the war was over. asking what had
happened to her sister. and his wife. He replied. "Don't ever ask me. 1 must never
talk about it."·
•...Dad·s cousin had visited Western Australia and he loved the huge spaces
and the free life. In Greece. the lifestyle was restricted. Young couples. even when
6
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married, were very much under the control of their parents, and indeed of their
whole family. Apparently, Dad felt he would like to see how conditions were here.
(He had travelled extensively in Europe, but had found the lives of the youth of the
old families just as restricted as his own.) He came here in 1912, liked it, and
persuaded Mother to join him.'
'She was so doubtful that she decided to leave my sister and me back in
Preveza, with her parents. They strongly supported this decision. However, a
couple of weeks before she sailed, she decided she could not bear to part from us,
and so she took us with her. My early memories do not go back as far as leaving
Greece. We sailed on a German ship in 1914. All I can remember is a huge doll.
Such a disappointment, to remember only the doll, and the ship.'
Penelope purses her lips, and puts down her shuttle. Ulysses, in her opinion,
is pushing his luck. But the suitors are beardless boys, and meanwhile, she has her
weaving. The maid beside her, the cat purring. The afternoon sun on the water, the
waves making lights on her walls.
One of the stories my aunt doesn't remember is that her father left without
telling her mother. 'Just popping out for some sweets', he said, and vanished.
Escaped conscription in the Turkish army by running away. Left Preveza, left
Greece.
How long before she began to wonder where he was? ('Maybe he's met some
friends, maybe they're together.') Lunchtime, dinnertime? How long, till she
became aware of an absence where husband - where father - should be? How long
till she heard from him?
For the web which is Penelope's consolation is also her bane. So many stories
to tell, most of them conflicting. And how can she fmish, when she's weaving a
shroud?
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CRAIG SCANLAN

The Haggle

"You go in fIrst. I'll sit on the bags."
Julia's t-shirt covered her bum well enough but her fleshy white legs were still
alluring to spectators. Already a crowd of men had gathered on the beach, awaiting
her emergence from the water.
Some of the men sat cross-legged in the sand beside me. I nodded greetings
to them, but I wanted to appear aloof and quickly averted my eyes. I fleetingly
glanced at the articles of trade they conjured from beneath their robes.
I waved disinterest at the globs of hashish and opium, the intricately carved
pipes and knives and jewellery - the same stuff we'd had hawked to us at every
comer we had turned for the past few days. But I peered a little longer at a box of
gems opened in front of me, all semi-precious. I looked into the trader's eyes - for
something different, an Azeri I hoped - whatever they looked like! Would I risk the
question now? I turned away and looked out at the Caspian Sea, keeper of the
treasure, the black coral.
We were so close now - maybe ten million years, when the Bovaz Gol vomited
lava over the reefs, compressing them like coal into diamonds. Then subsequent
earthquakes broke up the coral, and small pieces rolled about the sea-bed to be
shaped by time and tides into precious, black stones.
Yes, we were close. And Julia's duck-diving wasn't going to fInd anything. It
just raised the level of lust on the beach each time her white bum bobbled on the
surface then disappeared beneath the splash of kicking feet; and all eyes strained
into the sun's glare, guessing, aroused in expectation of where she would surface
next. Azerbajan would be the safest if she stirred up a frenzy, I thought.
Yes, we were close, here in Pahlavi. Only forty miles north was the Soviet
border and it was no barrier for Azeri stone smugglers.
Julia glided like a crocodile into the shallows and warily looked up the beach.
"I'm not running that gauntlet," she shouted, then turned and breast-stroked out into
deeper, safer water.
A stand off: Julia was not going to cat-walk for the pack of dogs; they were
staying put until they'd had an eyeful; and I was not going to leave the bags to
escort her out of the water. I felt hot and sweaty and was getting impatient, wanting
to jump in the water myself and wash away weeks of road dust.
I reached inside the neck of my t-shirt and pulled five rial out of my pouch and
flashed it at the man who was selling the opium. He pulled out a block of hash. I
shook my head. He shook his head. I put the money back. He replaced the hash
inside the folds of his maroon robes.
I rummaged through Julia's messy pack, took a swig from her water bottle and
eventually found her sarong. I put it around my neck, heaved a pack over each
8
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shoulder, stumbled along the shore then waded out knee deep. Julia leisurely breaststroked toward me, brushed about my legs for a time, surveying the hungry pack,
before standing and wrapping herself in the sarong.
"You'd be worth at least six camels here, 1 reckon."
"It's not funny. I'm fed up with fucking gawking Arabs."
"Shhh, they're Iranians - they hate being called Arabs."
"They're all the slimy same," she mumbled through a comer of the sarong as
she dried her face.
"Come on, camel. Get your load on and we'll get out of here."
Julia clung to my side as we headed up the beach toward our disappointed
audience; though they were not completely robbed - her wet body had printed
lascivious curves in the sarong.
The man in the maroon robes sidled up to me and produced a glob of opium.
"Ten," he asked.
1 shook my head then looked straight ahead.
"Seven ... seven ... five, O.K."
1 wished 1 had never entered into the deal.
"Five, you," he said, angrily.
1 had to fulfill the deal or there could be knives. 1 slipped him the five rial and
quickly stuffed the sticky opium in my pocket. The gem man took the opium man's
place beside me as we walked into the town.
"You want rubies?"
"I want room?" 1 replied.
"You buy rubies ... for beautiful wife," he pestered.
"Buy a ruby for your camel," Julia said. She came out from the shelter of my
shoulder and smiled at the gem man.
"Don't encourage him," 1 said, and gently elbowed her in the ribs.
"Ruby for wife?"
"Find us room ... then we look at rubies, O.K."
"O.K."
1 locked the door on our tiny room - relieved to have a sanctuary from the
hustle. We talked about the coral as if we already had it, ate dates and sticky
sweets, shared a pipe and tried to make love but couldn't be bothered finishing as
sleep clouded in.
The Moslem prayer call half stirred me; a short dream later 1 was fully
awakened by knocking on the door. 1 opened it slightly. It was Mossam and his
rubies. He pointed upstairs. 1 gestured that we would be up shortly.
The gear from our packs was spread everywhere. 1 found my pants then
excavated Julia from the mess. 1 slapped the wasp tattooed on her buttock.
"Coming up to look at the rubies, camel?"
She rolled onto her back. Eyes still closed, mouth grinning, she belched out a
camel groan. I kissed her humps.
"Cover yourself from head to toe."
The narrow stairway led towards light and opened onto the roof. I had lost
track of time. I faced the sun. It would set over the mountains behind Pahlavi in
about an hour. I tried to orientate myself: ahead lay Turkey where we had come
from. I slowly tumed clockwise - north was Azerbajan, then for, 180 degrees, the
Caspian Sea. Fishing boats huddled in one spot on the horizon. The water was as
calm as I felt.
Mossan was patiently sitting on a mat with three cups and a pot laid out. I sat
down opposite him.
"Beautiful wife?" he enquired.
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"She come," I assured him. Though I was not sure.
Mossan poured coffee into two of the cups and we drank the awful stuff in
silence. He pulled out different coloured folded cloths and opened them out on the
mat. Using just his little fmger, he spread the piles of stones.
I produced my own folded cloth and unwrapped my scales and magnifying
glass, though I could see without any aids that his stones were rubbish. There was
a star sapphire that could have been valuable if it had been cut properly. I said
nothing. The transaction had to be kept alive - to dismiss his stones outright would
deprecate him as an honourable trader - in defending his pride he might lead us to
the coral. Meanwhile, he was more interested in my scales.
"Where from?" he asked.
"China." I guessed a country.
"You sell?"
"No."
Julia appeared, dreamily doing a circuit of the roof. Phoenix had risen
beautiful out of that mess; in olive green silk harem pants and black shirt, adorned
with toe-lets, anklets, bangles, necklaces and earrings - and Mossan could have
learned a bit about sapphires if he looked closely at her nose.
"Where's your tiara, little queenie?"
Julia danced another lap of the roof singing, "Go go, little queenie",
impersonating Mich Jagger, then flopped down beside me, swishing her hair in my
face. The scent of rosemary oil filled my nostrils.
Mossan poured her a coffee while she toyed with the stones. But stones didn't
hold much interest for her until silver or gold was clamped to them. Mossan picked
out a dark ruby and handed it to her. She twirled it between her fmgers and looked
absently across at me.
"Mossan, we want black coral?" I said.
He picked out another ruby and held it up between the setting sun and Julia's
eyes.
"Bogaz Gol," I said, sternly.
Mossan understood but continued with his own line. "This ruby beautiful for
wife ... special price." He held it close to Julia's cheek.
"We only want Bogaz Gol," Julia said. She clearly had a feminine spell over
Mossan.
He began to fold up his cloths. I started to fold up my scales. Mossan put his
hand on the scales and then to his chest.
"Bogaz Gol ... scales, O.K?" Julia said.
"And one thousand rial," Mossan added.
We said nothing. We would not haggle until we saw the coral. Besides, we
didn't even have four hundred rial.
I didn't trust the lock on our room so I threw all our valuables into a small
pack then followed Mossan into the street. He led us to a cafe and gestured for us
to wait there. He disappeared into the bazaar.
All the men at the other tables openly ogled Julia and a small crowd had
gathered outside.
"This is pack rape," Julia grumbled.
"Ignore them."
"I can't fucking ignore them." She raised her voice and eyes in challenging
defiance.
"I don't think too many Westerners come this far north. Shift your chair
around a bit," I suggested. Julia moved so her back was to the street and she kept
10
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her head bowed.
Our meal arrived on many plates. Six whole small fish, cous-cous, yoghurt,
beans and bread.
"The bloody fish are even staring at me!" Julia complained. She pushed the
fish about the plate with her fingers. "I'll have to start wearing a veil," she
grumbled.
Just as we were washing down the sickly sweet dessert with our third cup of
mint tea, Mossan returned.
"You got it, the Bogaz Gol?" I asked.
"Come."
No time to haggle over the bill. We followed Mossan into the street. It was
dark now, lamps burned in all the little stalls. Julia locked her arm in mine as we
were led away from the main bazaar and down through a maze of dark alleys dotted
with groups of men huddled around lamps in doorways.
I didn't like it - you could disappear into this night, throats slit and no one
would ever know.
To my relief, Mossan eventually steered us into a doorway. He called out
something then pushed the door open. We followed him into a room. A man was
sitting on the floor. He had a serene, negotiable face capped with the thickest
blackest hair I had ever seen. He was wrapped in a shawl flecked with thousands
of colours, made from a rough textured fleece. We sat down and made a circle.
I waited for Mossan to make the introductions but he remained meekly quiet.
"The Bogaz Gol," I said, coming straight to the point.
The man extended his fist then opened out his fingers. A shiny black stone the
size of a bantam egg nested in his palm. I took it in my hand without asking. It
was as heavy as gold and as soft as down. I liked it wonderfully - its vibration. It
was alive. I was besotted, in no state to haggle.
Julia prised the stone from my hand. I watched her cradle it like the baby we
couldn't have. I turned to the stone's owner. This was going to be a hard bargain.
He would want nothing less than Julia, I feared.
"How much?"
"Three thousand rial."
I looked at Mossan. He avoided my eyes.
"Two hundred," I replied.
The man reached out to Julia to retrieve the stone. She clasped it to her breast.
"Three hundred."
His face remained expressionless.
I pulled out my pouch from inside my pants and emptied my stones on the mat
- some very good emeralds, saphires and opals. Mossan gasped. I pulled out my
scales which Mossan grabbed at. The black haired man remained unimpressed.
From my pack I puled out my walkman, Julia's walkman, her camera, a watch,
sun glasses, everything I piled in front of him.
I peered into his black pupils. He reached across and touched Julia's wrist.
"No," I said firmly.
Julia looked up. She was grinning blissfully, and it was six hours since we'd
had a pipe. She relinquished the stone to me and entered into the bargaining removing her bangles, rings and necklaces and placing them on the pile.
The stone was sending gentle pulses through my body, pleasuring my mind. It
controlled me.
The man pointed at Julia's face. For a perfidious moment I thought - take her.
Julia picked around in her nostril until she had unclasped her nose-stud. She
placed it beside the rest of our riches on the floor.
WESTERLY, No.2, WINTER. 1993
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The man threw a shawl over our belongings and nodded to Mossan. The two
of them stood up. I grabbed Julia's hand and pulled her to her feet. The deal was
sealed.
Guided by the light of a candle we stumbled into our room and sat down in the
middle of our remaining mess to examine the stone in intimacy. Julia felt around
under her haunches for whatever was sticking into her thigh. She held up the opium
pipe, then threw it against the wall. It shattered.
"It's too stuffy in here. Let's go up on the roof where I can think clearly," I
said.
There was no one else on the roof. The air was cool and still. The sky was
clear, with faint stars and a three-quarter moon. We lay on the mud bricks which
still retained the heat of the day. I convinced Julia to put the stone down so we
could consider our situation rationally, though we continued to stare at it, like lovers
staring into each other's eyes.
"Now, we've only got fifty rial to get out of here ... and we've got to get it
through customs ... it's much bigger than I'd imagined.
"Don't think I'm going to hide it up my cunt."
"Well it's not going up my arse ... that's the first place Arabs'd look."
"They're Iranians."
"You're a camel."
"You stink."
"Because I didn't get a swim."
Julia snatched up the stone. I wrestled her and we rolled beneath the night
dome, embracing our piece of fallen heaven.

12
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KIRPAL SINGH

Me

When I was born my father - who died two years ago - was
so overjoyed he forgot to register my birth
And so the authorities would not admit me to school six
years later.
When I was born my mother had no idea she'd only have me
for six months
And has been searching for me ever since
Living the sorrow of cross-cultural intercourse.
When I was born my uncle rejoiced to see a brother's son so
pink The bearer of generations of gUilt and responsibilities
haunted by Jalinder's wealth of a jamindhar
And the taunting reality across the black waters.
So now I move through a crisis of circles which end up as
squares
And the whitening sun blinds my already blurred vision.
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KIRPAL SINGH

The house

The man, who is ugly and awkward, lives alone in this
big, big house without anyone else.
The man is alone and therefore, it would appear, in need of
company, human company.
The big house provides him with almost everything he needs,
and he is truly grateful.
The big house has a long and respectable history, having
housed the community's best remembered elder.
The man, who is awkward and ugly, knows the history of the
house and has often thought deeply about it.
He has thought long and hard and has still not been able to
fmd answers to a question that has haunted him all
this time.
The man is very afraid to even remember the question these
days, for no-one seems to know the answer.
In the big house are many, many rooms, rooms bearing all
kinds of things, all manner of intimate secrets.
The big house has huge cupboards, ancient cupboards with all
kinds of skeletons in them, especially skeletons of
little insects who have died trying to find an escape
route.
People who visit the house fmd it very strange, and yet
atractive, tempting to explore yet frightful to linger
in.
People who visit this big house do not know what to make of
it for they have been told many different stories.
People who visit the house look curiously at and inside the
many rooms and the many cupboards and the many
skeletons but they dare not ask questions.
The ugly and awkward man has seen many of these people
come and go, come and go and he does not like what he has
seen.
He has lived there for many years now and no one seems to
care any more and no one knows how he manages it all
alone.
The big house has kept many secrets all these many years,
since the elder most remembered by the community.
The man now living in it has also kept many secrets about his
14
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life in the house.
People who now visit it think they know the truth behind this
old house.
The man wakes up to yet another day in this big house. He
is happy with the sun. He is pleased that it has not
rained the night before. Today is very special to
him. Today he feels the question can be asked and,
yes, answered.
The man leaves his little corner in the house and moves to
its biggest room, the living room.
The man sits down, makes himself comfortable and looks
straight into the eyes of the best remembered elder.
The elder stares back from the wall.
What happened? asks the old, ugly, awkward man. You can
tell me, I'm safe.
The elder does not reply. But winks an eye, his left eye,
and directs the old man to another photograph on the
wall. The elder's father.
I see, says the man. I see. What he sees is a close
resemblance. He does not marvel at this, he merely
thinks.
He thinks of many things, of the many rooms with their many
cupboards with their many skeletons with their many
secrets. Stops thinking. Starts thinking again. His
memory plays small tricks as he pieces things
together. They come together slowly, painfully. He
connects the two pairs of eyes on the wall. He
connects many other things. He connects.
When people visit the house they no longer see the ugly and
awkward man. One day someone asks where he is. No
one knows. A search begins. For days, months, years,
decades, they search and find nothing.
A tourist, more curious than the usual ones, thinks about
the photographs on the wall. He has heard stories,
now legends, about the big house, the elder and the
ugly, awkward man and the cupboards and the skeletons.
He searches.
There are two eyes there, yes, the tourist finds them, in
the cupboard. He learns that the man was the elder's
grandson. He learns that the grandson has kept the
elder's eyes as keepsakes. He learns that the man
gouged his own eyes out. He learns that the big house
harbours many secrets. He learns their secrets. The
elder raped his daughter-in-law and fathered his
grandson. He learns other things too. Things enough
for him to write a book. And, yes, at long last the
community learns. The tourist leaves. The house is
taken over by the National Heritage Preservation
Board, and becomes an attraction.
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DIANE FAHEY

Butterflies on a Bush Trail
Tisiphone Abeona Abeona at
Wentworth Falls

An energy guiding me down the track:
flicker of dark wings slashed orange,
the wink of three pairs of eyes. At rest,
the slowest allows fmgertip to touch
antennae, stays in as pulsing stillness;
others, when I draw near, escort me
one lap further, take respite only
when I slip past. In flight they leap
and spurt in a rhythm of new angles,
startle with time-lapse grace.
Circled in red, lower eyes are targets;
above, the mask of a metamorphosed owl
averts predation. One flies with verve
despite a broken wing, its depth of ebony
a gift in the hot, tree-shadowed light.
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BRENTON DOECKE

P.R. Stephensen, Fascism

Most critics would acknowledge the importance of The Foundations of Culture
in Australia in our literary history. Less well known are Stephensen's contributions
to The Publicist, the right-wing journal set up by W. J. Miles in the mid-1930s to
promote Australian nationalism. l According to the blurb in the fIrst issue (July
1936), the journal was based on The Foundations of Culture in Australia, and it had
"only one political objective, viz. To encourage in Australians a distinctive national
culture by the specifIc propaganda of ' Australia First. '" W.J. Miles assisted
Stephensen fmancially when he was writing the third instalment of his famous
essay, and it was Miles who published the entire work. Craig Munro, Stephensen' s
biographer, has explained the differences in tone between the fIrst and last sections
of the essay as due to Miles's influence·2 A true eccentric, Miles did, indeed,
expound some weird and wonderful ideas on "the biological necessity of war" and
"symptoms of decadence" in Australian society (amongst which he listed "the
increase of Jewish influence", "the increase of insanity", and the "deterioration of
teeth") (Publicist, January 1938, pp.I-4); as the owner and editor the The Publicist,
he was able to develop these views at length. Stephensen became adept at writing
articles in a similar vein. Yet he also produced some truly stimulating work,
including "A Brief Survey of Australian History", which was printed in The
Publicist's sesqui-centenary issue.
1938 was a remarkable year for Stephensen and The Publicist. Declaring the
26th of January a day of mourning, the sesqui-centenery edition includes a plea for
citizenship by the Aborigines Progressive Association. The February issue contains
Stephensen's lengthy review of Capricornia, which he had published and entered in
the sesqui-centenary competition for the best Australian novel. Later that year,
when Capricornia won the prize, The Publicist put out a "Victory Number." The
same issue, however, that contains an "Autobiographette" by the award-winning
novelist, Xavier Herbert, also presents a "great non-rhetorical speech to the
Reichstag" by Adolf Hitler (June 1938). As well as the Jewish influence and tooth
decay, Miles viewed "the Socialistic or Communistic element in Australia" as a
"phenomenon of decadence" (January 1938, p.l). He also described the Movement
Against War and Facism as an "extraordinarily illogical conjunction of ideas"
(September 1937, p.l4). It was little wonder that people attacked The Publicist as
a fascist rag, and that it was shut down during the war, when Stephensen was
interned (Miles had died some time previously).
But it is not my intention here to add anything to the story of "Inky"
Stephensen and his association with W.J. Miles.
Through examining The
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Foundations of Culture in Australia and his "Experiments in Australianity", I want
to argue his significance as a nationalist literary critic. This is despite the fact that
he quarrelled with most of his contemporaries, including Vance Palmer, Clem
Christesen, and C. Hartley Grattan. Whether he is attacking them fiercely or
applauding them loudly, Stephensen's ongoing appraisal of other writers and critics
in his "Experiments in Australianity" provides a way of capturing the dialogical
character of nationalist discourse in the 1930s. One of the first critics to affmn the
importance of Eleanor Dark and Xavier Herbert, his response to their novels
illustrates the complex relationship between Australian nationalism and literary
production. Some people may think it perverse to emphasise Stephensen' s
connections with these writers, given his "fascist" sympathies. Surely he was little
more than a crank, whose "fascism" took him outside the mainstream of Australian
intellectual life. I am tempted to argue, however, that when he was interned during
World War 2, he was merely taking Australian nationalism to its logical conclusion.

Literary Nationalism in the 1930s

Looking back on Stephensen's disputes with his contemporaries, it is often
difficult to locate their views in an ideological spectrum, from left to right. For one
thing, hindsight entails a bemused tolerance of the quirks and limitations of the main
actors. The shrillness of Stephensen's declamations can partly be explained in terms
of the mood of abject colonialism in Joe Lyons's Australia, when the "British
Garrison" was so fmnly entrenched. Stephensen justified his "stridency" in much
these terms, as a result of battling against the status quo and trying to articulate
views which had not yet been universally accepted (see Publicist, August 1938, p.7).
And if we consider the abysmal ignorance of Australian writing shown by Professor
G. H. Cowling, the Professor of English at Melbourne University, and a stalwart
representative of civilisation in the outposts of Empire, we have to forgive
Stephensen some of his excesses. It was an article by Cowling in Melbourne's Age
in 1935 that inspired Stephensen to write The Foundations of Culture in Australia.
Cowling's article reads today as a very superficial account of Australian
literature and its place in an international context. Part of a series of articles on
"The Future of Australian Literature", it conspicuously lacks the rigour of Vance
Palmer's essay, which had appeared the previous week. Cowling declines to engage
in a debate with Palmer, proposing merely "to look at the same subject again with
another pair of eyes - the eyes, not of a native, but of an Australian of seven years'
standing." He then decries Australia's lack of "tradition," unfavourably comparing
the situation for writers in Australia with that of writers in England and Europe,
those countries at "the centre of the globe" (Age, 16 February 1935). He might have
questioned Palmer about his understanding of the significance of literary expression.
Although Palmer describes literature as "just as natural to civilised people as
breathing," this "natural" activity has been stifled in Australia, where the streets are
filled with talk of "sport, business, politics", and anyone who asserts the importance
of a national literature is greeted with scepticism (Age, 9 February 1935). Cowling
might have observed that a contrast between natural growth and artificiality between a culture which has put down "roots" and an imported civilisation - runs
implicitly through Palmer's argument. How can a national culture be conceived in
terms of such an antithesis? How can people be taught to enjoy something which
is supposedly "natural"? People do not need to be taught to breathe, and so the
analogy between breathing and what "civilised" people do cannot hold. Everything
hinges on the word "civilised", and Palmer's argument becomes hopelessly circular.
And yet perhaps these are not questions a Cowling or anyone could have asked
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(certainly not Cowling, whom Stephensen justly characterised as "the Unteachable
Englisbman'V They do not indicate simply limitations in Palmer's understanding
but general limitations in Australia's cultural ethos during the 'thirties. A similar
contradiction will be seen in the cultural nationalism Stephensen formulates in The
Foundations of Culture in Australia.
Another series of exchanges which forms a useful context for appreciating
Stephensen's work occurred between him and C. Hartley Grattan, the visiting
American scholar. In 1938, Grattan wrote an essay on Australian literature for The
Australian Quarterly, sketching in the main lines of a literary tradition. The essay
is noteworthy because it reveals the nationalist canon in formation. Affurning the
need to struggle for "Utopia", Grattan celebrates the writers of the 1890s because
they battled "against the status quo". They were "critical of the world in which they
found themselves, but they believed in the possibility of fruitful change; ch3l1ge,
moreover, that was to be directed by and for the benefit of the Australian common
man".4 Although Grattan does not judge contemporary writers exclusively in terms
of whether they have continued in the line of the 'nineties, where he sees evidence
of this spirit he approves of it. He says of Capricornia, for example, that it "is in
the sound Australian tradition of creative protest" (p.30).
But the most interesting thing about Grattan's article is the way it begins and
ends. He starts by observing that "Australian literature is still faced with the
problem of obtaining whole-hearted recognition and support from its logical patrons
- the Australian people". This phenomenon strikes him as "very odd", for "the
materials out of which to construct a sound literary tradition are present in
abundance" (p.19). He then sets out to show that a worthwhile literary tradition
exists, finally appealing to The Foundations of Culture in Australia for support.
While he criticises Stephensen for "hunting irrelevant 'bunyips'" - The Publicist had
been in circulation for two years by now - he clearly embraces the terms of
Stephensen's analysis of Australian culture. Grattan concludes by commending "the
fundamental truth" to which Stephensen draws "strident attention": "the truth that
any culture of moment in Australia must be deeply rooted in the Australian earth".
It is, affIrmS Grattan, in "the life of man on the Australian earth" that writers must
seek their "basic inspiration" (p.33). Yet the question with which he began his
article was that of the public's indifference to Australian writing, not one as to the
inspirational sources of a national literature. This shift in his argument is marked by
a significant shift in metaphors, from an understanding of a literary tradition as
something "constructed" to a conception of literature as a natural growth that has its
"roots" in the "Australian earth". Again, rather than a sign of Grattan's personal
limitations, this contradiction indicates the general parameters of critical discourse in
the 1930s.
Grattan's acknowledgement of Stephensen's work was generous, since he
himself had become embroiled in a debate with the Bunyip Critic concerning the
possibility of Australia remaining neutral in the event of another world war, when he
expressed disdain for his "brawling manner" and "table-thumping" assertions. 5 The
Publicist gave space to Grattan to detail his objections to Stephensen's arguments
about Australian neutrality. Grattan wrote an astute article, describing nationalism
as "a protean principle which can be turned to the uses of many groups" (p.11), and
insisting that Stephensen explain how his own brand of nationalism was to be
implemented. Questioning Stephensen' s claim to speak on behalf of the Australian
"common man" (p.14), Grattan argued that such rhetoric conflicted with the social
programme which could be inferred from the (at that time) scattered pronouncements in The Publicist. He then pointedly referred to the way the fascists in Italy
and Germany had implemented their policies. However, despite the vigor of the
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debate, the participants clearly share more or less the same assumptions. And while
the Bunyip Critic indulges in increasingly reactionary pronouncements as the
international crisis deepens, his "fascism" - if it is really appropriate to use this word
- can be seen retrospectively as implicit in The Foundations of Culture in Australia.
Indeed, in my view the third part is not an aberration resulting from Miles's
influence. 6 Whether Stephensen's arguments seem "liberal humanist" or "fascist" in
complexion, they remain part of nationalist discourse.
For all his idiosyncrasies, Stephensen's intellectual and political trajectory
reveals a general problem he shared with writers like C. Hartley Grattan and Vance
Palmer. As Tim Rowse argues in Australian Liberalism and National Character,
the salient categories for writers and intellectuals in Australia at this time were the
individual and the collective whole, between which they had no effective mediating
terms.? Some writers formulated a myth of collective identity, celebrating the
"common man" and a culture "rooted" in the "soil". But whatever the precise
nature of the ideal, it constantly foundered on a narrow suburban ethos, in which
Australians had no sense of their authentic selves: writers and critics felt obliged to
defend genuine Australian values against the mediocrity of the ignorant Australian
masses. Perhaps such elitism did not necessarily lead to "fascism", but the liberal
protest against Stephensen's politics is to a certain extent disingenuous, since it fails
to acknowedge the problematical nature of its own project for social reform.

The Foundations of Culture in Australia
The relevant task now, it seems to me, is not one of salvaging the liberalhumanist elements in Stephensen's writing. While his internment was a massive
injustice, in many ways it forms an appropriate comment on the dubious categories
that inform The Foundations of Culture in Australia. It is more instructive to attend
to the contradictory character of Stephensen's work, than to look for things with
which to agree, thus avoiding any challenge his arguments might still pose.
On the other hand, The Foundations of Culture in Australia reveals several
assumptions that have long been assimilated within critical discourse in this country.
The book is about a land that was ours before we were the land's; it tells a story of
adjustment, as writers gradually put aside the preconceptions of the old country, and
responded directly to "the Spirit of the Place" (p.ll). In the first instalment,
Stephensen conceives a national culture as existing in an organic connection with
the physical environment, as a moment in man's immediate response to the natural
world around him: the uniqueness of the natural world in Australia is a condition for
the uniqueness of its culture. This stress on culture as a "national" (and "natural")
phenomenon is directed against any celebration of culture as transcending the
specific character of "Race" or "Place". Stephensen emphasises the significance of
writers like Shakespeare and Goethe as national writers, who each expressed "the
spirit of Place and Race" and "the concept of a nation" (p.15).
That Stephensen should seek to vindicate a national culture, however, by
invoking the great names of European literature already shows the contradictory
nature of his position. "The Ancient Greeks," he observes, "were few in number,
not more all told than the number of people who nowadays live in North Sydney"
(p.14); and Australia's population "is not much greater than was that of Britain in
Shakespeare's time" (p.18). We are asked to imagine the flowering of a national
culture that will be internationally received in the same way as the culture of
Ancient Greece and that of Shakespearean England - a curious prospect, reflecting
essentially conservative values for literary criticism. While Stephensen revelled in
his notoriety as a radical, The Foundations of Culture in Australia reveals a curious
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mix of iconoclasm and utterly conservative - we could even say "British Empire" values.
Stephensen's iconoclasm is evident mainly in his war on Australia's semicolonial status. Against the colonial mentality shown by Australians, he affmns an
ideal of culture as "the essence of nationality, the pennanent element in a nation".
"A nation," he writes, "is nothing but an extension of the individuals comprising it,
generation after generation of them" (p.25); a national culture gives individuals an
identity in something outside themselves. Reflecting on the relative importance of
"Race" and "Place" as elements in a culture, he concludes that "Place" is "even
more important than Race in giving that culture its direction." Thus he values the
uniqueness of Australian culture as against British culture's claims to universality.
To the extent that it encourages Australian writers to articulate their sense of
national identity, "imported English culture" may be "one element" in an indigenous
cultural life (p.25). Stephensen likens English culture to "imported phosphates",
brought in "to stimulate our native plant to grow" (p.24).
All this reads - to borrow C. Hartley Grattan's term - as a "strident"
nationalism ("On Australian Literature", p.33), with Stephensen thumbing his nose
at phosphate vendors like Professor Cowling. Yet while he apparently celebrates
diversity, seeing individuals contributing to the nation, and the nations themselves
contributing to the world in literature and other "civilised achievements" (p.28), he
also emphasises the homogeneous character of the Australian people. He describes
Australia as unique both "in its natural features" and in "its continental homogeneity
of race and language;" and the latter really seems just as significant a condition for
cultural flowering as the former. "Australia," he writes, "is the only continent on the
earth inhabited by one race, under one government, speaking one language" (p.18).
Paradoxically - given his supposedly anti-British sentiments - he equates the
homogeneous character of Australian society with its British heritage, conceding that
this heritage is "the most important element" in the factors contributing to Australian
culture (p.25). Australia provides people with the possibility of escaping a world in
turmoil, with a chance of eliminating old world vices and building a new society.
Australia in the ascendancy can take the place of Britain in decline. "There is,"
writes Stephensen, "no other part of the British Empire so suited as the permanent
domicile of the British Race" (p.189).
Let us focus now on the significant change in the third instalment, when
Stephensen casts a critical eye over the first section. Commentators have seen
Miles's influence at work here, but in my view Stephehsen actually makes some
valid comments on his arguments so far. The problem concerns the relation
between politics and culture. Stephensen fmds the first instalment "naive" in its
desire "to fmd a non-political, non-economic, basis for the development of culture"
(p.140), and questions whether his notion of "the Spirit of the Place" provides an
adequate basis for cultural nationalism. "The argument from physical geography,"
he writes, "is too poetical, too indefinite," whereas "our foundations must be
concrete, and finn based in immediate realities, as well as in ultimate possibilities"
(pp.141-142). He concludes that if Australian literature is ever to become free from
"English domination," this "must be accompanied by some form of political action
to free Australia from English (or other international) control of the economic
system of the Commonwealth" (p.142).
The interest of this passage consists in more than Stephensen's anti-British
stance. In any case, he describes his conclusion as a "reluctant" one (p.142), which
weakens it accordingly. Throughout The Foundations of Culture in Australia,
Stephensen is ambivalent towards Australia's ties with Britain.
Still, in
acknowledging the amorphousness of "the Spirit of the Place", he displays a strong
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sense of his difficulties as a liberal intellectual. Earlier I observed that writers and
intellectuals in Australia at this time had insufficient understanding of the mediating
links between individuals and society. This is perhaps evident in Stephensen' s
earlier defmition of a nation as "an extension of the individuals comprising it"
(p.25). Rather than conceiving the individual in relation to existing social structures,
he envisages a direct link between people in Australia and an amorphous social
ideal. As a result, in the second instalment, he sometimes appears to do little more
than assert an ideal of wholeness, of an organic connection between individuals and
a national cultural ideal, against a world on the brink of chaos - a characteristic
position for a preacher of culture. And yet in the process he gives an interesting
account of life in Joe Lyons's Australia, launching a scathing attack on Australian
philistinism and the instrumentalities in place that perpetuate Australian thraldom.
Ranging over the schools and universities, as well as the newspapers and publishing
houses, he stresses the need for reform of these institutions as a condition for
developing Australian culture. He begins, in short, to approach an understanding of
the institutional contexts for culture, touching on the mediations between individuals
and larger social and political structures, and conceiving of social change in terms of
these intrications.
The Foundations of Culture in Australia hardly provides a sophisticated model
for social and cultural reform. The confusion in the first instalment persists into the
other parts. While Stephensen criticises his earlier understanding of "the Spirit of
the Place", he continues to believe in the possibility of establishing immediate links
with the natural world through responding directly to the Australian environment.
Alongside his arguments for institutional reform, he celebrates "natural" expressions
of Australia's "physical geography" (p.141), fmding in them the genuine Australian
spirit. The opposite of seeing, however, is not blindness, but the "unteachable
Englishman's point of view" - Cowling and his "castellated" culture (p.33).
Stephensen sees the Australian viewpoint as emerging out of a clash of viewpoints
and ideologies, which at one point he even relates to class structure (p.183).
Recognising that society is in crisis, he does not put himself above social conflict,
and his cultural ideal is not all sweetness and light. His sense of the material basis
of culture gives a combative edge to his prouncements (in comparison, say, with
those of Vance Palmer). Again, I am not trying to credit him with a valid
methodology for social analysis: he develops his critique of Australian society with
a thumb nail dipped in tar. It is interesting, however, that he has such a strong sense
of literature within its various contexts. And his attempt to establish a link between
politics and culture strikes me as forming a valuable comment on liberalism and
nationalism as ideologies.

The Bunyip Critic
In the first issue of The Publicist, Stephensen talks of "the inevitably-coming
European War", one of a number of prognostications which, fifty years later, we
find disconcertingly close to the mark. But while he sees the Australian malaise
within an international context, his real enemy is within. He describes "the
bewildering circumstances of the World Depression and the approaching European
War" as having no "essential relation to Australia's needs and conditions", and
bewails the fact that they "leave the average Australian with ... a feeling of being at
the mercy of events over which he has no control". His panacea is "a simple creed,
Australia First!", "two words which are capable of no misconstruction, and need no
Council of Nicea to define them" (July 1936, p.4). In fact, in attempting to give
content to this "creed", his arguments get quirkier and quirkier. Against all other
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political parties, whether they are on the right and take their lead from Britain or on
the left and follow Moscow, he asserts the need for Australia to put its interests ftrst.
Eventually he formulates a ftfty point policy revealing a hotch-potch of sentiments
- "For Australian culture, against imitativeness"; "For self-dependence, against
colonial status"; "For national socialism, against international communism"; "for
'White' Australia, against heterogeneity"; "For Aryanism, against Semitism"; "For
women in the home, against women in industry" - and fmally concludes with the
declaration: "Australia First! Long Live the King!" (May 1941).
Despite Stephensen's disclaimers about the "poetical" and "indefmite" nature
of "the Spirit of the Place", this ideal still ftgures in his literary criticism in The
Publicist. In the early parts of The Foundations of Culture in Australia, Stephensen
describes Australian writers as gradually shifting beyond English preconceptions and
becoming receptive to the world around them. The "outstanding quality" in the
work of Banjo Paterson and Henry Lawson - "pioneers of indigenous culture in
Australia" - is that it is "drawn direct from Australian life," and not from "a bookish
or 'literary' idea, in imitation of English poets" (p.29). The Bunyip Critic also
values writers who communicate a sense of the "real" Australia. He celebrates
Herbert's Capricornia as "The Novel of the Spirit of the Land", and continually
looks for evidence of a genuine Australian spirit in the work of other Australian
writers. "What is the use of living in any country," he asks, where "the people
imitate the modes of another and faraway country? Why can't Australians be
natural, be themselves?" (August 1937, p.8).
There would, however, hardly be any reason to formulate a political platform,
if "Australianity" consisted only in behaving "naturally". To realise the true
Australian community, we would simply need to join hands and sing our praise to
the beauty of the natural world. But, as "The Experiments in Australianity" show,
agitation for reform in Australian society involves far more than this. It is a matter
of looking at the curriculum in schools and doing battle with G. H. Cowling (yet
again), when he has the effrontery to suggest there are no Australian books suitable
for study (October 1937, p.8); it is a matter of rewriting Australian history, so that
Australians may have "self-respect", and battling against the "dirty work" performed
by Sydney University in spreading "English political and cultural propoganda"
(September 1937, p.8). It is also a matter of encouraging the growth of Australian
industry, of endlessly debating the closeness of our economic ties with Britain and
Japan, and examining the fine print in The Statute of Westminster to determine the
extent of Australia's autonomy.
As in The Foundations of Culture in Australia, Stephensen does not always see
the relevant contrast as one between responding "naturally" to the Australian
environment and viewing the world through English eyes. At moments, it is more
a matter of replacing "English" habits of thought with "Australian" ones. He
answers the question why Australians cannot behave naturally by asserting that
colonialism as a "habit of mind" must be abolished, and "English-imperial
metaphors" replaced with "Australian metaphors" (August 1937, p.1O). This
sometimes leads to some odd speculation, including, in one issue of The Publicist,
the quaint suggestion that Australians could develop their own religion rather than
depend on imported creeds (February 1937, p.7). Nevertheless, the Bunyip Critic's
recognition of the importance of intellectual categories and habits of mind suggests
a more complicated scenario for reform than the simple injunction to "see" Australia
for what it is. When he reviews Eleanor Dark's Sun Across the Sky in terms of the
categories of "Race" and "Place", he repeats the point he made in The Foundations
of Culture in Australia, that "Place" is more important than "Race" in binding
people together. However, rather than being only a geographical concept, "Place"
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has a slightly different content, signifying "common interest ... the political tie, the
taxpaying tie". While Stephensen talks of the need for Australian novelists to be
"implanted", and creates the impression that "Australia" is out there to "see", he also
understands an Australian identity as something to be constructed. Thus he
applauds Sun Across the Sky as a novel "postulating the Australian Milieu" and
exploring Australian "possibilities" (September 1937, pp.5-6, p.8).
The ideological character of Stephensen's work is both its strength and its
weakness. C. Hartley Grattan's characterisation of The Publicist remains apt: it
contains a mix of "table thumping" assertions about the nation's destiny (see The
Publicist, April 1938, p.IO, p.12). These form the context for the Bunyip Critic's
discriminations concerning Eleanor Dark's early novels and other works, as well as
his comments on the colonial mentality - comments that are repeated ad nauseum,
until any impact they had originally is completely blunted. Yet if his nationalism
provides a problematical frame of reference for establishing an Australian literary
canon, it is for this very reason instructive, indicating general limitations in
Australia's cultural ethos during the 'thirties and 'forties. I am not, however,
suggesting that nationalism was no more than a blinkered orthodoxy. In my view,
Setphensen's nationalism gives his writing considerable force. The emphasis in his
"Experiments in Australianity" is on "experimentation", not just a dogmatic view of
"Australianity".

Stephensen's literary criticism
Stephensen's response to the novels of Xavier Herbert, Eleanor Dark and Miles
Franklin in The Publicist illustrates the connection between Australian literature and
nationalist hopes and aspirations in the'thirties and 'forties. We could postulate a
dialogue between each of these writers and their chief critic (perhaps it would even
be appropriate to say "mentor" as far as Herbert and Dark are concerned) as a
significant context for reading their novels. Yet whenever The Bunyip Critic turns
to these authors, he almost always defers a detailed analysis of their works. When
he looks at Miles Franklin's All That Swagger, for example, he claims not to have
time to examine the novel closely. If this is meant as a promise that he will analyse
the novel at some future date, it is one that he will never keep. His failure to engage
in a sustained analysis of works he extolls as genuinely Australian forms an
interesting comment on the way nationalism figures in his thinking, as he tries to
justify his refusal to evaluate these novels.
The Bunyip Critic originally refers to All That Swagger while criticising
Normal Lindsay's review of Brian Penton's Inheritors. Writing for "The Red Page"
of The Bulletin, Lindsay described Inheritors as "a book that had to be written if
Australian consciousness was to arrive at a compact understanding of its aspirations
and frustrations".8 Stephensen responds to Lindsay's praise of Penton's novel in a
style reminiscent of Archibald's old claim about writing stories, asserting that the
seven million people in Australia each have a different story to tell, and querying
whether any single novel could adequately express something called the Australian
mentality. The most interesting thing about his comments, however, is his reference
to the need for "a critique of criticism in Australia". He describes Australia as being
"in a state of transition", when "the norms of our national culture are not clearly
enough defmed to enable any Australian critic whosoever to state defmitely that
such-and-such a book is finally 'good' or 'bad'. He sees the requisite categories for
analysing Australian literature and society as still emerging, and describes his own
role as no more than that of John the Baptist, a precursor to the "Messiah of
Australian Literature," the Great Australian Literary Critic. Hence he can say no
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more about Miles Franklin's "grand new novel" than that it is "authentically
Australian"; he also lists other writers who "are approaching the Australian theme in
various ways". Significantly enough, he observes that "we scarcely as yet realise
what is meant by the term 'Australian' - in literature or in public life". His tone is
one of questioning, albeit of an aggressive and importunate kind. What, he asks, "is
the relationship between nationality and novels?" Do works of fiction "recede,
follow, or accompany the growth of national self-awareness?" (NovemberDecember 1936, pp.9-12).
Stephensen's sense of the inchoate nature of Australian nationalism reveals
more than a supportive critic prepared to accept all contributions to an Australian
identity. He observes that exigencies like "the European War of 1937-57" will
probably be more decisive in forcing Australians into "self dependence" than
"reading novels" (November-December 1936, p.ll).
For Stephensen, the
relationship between literature and politics remains an external one. He does not
review his categories for literary criticism in terms of his emergent political
perspectives, and some very traditional values remain in place in his thinking. It
becomes, indeed, a matter of choosing between politics and literature. In the next
issue of The Publicist, he concedes that he is preoccupied with "nasty and unliterary
topics such as war and politics", contrasting this with "pleasant and sugary" bookish
matters (January 1937, p.3). Although he would like to let himself go "on the
subject of Miles Franklin's grand new novel", such a review "must wait". He has
to examine "aspects of Australian life outside Australian books as well as in them".
There is, he asserts, "no use" striving for "an Australian culture, or an Australian
literature", if we "are going to be wiped out or irreparably weakened by unthinking
participation in the Coming (1937) World War". While "books such as All That
Swagger, Capricornia, and An Anzac Muster, give us a certain amount of
intellectual or literary engine power", we need "political engine power, too - a wider
public consciousness of the need for cultivating Australian self-dependence and selfdefence" (January 1937, pp.3-4).
Much the same thing happens in the next issue of The Publicist, where
(amongst other things) he observes a disjunction between the ideas of Australian
Marxists and conditions in Australia. Taking up their word, "ideology", he
describes their thinking as "European rather than Australian", and laments that there
is no "true Australian ideology". In this connection, he commends All That
Swagger, claiming he is fascinated by the book's "healthy Australianism", and
promising he will "have a good deal more" to say about it, as soon as "the draperyad press and garbage-collecting literary young men of Australian have finished
reviewing it" - the poor quality of newspaper reviews was one of his favourite
hobby horses (February 1937, pp.6-8). This particular "Experiment in Australianity"
- "No.7" - is noteworthy for the Bunyip Critic's dissatisfaction with existing
categories for political and cultural analysis. While his own conception of
"Australianism" is meant to fill this void, his arguments are circular, and his ideal
remains without content.
This circularity also becomes apparent from the way the word "classic" figures
in his vocabulary. According to the Bunyip Critic, All That Swagger "undoubtedly
stands with the Brent of Bin Bin trilogy, and with Xavier Herbert's (unpublished)
Capricornia, and with William Baylebridge's (out of print) An Anzac Muster, in the
category of grand Australian-type fiction that cannot be denied the name of classic"
(January 1937, pp.3-4). Although he makes such claims repeatedly, he never gives
the word "classic" any substance. When we reach 1938, and read the Capricornia
issue, we find the iconoclastic tone of the January edition has buoyed the Bunyip
Critic over to a celebration of this "great book", and he gives plenty of "whoops of
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joy" that it is at last on the market. But, as with All That Swagger, his praise of
Capricornia does not get much beyond empty superlatives. Indeed, he explicitly
declines "at this stage, to criticise or evaluate Capricornia in the professional
manner", admitting that he is "just as afraid to 'criticise' this book", as he was "to
criticise ... All That Swagger when it first appeared". He can only declare that
Capricornia "is what it is - a Novel of the Spirit of the Land!" (February 1938,
pp.5-6).
Stephensen's "first and last impressions of a great Australian novel" are more
revealing for what he does not say than for all he urges in praise of Capricornia.
On one level he emphasises the book's "realism", an emphasis also evident in the
way The Publicist promoted the novel prior to its publication. Herbert is described
in an earlier issue as having seen "a very great deal of life 'in the raw' in the wild
parts of Australia", and the novel itself is praised for its "unforgettable picture of
North Australia as it really is" (September 1937, p.16; December 1937, p.20).
Stephensen repeats similar claims in his jubilant article announcing Capricornia's
publication. His emphasis on the novel's "realism", however, cannot be taken at
face value. "Realism", for Stephensen, means a number of things, not all of which
cohere. When he describes characters in the novel as "real", one experiences a kind
of bathos. "Mrs Viola Blaize", he reflects, "post-mistress at Soda Springs, is more
'real' to me than any real post-mistress of North Australia could ever be". He then
marvels at the "magic" of an author who could fool him in this way. Capricornia's
"magic" seems, in fact, more important to him than its "didactic purpose" in
awakening "Australia's conscience in regard to the plight of Aborigines and
Halfcastes in Australia's 'Empty North"'. As well as praising the book for
reflecting conditions in the North, Stephensen sees it as contributing to the
realisation of an Australian identity, when the book's "realism" slides into
something closer to an ideal image of Australia. Capricornia is, after all, "the novel
of The Spirit of the Land", depicting "in a brilliant way the characteristics of
Australia and Australians". Stephensen describes it as "thoroughly Australian", as
"crudely, offensively, characteristically Australian" as Tom Collins' Such is Life
(February 1938, pp.5-6).
The Bunyip Critic is chiefly preoccupied, however, with a public that could
only be adverse to anything so Australian as Xavier Herbert's writing. Capricornia
is not the sort of novel that will be appreciated by "a reading public nurtured on
Church of England Grammar School imported snob culture".
As always,
Stephensen is concerned less with qualities intrinsic to literature than with how it
will be received. He devotes space to criticising (yet again) the book trade and the
quality of newspaper reviews. The situation is bleak; he talks of "this benighted
Commonwealth" and "our apparently incurable colonialism" (February 1938, p.5).
Characteristically, the article reveals a mass of contradictions relating to his abiding
preoccupations. Yet beneath it all there is a kind of vacuum. His nationalism does
not provide a positive perspective for reading novels like Capricornia or All That
Swagger. Although he sees these novels as providing the content of an authentic
Australian nationalism, he can do little more than engage in a circular argument and
assert their "classic" status. Whenever he defers a detailed analysis of their
qualities, he concedes that his perspective is problematical. There is, obviously, an
anti-intellectual element in his refusal to analyse these "classic" texts, relating to
what I noted earlier about the external relationship between politics and culture in
his work. He appears to want to immerse himself in action for Australian "selfdependence", eschewing any consideration of the links between culture and the
achievement of desirable social goals. But, as a result, his ideal of Australia First
seems less and less viable. He claims to speak on behalf of the "real" Australian
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public, but that public does not exist. For all that he says in praise of Capricornia,
his "fIrst and last impressions of a great Australian novel" are undermined by a
sense that the novel might not, fInally, have an audience.
Meanwhile, back on the left•••
Stephensen felt that his "distinctive contribution" as a lay critic lay in showing
"the necessity of linking Australian literature with political nationalism, the
movement for political independence from Britain".9 Of course, when viewed in
connection with the planks of the Australia First Movement, Stephensen' s claim to
have forged a link between literature and politics seems thoroughly dubious. I have
tried to argue, however, that his lonely fate as a fascist internee during World War
Two should not obscure a recognition of his representativeness as a critic. He was
not alone in his sense of the urgency of the times; his increasing involvement in
politics is matched by the careers of other writers and critics. M. Barnard
Eldershaw, Katharine Susannah Prichard, Vance and Nettie Palmer - all felt the need
to address the question of the relationship between literature and politics, and all
becarne embroiled in political struggle.
No doubt Stephensen should be placed on the right of the political spectrum;
his politics were anti-democratic and anti-working class, as the platform of the
Australian First Party reveals. Writers like M. Barnard Eldershaw and Katharine
Susannah Prichard, on the other hand, developed their understanding of the links
between literature and politics from a position on the left. They were all, however,
participants in nationalist discourse, with its characteristic categories, its contradictions and limitations. While it would be wrong to say that the debates between
Stephensen and his contemporaries were of no great moment, or that the divisions
between them are not real, they were all in their own way testing the assumptions
of literary nationalism against political demands. The war time publication,
Australian Writers Speak, shows writers like Marjorie Barnard and Vance and Nettie
Palmer making contradictory and ambiguous statements about the relevance of
literary nationalism to Australia's wartime predicament, in a way which is
comparable to Stephensen's experience of the conflicting demands of politics and
aesthetics. Also relevant here is Nettie Palmer's testament to her increasing
involvement in political struggle in Fourteen Years. "Is there", she asks, "any such
thing as 'pure' literature? Isn't it just a conception of people who look on writing
as an escape from the living world?".10 Like Stephensen, she felt an urgent need to
make connections between literature and politics. But the question remains as to
whether it is possible to reach a satisfactory formulation of those links in terms of
nebulous concepts like the Australian "people" and their national identity.
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HAL COLEBATCH

Riverside Drive

Everyone in the bus
turns to applaud
a parade of dolphins
marching up river
ten yards away
with a siren-sounding
escort of gulls.
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CARMEL MACDONALD-GRAHAME

My sisters were interrupted at their game by cries for help. This is their tale
of that interruption, that together they coaxed a dying old man through two glasses
of water over the half hour or so before he was taken away. All that time he seemed
concerned only for the whereabouts of his keys. All that time his wife just waited,
listening to his pleas, unmoved. The house has since been sold - deceased estate they say, so no one knows what follows here.
(Keys, 1992).

Keys

My sisters were interrupted at their game by cries for help. They heard the fIrst
sound, but it was lost in Bernadette's move: she had vestige, but no way of placing
it to use all seven letters. She was desperate for an S. The second sound, though,
moved her to say, 'Either your kitchen's haunted, or someone's moaning
somewhere. Do you hear that?'
'Yes. Ssh, listen!' said Ged.
By the time the sisters tracked it to the backyard under the cape lilac down the
road, the old man seemed to be hallucinating for want of water.
'Keess,' he whispered into Geraldine's ear. 'Keess.'
'What's he want?' asked Bette.
'I'm not sure. A kiss?' They couldn't help giggling.
'Quickly!' Ged's instructions to her sister became nurse-like. She propped his
head off the hot courtyard paving on which he lay and manoeuvred herself so that
his head was in her lap. 'Get water,' she said.
'What, just go insi-ide?'
'Don't be stupid, of course just go inside. Find the kitchen. Ssh, don't exert
yourself. Sssh!' She soothed the old man. 'And bring a wet flannel! Or tea towel.
Something to cool his forehead!' she called after the slamming flyscreen door.
'My keess. Iss the hobby house locked all up? Oh, giff me my keess,
ohnnggg .. .' He groaned. He was becoming agitated. Pain and anxiety had made
him hoarse.
Geraldine tilted his head back. The shade of the cape lilac had probably saved
him. Nothing obvious had caused him to fall. He was a colossus of a man despite
his age, and his size and the pain had made it impossible for him even to drag
himself inside. On a day like this, when even the cicadas had gone quiet in the
distilled heat and the only sounds were the distant hum of the highway and that
imagined hum of the desert's originary heat beyond, it was a wonder he was alive.
He'd obviously been there a long time.
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Inside, Bette's eyes adjusted to the gloom. The interior was extraordinary.
Old-smelling. She passed two piles of stones, cairns, in the lounge room. And
multiples of great blank eyes startled her from every wall and surface - a collection
of masks. Trays of stones, rocks, gems? - who could say - rested below and among
these collected faces of all the world - must be. Someone's history gazing back at
itself. Other objects, exotica, significant dried-grass bundles, things, crowded every
surface and much of the floor. The rooms were eerie, spooky, carefully arranged,
like altars.
The kitchen, when she found it, was austere by contrast, and hospital clean.
She grabbed a cup from the old-fashioned kitchenette with sliding glass doors.
Filling it from the single tap made her notice that there was only cold water. She
left it running to stretch up for a tea towel hanging uncomfortably high from a hook
above the sink. She soaked it and raced outside trailing water behind her. She
shivered with that followed feeling, and almost ran.
'Here, drink this,' Geraldine urged, supporting his head, tilting the glass. 'See
if you can fmd some keys,' she told Bette. 'It's KEYS he wants. We need to calm
him down. He's upset about them.' Bernadette checked the courtyard and the
gardens edging it. Out here, everything seemed ordinary, except that a small fibro
shed tucked away in a back comer behind a hedge and under a thick dark fir was
padlocked heavily. Oddly, a television antenna was affixed among the dry needles
which covered its roof. No sign of any keys. The windows were cloaked from
within. She could see nothing.
'Don't concern yourself about it.' Geraldine tried to reassure the man. 'Look,
Bette,' she dropped her voice and raised one of his trouser legs a little. 'I think he's
broken his ankles.'
The adrenalin rushed again in Bette's body. 'What, both of them?'
'See if you can fmd the phone. Ring the hospital. Fremantle's the closest.'
'What do I tell them?'
'That he's dehydrated, seems close to hallucinating, can't be moved and you
think his ankles have been broken.'
'What. Someone broke them?'
'Shit, I don't know. Phone the hospital, so we can find out and get him out of
the heat. He's in real trouble and we couldn't move him if we tried!'
Bette took a deep breath at the thought of the inside paraphernalia, all those
eyes again, but went, relieved too to get out of the sun.
'Here, drink this. No, sip it,' Ged coaxed him.
Having to forage for a telephone amongst the outlandish mass of artifacts in the
house, Bette saw that all the masks - and there were hundreds - seemed renderings
of female faces, and the other objects almost all had some kind of erotic undertone
- some toned not so under. Several of the explicitly phallic were chilling, sharp,
threatening, deliberately weapon-like. She became aware of a kind of sense to the
collection, but was unable to read it.
The muffled atmosphere deadened towards silence as she made her way down
the passage towards the door of what was most likely to be the master bedroom.
Opening it, she thought she had never felt so intrusive in her life, but there was no
choice and the room surprised her with its comparative cheer. Insubstantial white
sheers allowed plenty of light at least, and the pile of rumpled bedclothes on the
double bed somehow restored her to a sense of normality. The rest of the place was
like a - not a time warp, really, a place warp, or bit of both. And there was the
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phone, solid and black and old-worldly, on a bedside table. No book, though. She
took odd pleasure in dialling triple zero for a genuine reason.
Then she spotted the foot in the bed.
She barely made it through the call. ' ... Yes, sixty three Ridout, Myaree. No.
Well, he's difficult to understand. Yes seriously dehydrated and we can't move
him, his legs, someone's broken his ankles ... My name's Bernadette Lindsay. My
sister and I heard him. We were playing scrabble, and we heard him calling for
help ... Look, I'll tell them all that when they get here. He's dying out there. And,
oh god, it looks as though someone's already dead in here ... It's an emergency for
godsake. Just come!' Her eyes never left the small still foot poking out from the
other end of the sheets. She dropped the phone and fled.
'Ged! Ged!!' she shrieked, flinging herself through the house and down the
steps. With superb self-control she dropped beside the pair in the courtyard and
spoke urgently into Ged's ear. 'There's a foot in the bed! There is .. .'
'What are you talking about?'
'For real. I phoned from the bedroom. There IS A FOOT IN THE BED.'
'Well is anyone attached to it?'
'Come with me.'
Bernadette's whitening lips convinced Geraldine. 'Here, give me the tea towel.
Here, and some of that washing off the line down there. Quickly. Here.. .' They
propped the old man's head on bundles of soft white washing and draped his
perspiring forehead with the wet cloth.
'Now this is really weird stuff,' Ged whispered inside. Bette mouthed, 'You
just wait.' She felt sick.
In the bedroom they locked horrified eyes over the foot. Together they took a
comer each of the sheet and whisked it back. A tiny old woman lay there. Her
wrists and ankles were like sticks. Her eyes were wide open and huge. Her limbs
gave her the appearance of a reclining praying mantis, so sparsely did her body take
up space in the bed. She was wrapped around by a bright Hawaiian mu-mu,
hibiscus flowers splashing red over her and over parts of the bed where the fabric
lay uncovered.
'I suppose you've found him,' she said.
The sisters were stunned. It was monstrous. There must be something wrong
with her.
'Oh yes,' she muttered, slipping her feet into scuffs and grasping a walking
cane which was propped against the bed. 'They've found him alright.
Ged noticed her hair. It was elegant. Its grey length knotted in a smooth
chignon on top of her head was a far cry from demented. Her eyes, and she looked
directly at you, were disconcertingly deep and hollow, but for the most part she
muttered to herself and looked at neither sister, as if they were of mere nuisance
value. Even when she shoved her cane into one of the strange rock cairns in the
lounge room, bringing it down on her way past, she didn't look back at them. She
led them as far as the back steps and stopped there, propping the door open with her
walking stick, only staring at the man lying under the tree with his eyes closed under
the damp cloth.
'Did you happen to fmd some keys?' she asked.
'No, and he's been asking for them. Do you know where they might be?' said
Ged, as the man became agitated again.
'I have no idea. Why should I have any idea?' Her irritation made an accent
obvious. American? Canadian?
'There's the ambulance.' Bette raced back through the house to open the front
door, her sense of being an intruder having given way entirely to one of being a
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lifeline for an old foreign gentleman who lay marooned out there, in heat and pain.
His wife seemed regal in cruelty. She stood back and watched the two
uniformed men minister to him with their skilled compassions. He had recovered
somewhat with the water and they could make out that he'd tried to drag himself but
couldn't make it even to the steps. How long it had been, he whispered, before his
cries for help had been heard. He made no reference to the woman who had been
lying only seconds away throughout his ordeal.
'Unt I've lost my Keess ... ' he kept repeating while the two men took hold of
his great weight in a professinal lift and heaved. His rolled to one side and
subsiding onto the stretcher he gasped an 'Aaah!' - a syllable of such intense pain
that Ged winced and her thoughts flickered about among these things that life might
yet bring: pain, fear, lovelessness. Bette gagged surreptitiously, accepting the
descent into nausea that the whole incident had induced.
'And so he's lost his keys,' came the lucid observation from the steps. Ged
and Bette exchanged glances. She couldn't be all there. Yet she had listened with
concentration while they had described for the ambulance officers how they'd found
him. And despite her fixed silence, she'd raised her chin even higher when the
ambulance officers said that he must have had a hip replacement sometime,
speCUlating that the neck of the femur had given way, and with his weight and the
severity of the fall, well, it looked as though he'd broken at least one ankle, possibly
both. He would have to be hospitalized, and for an indefmite period, given his
obvious age.
She leaned a little on her walking stick, though, as the procession passed by her
and on through the house. 'He won't last long,' she cried after them then. 'Nurses
won't stand for him. Ah! yes, you carry him careful there, you take good care of
him, you do that. All these years! All these years! I'm obviously a crazywoman,
you should take the crazywoman away. I'm the one you should be taking away.
Seduced by him in the first place, staying with him all these years - fifty three years,
I MUST be insane. What's left of me. Ha!'
'My keess ... ' At the ambulance, he began to thrash about on the stretcher, his
voice rising while one officer administered the needle.
'What is this about keys?' the driver asked Bette and Ged, who explained what
little they knew. 'Let's have one more go shall we? Can't do any harm to stop him
fretting like this, and I wouldn't want to give her the satisfaction. If she didn't look
like death itself you'd want to press charges. What she's done to him's a crime,
even if she isn't the full quid. You go and have a quick hunt with them, Geoff,' he
said to his off-sider. 'I'll get things wrapped up here.'
The three went through the house, room by room, quickly, efficiently, looking
for keys, not knowing what keys, how many keys, and the old woman watched,
silent and deliberately unhelpful from the door of each room as they tried. They
hastened past the tidal stare which engulfed them from the mask-hung walls and her
eyes followed, just one pair among hundreds. She followed them back out to the
garden, where Geoffs and Ged's eyes might be sharper than Bette's.
'Incredible lot of junk they've got stashed away in there, hey?' Geoff said.
'What's this?' He stooped under the drooping fir branch.
'What he keeps calling the hobby house, we think,' Bette told him.
Geoff put his hand up to the shrouded glass, as Bette had done, and peered into
darkness. 'Can't see a thing in there, not even the hair lampshades. Probably just
your average cannibal's garden shed with T.V., hey? Paranoid old buggers too.' He
rattled the heavy brass padlock. 'But! Way to go!' said Geoff, bending and poking
his hand, Hansel-like, into the shadows under the shed window. 'He must have had
trouble here and made it as far as the courtyard before he actually went down.
Never seen such a big bloke.' His voice stretched a little as he straightened up and
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held aloft a fat bunch of keys, maybe twenty in all, on a thick ring. 'Here we go,
mate,' he soliloquized. 'The keys to the kingdom of heaven. Still, couldn't be
much worse than life with the lady of the house. Which would explain the telly
down amongst the trace elements. Off to hospital air-conditioning and a nice clean
bed, mate.' He trotted down the path and back to the ambulance with a cheerio to
the sisters, and a purposeful little toss of the keybunch in the palm of his hand as
he passed the old woman.
She said nothing, just watched him go, her gaze resting breifly on the jangling
keys, and then she followed him back into her house.
The hot stillness settled immediately back over the courtyard. The sisters
agreed that something must be said to the woman before they left even though
neither of them wanted to enter her sinister house again. Ged knocked at the door.
Nothing happened.
'We'd better check,' she said. 'We couldn't invade her privacy much more if
we tried anyway, so let's just go in.'
'She doesn't deserve privacy. Old witch, leaving him like that. In this heat.'
'D'you think she did it to him?'
'How? I don't know what to think.'
'Let's just check on her. She's pale. Shock maybe. I've seen it before.'
They knocked again. This time, when there was no sound in response, they
went in.
They found her sitting at the kitchen table gazing into the open refrigerator.
'Umm, excuse us, we're going now.' said Ged.
The thin hands were clasped beneath her chin and she was rocking slightly, and
slightly hunched in her chair. She pointed at all the food. 'Look at that. Look!'
The sisters looked, alright, and now saw in every cupboard door, a padlock.
The one hanging on the side of the gaping refrigerator door was large, even larger
and more authoritative than the one on the shed. In their exchange of glances,
Bernadette and Geraldine saw again those keys tossing the air in front of the
woman, and saw for the fIrst time how particularly they might console her husband.
There was sudden meaning in the sheer size of someone who could break under his
own weight and the sheer size of this tiny stick-like person who could disappear into
a bed. They imagned him, now, clutching the keys beneath his great belly and
moaning, 'My keess. Dey are my keess. Mine.'
And my sisters said the old woman repeated simply, 'Don't tell him he forgot
to lock the fridge. Please don't tell him he forgot to lock the fridge.'
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SAMANTHA BOSWELL

Gooseberry

In all the pictures of us together I've noticed you're always on my right. There
I am - the left hand girl. Kind of feels funny now you're not here. Like I've lost
my right hand.
There's no sign of what's to come in any of the pictures. You can't tell at all.
Who's to say that this girl is going to go somewhere, be someone, while the other
... well, who's to say?
Of course I can see certain things that a stranger, an impartial observer, might
not. After all, I was there, wasn't I? I'm there in the pictures, it's indisputable, and
it's my thumb print I see in photos of us. 'Jan was here' it says. And the photos
you had processed, the ones that passed through your camera have dates on the back
because you liked to nail them fast and tight to a year, a month, an occasion.
'March '81' is written on the reverse of the one with me at the beach wearing
that dark brown full-piece with the diamante butterfly. I'm smiling hard and happy
at the camera and there's a floating wisp of your hair stranded in the left hand
comer. You took the picture and you still managed to get into the frame. On my
right, too.
There you are on my right again in the one of us at a party our parents threw.
The kind of party they had every week when "Nutbush City Limits" thumped out of
tinny speakers and people in the caravan park complained about the music, the
swearing and the drunkeness. The ones that weren't at the party, that is.
There we are in our thick jumpers, slurping on our beer. But you got caught
by the photographer and stunned red-dot eyes are glaring over the top of your glass.
You look like a rabbit. We're both twelve years old in that picture and you said,
"Aren't we fat?" when you looked at it six years later. I disagreed with you. Still
do. We were never fat, yet it's one of the things you tell your friends. One of your
stories that have changed your past, distorting the truth. But I have the evidence:
It's in the photo.
I got cut out of the one of us in Sydney. I'm not sure whether the
photographer (some passer-by you stopped with an outstretched hand and a look
he'd never say no to) did this on purpose or by accident. I think the former, for
there is my right leg and a hand on the railing and, to my right, in the centre of the
picture, there is you. All you, this one, and surely not by chance. You with your
throat stretched out white and vulnerable; you with an arm raised in lazy salute; you
with that rolled bottom lip and that smoky-eye bum and a jutting hip that demands
attention. You've certainly learned something by then. How not to get caught by
the photographer, maybe. How not to look like a rabbit.
And then there were the professional photos, the ones Max and Jerry took of
you, some of you and I, but mainly of you. Isn't it funny how they looked the
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same? Black skivvies and a shroud of mane. You'd dyed your hair by then. Black
to match those eyebrows and that stare.
You have all the copies of these. Rolls and rolls of film. You inspected the
proof sheets with an enlarger and talked about lighting, exposure and mood. Your
Mum asked Max to blow up one of us so she could hang it in the lounge. And there
we are - on her wall, yet in a warehouse. Us together, and now apart.
The mood in this is, like the rest, dark and sombre. I'm a mere presence: The
slightest inkling of out-of-focus recognition surrounds the blur of my features. To
my right? You filling the picture. You're looking out a window and the light pools
on your face. I'd swear you're actually alight. But the smile is remote and
disengaged.
That's what they wanted, wasn't it? They wanted to capture that image
because that's what they saw. They were your lovers so they thought they knew,
but this impression is only a shard - a splintered section of the real person. This
was as close as they got.
David's only in one of the pictures with us, mainly because he disliked being
photographed. He took photos, though, and I had a feeling, a kind of nervous
tension, when he lifted the camera to his eye the first time. What will he see, I
wondered. Then I thought -let's get this over with. Take me and take my friend.
Then he did: He took my friend.
I still had to do it, though. I had to introduce them, and in the photo you can
see what this first meeting was like.
We went on a picnic to Kings Park. You brought along a cut out of the
Queen's head which you'd lacquered and attached to some piping so you could say
we dined with royalty. You also said you had to bring a date, didn't want to play
gooseberry, and we all laughed at this, the idea was so absurd.
So we dined with royalty. There's you and the Queen and me and Dave. All
in a row and smiling for the camera. That's what I thought, anyway. What I now
see is that you're giving the royal wave - curled fingers raised - and behind that
hand your eyes are turned to meet Dave's. And the two of you are smiling at each
other. The Queen and I were made the gooseberries. Even then.
I tore up some of the others before rescuing them from the bin. I felt I couldn't
lose them. They're my pictures, you see. My past, too.
There we are at the Christmas party staged to celebrate another of your
successes and the champagne was French. You're wearing a black dress made of
taffeta and silk. Transparent red beads like chunks of bloodied jelly surround your
neck. Me on the left with a tight-lip smile. Maybe I knew, maybe I expected.
Everyone said I should have seen it coming.
Our parents were there and your sister and grandmother, beyond the bounds of
this photograph. Implied, too, is the presence of the photographer. David, I see
you. I see you as I did when you came to pick me up that day wearing a white shirt
that made your skin glow like polished leather and a three day growth that
sandpapered my cheek.
You had come for her, though I didn't know it then. It's so hard to tell where
hindsight and reality mingle. Looking back, I believe I know; I believe I can see it
in the way you avoid my lips, but that's a re-run getting played my way. At the
time, the play was up to her.
I have become the rabbit in this Christmas photo. My brown eyes are wide and
numb and that smile is a mark of control. I am a drab rag next to you. You paid
for this show and it ran your way with the waiters bent like your beckoning finger,
eager to serve, and everyone loving you. Myself included.
On the back of this picture you've written 'Me and Jan, Christmas '91' but it's
ended up in my collection. One of my shards. And it is in shards, too - a jagged
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tear runs across the shoulder you've turned to me. Me on your left. You on my
right. And the tear threads its way between us, all around us, forcing us apart.
Yet I rescued this photo. I sticky-taped it back together without worrying too
much about the way the join matched up. I slotted it back into the flick-over ranks
of my photo album. And there it rests. Christmas '91. Me and Jan. You and the
gooseberry fool.

DOUGLAS BARBOUR

for 'Branch of almond tree in bloom'
(1890):

The new leaves filled with light
light
green they shine against the bright
blue sinking into far space of the sky
beyond their opening translucence
which I
head back
laid flat on solid ground
look up through
What Van Gogh fmally found
was this vision
the absolute sense of
tranqUility
a stunning love
of life itself it is the very thing
I see repeated
now of Spring
each year renewed
I look beyond
the glitter and shade of branches to a pond
of utter smooth
a book blocks out
the sun
I read into the margins
beyond doubt
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LAWRENCE BOURKE

Refectory Night-Cleaner

All that moves in the night, in the dim
lit dining hall, the cleaner goes among aisles
of laminex tables and plastic backed chairs.
Elbows propped on table-tops, he rests
and leans as if looking a while out to the dark.
Only he is inside with the light
the world outside, the courtyard, the few cars
parked, and me, cannot exist for him
there on show. Whether thinking someone
watches him, or just wanting to fInish
his shift and resume life, he sighs
and swings away, ambling knuckles across tables.
He starts to unstack chairs stacked on tables
and leans into the work rocking from foot
to foot, angling torso to table
shoulders sway, eyes close, he tips
each chair-back to topple like water tipping
off the table falling to trip off his other hand
and sit at rest. It might be a dance
with absence, the quiet assured obverse
of the day's ebullience, call it grace
for what will be eaten, only not pathos but work
until every chair sits at its place
and the dining hall is set for the day
and down the back not bowing he flicks the light
and disappears. Reappearing
in the car-park he looks at me, and nods.
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DAVID BUCHANAN

1 in every 100

And who will remember that day,
with only five left for me in your country,
of grey spring-rain and thawing snow?
We stood atop Brentbley Cragg
over-looking white-clumped fields,
slanting our heads into
rain pelting unshielded faces.
It hadn't stopped since you had arrived
from the Cotswolds to say goodbye.
Your cold exhilarated me.
Water ran off your perfect skin like marble.
On the walk back we bought icecream doubles.
The rain melted them like snowmen.
You seemed so suited to a gentle England foxgloves, oak and thatch cottages, Labradors
and green wellies and Lawrencian
fucks amongst the wild garlic in Spring,
your tongue licking the rain off my face.
We walked calmly on, spoke nicely
over some pints in the pub that evening,
before you left next morning closing the door onto a world of shrinking white,
as I feigned sleep upstairs, curled up tight, for warmth.
The summer's day you walked
up my stairs licking at an icecream
and without knocking
entered in your dripping wet clothes,
was typically hot and dry.
You had been in Perth only a few hours,
gone straight to the beach.
Still wet from our embrace
I made some tea and you shivered
said how you liked to be cold - it
reminded you of Yorkshire. You had
no belongings, no change of clothes
and when you stood up
38
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blood ran down your inside leg
like a dye spreading across marble.
The icecream dripped onto
my carpet like blood.
I began to shiver...
Where had the cottage in the Cots wolds
with the cat in the window
and foxgloves among the iris, gone?
You didn't answer, just stood
quite motionless, impossibly wounded
(from what would be diagnosed as Schizophrenia)
holding a haemorrhaging icecream,
like a statue that stared
slightly upward, as if expecting rain.
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BRUCE DAWE

Ward M4

Waking at midnight, I was just in time
to hear pass hurriedly in the corridor
a woman inconsolably weeping.
It was as though she were, against her will,
driven by circumstance on some grievous mission
to tum the minds of all to their last end.
Her face, just like her source of grief, was mantled
- she seemed to draw along with her the sorrow
of Eve and every woman who has wept.
It seemed to me it would be worse than useless
to try to follow her; where she was going
was just as far off as where she had been
- darkness itself hurrying her along ...
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PAM HARVEY

Lift Dreams

The lift halted somewhere between their start and his destination, and stayed
there quivering. The floor annoyed his feet - bare as always, grit in the cracks in
his heels. He rubbed his soles on the legs of his neat jeans.
The lift's trembling made her hair flutter around her neck. She pushed it out
from her collar. I've never been stuck in a lift before, she thought. Aren't I
supposed to go into labour? She looked at the man in the comer, saw his feet now
braced and fIrmly apart, saw his beard lifting on and off his chest as he chewed his
lip, and thought he looked capable. He would be good at the delivery.
But of course, she wasn't having a baby. She wasn't able to have a baby. She
thought of this when she was alone with men, it made her fade from them.
"Looks like we're stuck," he said. She was holding her hand across her flat
abdomen. It was a gentle hand, pale, ringless. He wondered how her stomach
would feel, warm maybe, cloud-like under his hand.
"Yes."
He looked at the emergency phone. "We could ring."
"It'll probably start again soon."
He leaned back into the comer of the lift and sighed. His breath came out
jagged, caught in the quivering. He did it again, and felt foolish, a boy in a
rumbling train.
The lift was lit with two fluorescent tubes and was bright. It suited the
showman in the comer, she thought, tapping his fmgers on his carrier bag,
humming. A spotlight for the man, muted pearl for her - that would be better. She
imagined her face unclear, and his beard hard and glossy on the other side.
The incessant quivering of the lift was soothing, the rhythm of a hand rubbing
an aching back. She closed her eyes and pressed herself to the wall.
He had a book in his bag and, when she didn't speak and the lift had not
started, he pulled it out. The pages were crisp. It smelled, he thought, of broad
paddocks under prairie grass.
The noise of plastic rustling stirred her. "What are you reading?" she said.
She had a book in her handbag, a well-worn one. She had read the same book on
her morning train every day for twelve months. She read the words, and knew
before she saw them what they said. The words floated by, black rivers, and did not
surprise her.
He turned the cover over. It was a peculiar design, one of multiple colors and
shapes so she couldn't tell - was it a child? - whether it was meant to be anything
at all. His fIngers around the book were splayed so she could see it more clearly.
His nails were short - she liked that. She nodded at him, nodded at the glossy
colors. "I haven't read it."
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"Neither have I. But I liked the cover." He turned it towards him, and she
could see him studying it, tilting it into the light and tracing the shapes in his head.
"I paint, you see."
Her legs were aching. She kicked her shoe off and stood leaning on the
passenger rail to massage her foot. I've never talked to an artist before, she thought.
Will I understand him if he starts on water or oil, Preston or Rubens? Her stockings
slipped over her toes when she rubbed, a scratchy nylon feel that made her wish it
was Saturday (not Friday) when she would be wearing thick cotton socks instead. I
could ask him home, she thought, if I had cotton socks on. We could talk of
images.
"I'm only a beginner," he said. "But I'm very good."
She felt she had to put her shoes on again and stand straight. In the face of his
excellence, she pushed her shoulders back. The lift made her knees wobble. "What
do you paint?"
The carrier bag was on the floor, leaning against the top of his feet where a
group of hairs grew. The plastic was making him sweat, just in that patch. He
could feel the sweat trickling like blood through the hairs.
She was watching him, hands spread out on the rails supporting herself from
the lift, shuddering light as fairy floss, tossed around like mist. He saw she
wouldn't understand what he paintd, but was influenced by the fact that he did paint.
Her whole honest face was white in the fluorescent light and he could see fine
wrinkles, like those in silk scarves, around her eyes. She was glad that he painted.
At once his feet felt more comfortable, his being felt like an artist. He loved her,
then, loved her. The book twisted, its colors skewed, in his tightening hands.
Men always fell in love with her. Fat men, usually, with beards not unlike the
one on the man standing in the comer of the lift. Older men with misery in their
aqueous eyes and a lifetime of broken relationships behind them. Psychologists,
bankers, psychiatric nurses. They wrote her letters, gave her Elton John cassettes.
She received them with grace, and kept them. The letters she never read again, but
the tapes were haunting.
She looked at the man in the corner and knew what it was that made them love
her. She tried to stand taller, shift the light blending her into the wall, and said
again: "What do you paint?"
"I paint North American Indian Chiefs."
He started to tell her about his Indians, tall thin men with brave blonde hair.
Blue and green eyes in sharp faces. Men riding camel and oxen, and leading goats
with halters. He started to tell her it was how he dreamed them. He didn't say a
word.
"If I painted," she was saying, "I'd paint women."
It was quiet, he didn't hear her. He was thinking of a North American plain
and two people. He had her in his arms, whispering into her raven hair. She fitted
into elk skin so comfortably, so sensually, he was crazed with his love for her.
He didn't hear her. She had said something, was waiting for him. He said,
clearly and easily for the lift as well: "I paint North American Indian Chiefs."
It was too loud, but he didn't notice. She saw his eyes overcast like haze on
a hot day.
Men fell in love with her because she was their dream. If they wanted a
woman like their mother at thirty, she tipped her head over and drooped with
hairstyles so similar they gasped. She wore their mother's wedding ring on her
barren hand. She patted their cheeks and called them Robby or Mickey. All this
without moving. If they wanted a woman like their mistress she dressed with a red,
tight skirt on her thighs, stood with legs apart. All this without a change from her
beige tailored suit. Men fell in love with her.
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She wondered why they didn't stay in love with her. She was ready to be a
dream. She would be a mother, a mistress. She had tried it once or twice, with very
persistent men, only to be wretched at the results. She supposed they guessed that
as a woman she was a fake. She had, for a moment, when the lift stopped and she'd
looked at the man who might deliver her baby, thought he might be different.
This man was dreaming. She touched her face with both hands, letting her
fmgers slide from the comers of her eyes to her mouth, feeling her own softness. He
had dimmed the lighting as well, she saw, and her hair was grey, her eyes hidden.
Even standing straight, as powerful as she could manage, shoulder pads square and
high, it was too late. He had cast the shadows over her.
If I painted, she thought, I'd paint sharp women in bold colors, naked, carefree
women with shining bellies straining with life. Ecstatic women. Me in the
background, developing shape, trying.
"I'd paint women," she said, to him, "over and over, until the images run like
the rivers of words in a handbag book." My image, too, smoothed over by the
others.
He was dreaming. He didn't hear her, and so missed the moment he should've
taken, missed the opportunity that only being stuck in a shaking, shivering lift gave.
He would have had her forever if he'd just said: Women? What kind of women?
and let her put her forehead against his wiry beard and push her hands around his
waist and take her shoes off to rub her stockings through the patch of hair on his
foot.
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STEVE HOLDEN

Eternal Youth

The loaf of bread was stale. In fact, all the loaves were stale. The quality of
food wasn't what it used to be. She had squeezed every loaf on the shelf. It was
no good - she would have to do without. She bought some onions, a capsicum, a
zucchini, some rice, and cat food.
She left a queue at Customer Service. The manager couldn't understand: it
seemed as though all the bread had suddenly gone stale.
When Jessica got home she could smell the old, closed, dusty smell that sifted
through the house despite her best attempts to stop it. And, yes, the dust was thick
on the furniture again. She was tired after her aerobics class but she thought she'd
dust and polish and vacuum before she cooked her dinner.
She was fit and well-toned for a woman of forty-five. Jealous friends
complimented her on her youthfulness. Younger men invited her to dinner. But her
golden youth was a hard-won prize. She had dieted and exercised, kept a strict
sleep cycle, flossed her teeth twice a day: she had always been rigorous. She loved
to look at her young body in the shiny leotards and tights and perfect white gym
shoes. Trim, taut and terrific, she would whisper again and again, a chant, a mantra,
as she stood in front of the wardrobe mirror.
When she had finished the vacuuming, she put her aerobics gear in to wash the lycra was worn around the armpits and the legs had started to go fluffy. It was
odd, the leotard was new and she'd only had the tights for two weeks.
She opened a tin of cat food for Cyril, and forked a grey, strong smelling meat
into his bowl. Then she started to slice the onions for dinner: a low cholesterol
vegetable stir-fry. The onion was soft and stale, the rings smeared with a slimy
yellow paste like onion after-birth. She picked out another, it was stale too. The
whole jolly bag was stale. She decided she would no longer shop at that
supermarket. Then she screamed. A huge furry rat was sitting on Cyril's dinner:
a huge furry tailless rat. Her heart throbbed and her throat swelled as she held it at
bay with a wooden spoon. It began to quiver and roll. Then she realised: it wasn't
a rat. The cat food had gone rotten, it had grown a mouldy, fluffy coat, and now
it was moving.
She grabbed the bowl, rushed to the back door and hurled it into the garden.
She watched as it arced across the lawn and burst into a thick cloud of blowflies.
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She shut the door.
Inside, the house was quiet. The old smell was back. She went into the living
room. The dust was thick on the furniture again.
David was trying to be reasonable on the phone. "What do you mean?" he
asked.
"It's like, well, everything I touch seems to be affected."
"You don't seriously believe that you're making everything tum rotten?" David
was a Systems Analyst at work. Jessica had hoped he would be able to clear things
up. He was always so precise, so organised, he always knew what to order when
they went out for dinner. It sounded as though Jessica was crying. "It's just an
awful coincidence," he said.
"It sounds unlikely, but there's no reason why all those things you've touched
weren't rotten already. In terms of probability ..... "
"David," she cried, "the catfood turned rotten after I touched it."
When she had noticed the dust she had conducted a series of increasingly
feverish experiments. She had wiped clean rows across the table with her [mger,
marking a new row at ten seconds intervals, and watched as the dust had gradually
reappeared. She picked a rose from the bush near the front door and watched as it
blew and wilted and faded to a papery, dessicated shell that trembled in her hand.
The process seemed to take about five seconds. She noticed some vegetables that
she had bought a few days ago. They looked fresh enough, not like the wrinkled
capsicum and slimy zucchini she'd just brought home. Carefully, scientifically,
surgically, she sliced into a mushroom. Sure enough, it shrivelled away from the
knife blade like the lips of an abalone. It took about ten seconds. Touching another
mushroom directly made it rot much faster.
"It's something to do with me," she said to David. "Everything I touch directly
decomposes in about five seconds. If I touch something indirectly it takes longer."
David promised to come around straight away. As she put the phone down,
Jessica felt Cyril rub against her legs. "Cyril." She realised too late and watched in
horrer as he sat slowly down, spitting out old teeth. The texture of his fur changed.
He looked up at Jessica through cataracted eyes and fell forward in a pile.
When David arrived he found Jessica cradling some kind of mangy fur stole.
"Keep away," she screamed.
As long as he checked everything, it would be alright. For example, if he
smelled the coffee and then checked with Jessica to see if she had touched it, he
shouldn't come to any harm. The milk might be a problem and he'd have to make
sure she hadn't touched the cups. It was like quarantine, really. He sipped his
coffee.
"Are you sure you wouldn't like some?" he asked.
"Mine would be cold," Jessica said.
"Well, I really need this. What about some orange juice?"
"It's gone off."
"Did you touch the milk?" Jessica looked at him, then slowly turned away. "Did
you?"
"I don't think it's contagious David. I think it's just gone off."
Later that night, they had established a diet that Jessica could manage. She was
eating dry rolled oats. Tomorrow morning she would have pasta, uncooked, and
nuts. They would have to experiment with the oil content of nuts and cereals, David
said. Jessica grimaced. "Look on the bright side, you'll be on a high protein, high
fibre diet. You'll look even younger."
The question was: why was everything that she touched decomposing?
There were problems: how would she work? How could she go to her aerobics
class? And how could doctors examine her? "And another thing, David, I can't
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touch you. I won't be able to kiss you."
"Yes, there is that." He didn't seem to be all that concerned. Did he really love her?
Jessica was no longer sure. "The thing is," he said, "to remain positive about all this.
Maybe you could work in a cheese factory, maturing the cheeses. If you stuck your
finger in wine bottles, you might cut down on the necessary cellaring time. You
could revolutionise the wine indUStry." He laughed.
"Don't you care?" Jessica cried. "You don't seem to understand. You don't seem
to ... I thought you loved me. I've tried to be beautiful for you. I've dieted and
exercised for you. God knows, when I turned forty it was hard. I didn't think
anyone would fmd me attractive. And then I met you."
"And when was that?" David asked.
"What? When did we meet?"
"I thought you were thirty." He stood, looking at her. So she was older than she
looked. Forty, maybe forty-five, yet she looked as young as he did. What had
happened? How had she done it? He looked at Cyril lying like a small rug at he
feet. Everything around her would decompose, would rot and fade away. But
somehow she had slowed down her aging, until now she had stopped. She was
perfectly, beautifully preserved, and alone. He looked at her with horror.
Then she understood. "Please don't leave me David. Please don't go." She
put her cupped hand to his cheek. "Please don't go."
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MICHELLE NEAL

The Baby Makers

She watches. The girl at the station. Watches her carrying her new-born baby.
Sees her parade down the platform swinging her trophy in its capsule, forgetting it's
not her school bag.
She watches her board the train. Sees the offer of assistance ignored. Sees the
shaved head beneath the bottle-black ponytail. The black eyes. The black lips. The
blackness, carrying the bag of baby-blue.
She hears the baby cry, sees the mother smile. Her remnant of love. Her
reason, for life. Her job well done.
She watches.

*****
'Peter James', her sister says, and the new mother and father beam. Their first.
Just born. And she watched it. Didn't want to. Doesn't want to. Tries not to.
Sees it all.
Her sister kneeling in the bath tub. Forehead on her fists. Stomach on her
knees. Blood dripping down the plughole. Throwing up.
Glazed eyes. A wild woman. An animal.
She watches. Saying nothing. Should be moved by the experience but she's
in this world without a passport.
She cradles her sister in her arms and listens to the screams.
Peter James.

*****
They're a belly full of magnets. She's a rod of steel. They follow her. They
track her. They make her watch.

*****
She sees the women in their factory uniforms. Fat-filled tracksuits balancing
on pointy shoes. Drinking tea, eating cake, in the shopping centre cafe. Discussing
their production line.
Burger Ring stains around their products' mouths. She sees them spit onto
their hankies and scour away the smiles. The children strain against their straps, are
slammed down in their seats, are force fed.
She watches the children watching her.
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*****
She sees the grey-haired mother, still a mother, should have retired long ago.
Too old to tape the nappies, too weak to lift the load. But she's duty bound.
Thick fmgers button the grandchild's designer dress, tie the matching bow.
Neither offers the other a smile. The mother's stolen their years of gold.
She gives the child a biscuit. One for each hand.
No-one's watching.

*****
He's watching. Baby seats, passing prams, teddy bears in toy shops. 'There
were these twins at work today', he tells her. 'Came in with their dad.'

*****
Her hair, she thinks. His eyes, she wonders. Your heart, she hopes. My mind.

*****
She sees the daughter of the born-again mother. Is told she's eight going on
eighteen. Is trouble at school. Failed prep. Refuses to eat birthday cake.
Can't read, has few friends, is a roll-your-eyes problem child.
She sees the eight year old listening to her visiting mother coo into the
telephone.
No-one else sees it. She can't watch it.

*****
She sees the primary school mothers gathered at the gate. Bored now the
youngest is at school. What to do? Another baby? Watch this.

*****
'I didn't know your tits leaked.'
'An hour and a half of stitches.'
'I've got this Russian-looking bra now.'
'It feels like you're having a shit.'
'It'll be heaven to lie on my stomach.'
'I'm going to the 100.'
She listens.

*****
Sees the foetus in the photograph. Its nose, its leg, its arm. It's her girlfriend's
latest career move. Surrendering control. She's not so sure she wants to, but she's
wavering with the weight.
She sews. She knits. She creates two new people.
She watches her friend's soul fill with her belly.
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*****
She sees the roof rolling past her. Sees the doors swing back into place. Sees
the face of her gynaecologist. The team of specialists who hold the hope.
She sees the lights, the monstrous lights, meld into each other and darkness.
She waits.

TANYA DALZIELL

Future Looks Like the Forties

The wedding was lovely, all their friends came,
- Baby the honeymoon is over now.
For his tax purposes she kept her name,
And gave up her books to avoid a row.
Enlightened by twenty-cent romances,
the T.V. aerobics and Tupperware,
She consults the stars, which foretell chances
of a never-born child, while he sits there
surveying the alphabetised spices,
and the curtains she bought the other day
(rummaging at sales gets the best prices).
He pats her hair before going his way,
Expecting, when he returns, dinner on time.
She hangs the washed clothes on an empty line.
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MICHAEL HEALD

The Hair

You nudge me in the crowded train
and lean closer to say
'look at that man
touching that woman's hair.'
I turn expecting an outrageous scene
of trembling hands in forbidden worship,
but instead it's a guy I'd noticed earlier,
with a BHP badge sewn to his coat
and a crumpled, empty-looking overnight bag.
There's a cascade of blond hair
spilling over the seat-back
from the woman in front
towards his knees, and his hand
has lifted from his lap to meet it,
the index finger pointing through the flow
as if testing its temperature.
When he moves his hand away
the finger stays stiffly put
like part of a claw.
He brings it back
to renew the sensation
and this time his thumb
closes to it, trapping some strands,
kneading them gently
like a length of fabric,
but hamfistedly. The woman
feels no tug, as if the hair really
did flow in perpetual release.
He doesn't watch what he does:
like one of those characters in thrillers
trying to harden or punish themselves,
looking away as they keep
their hand in a flame.
But there's no grimace;
his eyes aren't clenched shut
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but stare calmly at what passes,
and when the train arrives
his hand drifts back without fuss
from its trespass.
We shuffle out, other bodies
inserted between ours in the line,
pause in the crowd on the platform
to kiss, then part to search through it
to our separate days.
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R G HAY

Another of those obligatory poems

Some tasks would be enjoyable activities
if one's social group didn't exert such unrelenting
pressure on one to conform, perform, enact the ancestral
ritual, that one comes to think not of what's in hand
but of getting it over with. For a Queensland poet, writing
a poem about eating mud-crab, with an unsubtle
emphasis on the sensuous experience and hence blaring
overtones of sexual congress is de rigeur. So, here I go.
The carapace is a problem - you just have to crack it.
There's no satisfying, nor even satisfactory, way to
eat mud-crab surreptitiously, nibbling a bit
here and there while sitting up straight, pretending
not to be doing it, like a kid eating lollies in
class, in old-fashioned schools, anyway. Eating mud-crab
demands a full-bodied commitment, so if contact
with warm and sticky averts your face and hands, or juices
trickling over your skin bother you, you'd better watch a video,
do it vicariously, avoid the feel of flesh and
the clinging cloying odour. Sweet, soft, and moist.
And, unless you have a massive appetite, or take them
out of season, before they've filled, plump and ripe, there'll be
more than you can handle - in one
session, anyway. Actually, there's nothing quite
like it, though any activity that needs a total
physical commitment, engages fully all your senses,
though sight and sound least, preoccupies your mind, tends
to resemble other such activities. Well, there:
I've written it. Is that really how boys become men?
All the women I know well enjoy eating mud-crab.
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MICHAEL ACKLAND

A Martial Code: Meditation and Action
in the Verse of Adam Lindsay Gordon

Perhaps the negative judgement passed most frequently on Gordon's verse concerns
his alleged failure as a thinker. On this point his advocates and detractors alike have
agreed. Beginning with Henry Kendall's review of Bush Ballads and Galloping
Rhymes, we encounter acclaim for "the healthy and straightforward" contents of
works, or for their "exquisite versification", coupled with the verdict that "in the
domain of introspective verse his failures . . . are complete and immediately
evident".l These pronouncements were re-echoed by subsequent commentators, and
even untiring proponents of Gordon's work, like Douglas Sladen, conceded poetic
shortcomings and that certain works "have not enough raison d' etre". 2 Yet Kendall,
who played so crucial a part in the formulation of this critical cliche, also offered a
far different appraisal in an eulogy on his dead friend. In "The Late Mr A.L.
Gordon: In Memoriam", the deceased is presented as "one / Of that bright company
this sin-stained world / Can ill afford to lose", while ensuing lines forestall the
charge of hyperbole and comment prophetically on Gordon's contemporaneous and
later readership:
They did not know
The hundreds who had read his sturdy verse
And revelled over ringing major notes,
The mournful meaning of the undersong
Which runs through all he wrote, and often takes
The deep autumnal, half-prophetic tone
Of forest winds in March . . .3
Commentary, believing itself to be fully acquainted with this "mournful . . .
undersong", has neither followed the implied admonition to closer reading nor
explored the grounds for Kendall's apparent re-reading of Gordon's achievement.4
Instead, literary evolutions and related shifts of taste have led to the devaluing of
much as his verse as "merely English jewels in Australian settings",5 or as medieval
escapism, reflecting "his attempt to retain his imagined past while living in an
unrelated present". Yet Kendall's verdict, as I hope to show, provides a vantagepoint from which to reappraise the accepted notion of Gordon's meditative
shortcoming, and affords vital clues to ambitions and intellectual resonances which
lend his works an unsuspected degree of conceptual unity, irrespective of whether
their subject matter is based on past or present, Old or New World experience.
Kendall's remarks, both in the review and in the eulogy, are arguably shaped,
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at least in part, by his preoccupation with the moral role of verse at a time of
perceived social crisis.6 Admittedly, this is not the writer's major theme. But
awareness of acute malaise emerges in brief allusions to this "sin-stained world" and
"this unquiet, unsettled generation"'? which to a Victorian readership would have
required no further gloss, as well as at the climax of his moving, poetic requiem. Its
closing, conventional figure neatly preserves elegistic decorum, and yet admits a
degree of uncertainty conceming the afterlife that is consistent with his own well
documented spiritual probings and doubts:
... to Adam Lindsay Gordon's name
I dedicate these lines; and if it is true
That, past the darkness of the grave, the soul
Becomes omniscient, then the bard may stoop
From his high seat to take the offering,
And read it with a sigh for human friends,
In human bonds, and grey with human griefs.8
Moreover, in the 1870 review Gordon's efforts are found wanting specifically in
"the domain of introspective verse" in "which Wordsworth is perhaps the great
leader". That is, meditative verse is identified by this association with a capacity to
provide moral leadership and a faith-endowed vision,9 like that enunciated in
"Tintern Abbey", of an intuited, ministering presence which "impels / All thinking
things, all objects of all thought, / And rolls through all things".10 Reading Gordon's
verse implicitly within a context of religiously related turmoiI,l' the reviewer can,
with complete propriety, fmd the poetry wanting in Wordsworthian meditation and
still, in effect, acknowledge a distinctive, individual view-point, or "deep autumnal,
half-prophetic tone", which assures it of a lasting place in the nation's literary
heritage.
Kendall, writing at the time of his own crushing, personal crisis in Melbourne,
apparently felt compelled to oppose the contemporary dilemmas which he saw
embodied in Gordon's life and workY In particular, given the remarks on
Wordsworth which defme the nature of his complaint, and the subject matter itself
of Gordon's poems, the Australian's principal objection was arguably not to a want
of thought per se, but to his friend's insistent abrogation of potentially empowering
introspection in favour of a resolution sought in physical terms. Personae from
Hugo in Ashtaroth through to the speaker in "The Swimmer" deny our capacity for
effective metaphysical probing, while the inescapable temporality of our lot shapes
Gordon's projection of the respective merits of mental and physical deeds. In "Cui
Bono", for example, the sage is allowed to be wiser, perhaps, than the kaiser, only
to evoke the rhetorical response "To whom does it profit?-We ripe and rot", where
life for all is envisaged as a "weary round" or "glittering bubble"(53). I3 More
categorically, Melchior stresses the nullity of intellectual efforts in "The Road to
Avernus" with "Add one cubit to your stature if you can by taking thought"(146);
and in "Potter's Clay" a central figure promotes active engagement over
contemplative detachment as the preferable response to unavoidable destiny: "Your
pitcher will break on the musty shelf, / And mine by the dazzling stream"(25). Such
notions, frequently rephrased, have been readily identified as constituting the
intellectual range of Gordon's verse, and as quite distinct from a further category of
energetically engaged action poetry. But the disjunction assumed between heroic
rhymes and paltry, philosophical standpoint is no more incontestable than our usual
understanding of Kendall's critique, and highlights, as we shall see, a failure to
grasp the centrality of martial action and its eclipse in his response to mid-century
dilemmas.
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Pace the received conception of his work, Gordon seems to have been
impatient with descriptively dramatic scenes lacking wider resonances. 14 This is, of
course, not to deny that he produced such work because, as Kendall himself later
recognized at the time of publishing Songs from the Mountains, issues of general
appeal and marketability could not be ignored, particularly in a young and largely
unlettered society. But even an early, popular work like "Hippodromania", which is
sometimes cited as prima facie proof of Gordon's vacuity, can yield unexpected
insights into his poetic aspirations and preferred strategies. Already the potentially
ironic title should alert the wary reader to a degree of authorial detachment from the
banal task of writing turf-prophecies in verse for Bell's Life in Victoria;15 and this
surfaces starkly in section V, headed "Ex fumo dare lucem". There turf-talk serves
as a smokescreen to Gordon's existential musings. As in preceding sections, the
ostensible purpose of the piece is to provide betting tips, though here the addition of
a prologue and epilogue allows the author to transcend the demands of the trifecta.
Specifically, the central race provides an opportunity to discourse on the limitations
of imaginative creations ("are all myths self-created / Air visions that vanish in air",
[98]), on the unfathomable nature of human destiny and, most memorably, on our
hopeless attachment to past dreams:

Like corpses embalm' d and unburied
They lie, and in spite of our will,
Our souls on the wings of thought carried,
Revisit their sepulchres still. (104)
The easy transition effected from the actual to the grotesquely surreal recalls
momentarily eighteenth century verse. Yet whereas in Pope the shift would have
c,1ntributed to a biting satire on human foibles, here it serves as a wistful comment
not only on a common inability to relinquish our fondest hopes despite better
knowledge but also, as subsequent lines reveal, on unappreciated sources of spiritual
"mystery", not in a separate and higher sphere, but within us-a provocative aside
of a kind rarely to be looked for in Bell's columns.
This tension between the ostensible subject and "the undersong" is the product
of constraints imposed by the author's perception of the colonial reading public.
Dissonance between his and its interests emerges as a major consideration in "Ex
fumo dare lucem". There, in spite of occasional complex or extended figures, the
impatience of his Pegasus with mere racing detail is generally checked by an uneasy
awareness of an audience whose "fancies poetic / Never rise from the level of
'Turf'" (98). Thus, although he may encourage Bell's readers with comments like
"Brighter dreams than mere pastimes we've follow'd, / Better things than our scarlet
and silk" (104), and indulge in some metaphysical flights, full poetic freedom, he
implies, is curtailed by the narrow mental horizons of that very readership which
eventually took him to its heart:
For I'm getting beyond you, I guess,
And you'll call me 'as mad as a hatter'
If my thoughts I too freely express. (104)
As so often in Gordon, matter of potentially real import is imparted with lightness
of touch, in this instance with a jovial good-naturedness calculated to remove any
smart from the implied condescension. In effect, the passage suggests the need for
veiled expression, or at least for the creation of texts open to diverse levels of
interpretation: a principle already evident in the employment of a potentially
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subversive Latin section title, followed immediately by the innocuous English
formulation '''Twixt cup and lip". Moreover, an uneasy preoccupation with the
responsibility of the mentally superior spokesman re-emerges years later, though this
time dramatically refracted through representatives of dissatisfaction and social order
in "The Road to Avemus":
Laurence: Thus you would teach that peasant, though he calls you 'father'.
Me1choir:
True,
I should magnify this present, mystify that future, too-We adapt our conversation always to our hearer's light. (146-147)
While it may be wondered whether a more elevated contemporary audience would
have produced a substantial improvement in Gordon's verse, the sincerity of his
misgivings are not at issue, nor their possible impact on his poetic conceptions.
From the outset of his writing career in Australia, Gordon produced poems
which have both a straightforward, public appeal, and yet yield indices of a darker,
unsettling world-view. This is illustrated early by the "The Feud", where a concern
with generic and incontrovertible processes re-energized conventional matter, and
enabled him to transcend the limitations imposed by the immediate task of providing
verse captions to a series of engraved prints. Based on stock elements of love,
intrigue and bravery, the poem tells how a well-meant attempt to end a bloody, clan
feud through marriage issues only in carnage and absolute 10ss.16 A bellicose
brother, opposed to his sister's betrothal, contrives to have the beloved outnumbered
and killed, though at the cost of his own life, and eventually his sister's too. Further
resonances, however, are ensured by emphasis on the mutuality of blame (the
betrothed "was hot and headstrong too", [350]), on self-perpetuating cycles of ill
("Now, Christ absolve his soul from guilt; / He sinned as he was taught!", [351])
and, fmally, on the tenuous sway of civilizing reason when confronted by primordial
instinct,
And sense of justice struggled hard
With nature's stronger tie.
He knew his son had richly earned
The stroke that laid him low,
Yet had not quite forgiveness learned
For him that dealt the blow. (349)
Cumulatively these effects reveal a tendency, more pronounced in later works, to
expand typically self-contained border material into a dark parable on human nature
and its potential for progress. Distinct from the meditative mode popularized by
Wordsworth, such verse nevertheless projects universal truths that would have been
recognizable to Dr. Johnson's common reader-though he may well have recoiled
from the final scene and its pessimistic implications: "She stretched upon the dead
man's breast / With one long weary sigh; / And the old man bowed his lofty crest
/ And hid his troubled eye!" (352). Moribund old age gazing on heaps of slain
youth suggests the categoric annulment of love's promise and of prospects for
regeneration. Reflective awareness, although affording a measure of tragic grandeur
when the lover goes consciously to confront danger, has proven powerless to avert
individual annihilation, much as the evocation of Christian precepts which fail to
influence the course of unhallowed action highlights our separation from higher,
order-giving dispensations ("The dirge we ring, the chant we sing, the rest we leave
to Heaven!" [352]). In the end, portents of death dominate Gordon's dramatic field,
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as if in emphatic projection of the only certain perimeter known to human existence.
Similarly, larger metaphysical conclusions can be drawn from motifs and deeds
reiterated in the dramatic accounts from Sea Spray and Smoke Drift. Again the
focus is predominantly on broad or general verities, with action and monologues
revealing exemplary fates rather than individual lots, and specific scenes gradually
assuming the aspect of representative tableaux. These, irrespective of setting or
epoch, project life as an endless cycle of destruction, unrelieved by otherworldly
prospects, and recall related expressions of mid-Victorian crisis in the verse of
Henry Kendall.!? Although our end is certain, adequate spiritual preparation seems
to be impossible, as "Unshriven" and "Confiteor" intimate. In the former the newly
wedded knight meets death in acceding to the vengeful code of "Life for life" (10),
and goes to his grave bearing the burden of Cain, "unshriven, I With the blood stain
on your hand, and the red streak on your brand". In "Confiteor", a similar sinner's
"hard eyes heavenward strain" in vain, and the promise of confessional cleansing,
held out by the prayers of his saintly loved one, or by the "vain self-righteous
[church-]man" (63) are categorically denied. In both poems, the saving tenets of the
new dispensation are unable to annul grounds for despair; and the pessimistic
equation is completed in more ostensibly secular works like "A Legend of Madrid",
where the vagaries of the bull-ring demonstrate the vanity of thinking that danger
has ever been escaped. These are the works of a man who, like the knight in
"Confiteor", could have avowed "I've striven, though feebly, to grasp your creed, I
And I've grappled my own despair"-with feebleness being a judgment passed on
the ineffectuality rather than on the extent of the effort involved. This undoubtedly
constituted "the mournful meaning of the undersong", alluded to by Henry Kendall.
For although conventional credos can preach that "The guiltiest soul may from guilt
be won I And the stoniest heart may be cleft" (61), Gordon underscored the
continued operation of the "Old Leaven", the only inheritance of which each
individual is sure ("Our parents of old entailed the curse I Which must to our
children cling" [204]).
The poet's acute awareness of this postlapsarian doom, together with the
realization that purposeful human action within these immutable constraints partakes
of a heroic dimension, made "Podas Okus" the appropriate piece with which to
commence the collection. This dramatic monologue relays the musings of fleetfooted Achilles at the point of succumbing to his mortal destiny. In him, the
greatest warrior of the ancient world, Gordon reveals an exemplary fate. For
Achilles, who had the possibility of choosing insignificant longevity ("Many seek
for peace and riches, I Length of days and life of ease" [2]), decided instead for a
short, toilsome career, but undying fame. This, by implication, is a quintessential
human choice, in a realm where the temporal provides the measure of achievable
ambitions, and where his deathbed thoughts afford a revelation of existence as
"ceaseless strife": "We are falling day by day; I But our sons the strife will finish,
/ Where man tarries man must slay" (3). Should man abide "the slings and arrows
of outrageous fortune" through fear or finally, Hamlet-like, seek to counter them by
physical exertions which risk or directly lead to self-destruction? The prevalence of
compositions devoted to scenes of battle or robust sport conveys a clear authorial
preference. The voice of orthodoxy, as represented by the pacificist Quaker in "Ye
Wearie Wayfarer", may designate them interchangeably as "a barbarous practice",
"a thing of the past", but the narrator is allowed a closing riposte:
Keep your thanks till the combative instinct dies
With the taint of the olden leaven;
Yes, the times are changed, for better or worse,
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The prayer that no harm befall
Has given its place to a drunken curse,
And the manly game to a brawl. (20)
The present threatens all credos, and the poet, although unable to affirm religious
belief, can glorify the physical values he has lived by in the person of Achilles.
Though the Trojan War occasions the latter's remarks, subsequent works confIrm
their wider application, and suggest that the Greek warrior is distinguished from the
quotidian battle norm primarily by the assurance of "Glory / Coupled with an early
tomb" (12). Others will seek rest or fame to no avail, such as the speaker in "The
Last Leap" who states "I in vain / Fall: I rise to fall again" (80), or fInd it only in
an untranscendent, unheroic form, like the drowned swimmer in "The Song of the
Surf' who "lay, with his batter'd face upturned to the frowning sky" (58).
Portrayals of unrelieved suffering and of disruption between divine and human
realms recur throughout the volume, to lend a contemporary edge to Gordon's
otherwise timeless plaints against mankind's inescapable lot, and to provide ample
grounds for his stress on the ultimate nUllity of our intellectual pretensions.
ConfIrmation of these notions, and of increasing poetic maturity, comes in
"Fauconshawe", where familiar ballad ingredients are redeployed to subversive ends.
From the outset, death is encountered at the supposed well-springs of life when a
maidservant, sent to fetch water outside the castle, brings instead news of the
discovery of a slain knight "On the sedgy brink where the osiers cling" (43). Sir
Hugh de Vere, betrothed to the mistress of the establishment, identifIes the corpse as
that of a brave but antagonistic knight, here treacherously struck down. The second
half of the poem answers the questions of how and why slain, when, coinciding with
the portentous shattering of a pane of glass by the raging elements, the same maid
brings evidence of her mistress's gUilt. Confrontation ensues between the betrothed.
Sir Hugh threatens to recall his troth, and, met only by Mabel's independent,
undaunted spirit ("I will neither confess, nor yet deny, / I will return thee scorn for
scorn", [49]), departs to an unknown "future fate". A denouement ending, based on
justice, retribution or guilt is thereby avoided, and the reader's attention directed
back to underlying patterns which effectively negate the realm of romance. Here can
be found neither the "clear water" of hope-inspiring truths, nor supernatural
intervention. Deity, despite repeated provocation, remains silent; while the genii
loci, which in another age might have registered outrage at so desecrating an act, are
only evoked manipulatively by the mistress,
, Say, what hast thou seen by the streamlet sideA nymph or a water spriteThat thou comest with eyes so wild and wide,
And with cheeks so ghostly white?'
'Nor nymph nor sprite,' the maiden cried,
'But the corpse of a slaughtered knight.' (44)
Instead Cain-like impulse and mysterious creation shatter the life-enabling structures
of civilization, with fair-seeming woman serving as the focus for a denial or reversal
of received value-schemes. For the lady, identifIed with love, fruition and cultural
coherence, centred on the castle over which she presides, generates only alienation
and violent eclipse. At the close, the once safe domestic refuge is fIttingly tenanted
by untamed natural forces, whether projected by a fIerce storm or by female rage;
with mankind, in the form of a knight errant. left to cope with the burden arising
from the loss of former havens and belief.
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What this and other early narrative poems reveal is a reshaping of conventional
material in ways which link them with the existential traumas, voiced more directly
in such works as "Quare fatigasti" and "From Lightning and Tempest". At their
most pessimistic, his narratives dramatize the same rout of certitudes associated in
"Wormwood and Nightshade" with a shattering of blind credence, or with the
supplanting of faith in good with belief in evil. But whereas such overt speculation
issues typically in despairing questions like "Is nothing real but confusion? / ... /
Is nothing fair save illusion? / Is nothing good that has breath?" (73), or underscores
the inconclusiveness of thought, Gordon's narrative scenes locate in martial physical
deeds, dependent on individual choice, a qualified answer to the impasse, and
provide cumulatively a contemporaneous "TYPE OF OUR CHIVALRY" (14).
Relatedly, in the contemporaneous verse drama Ashtaroth, the traditional Faustian
theme of the soul's "doubtful fight" (323) for salvation culminates in an ordeal of
arms. In the concluding scenes Hugo the Norman, having registered the inadequacy
of introspection, chooses directly not God, but his knightly code. It is the repeated
challenge to his courage which moves him to seek a Christian death in battle against
the Norsemen, rather than mortal safety with the devil. Yet there is no doubt of the
spiritual value of this martial decision. As Hugo himself remarks, "My soul,
tempest-toss'd, / Hath her Rubicon cross'd" (315). Though he is a self-professed
manifold sinner, his death and that of his steed represent an ultimate expiation in a
world where the warrior's true fight is synonymous with the highest order of moral
endeavour.
The martial code, then, occupies a central place in Gordon's world-vision,
leading to a preponderance in his works of armed heroes, or their antipodean
equivalents in the bushman in extremis or the bold horseman, able to ride powerful
animals over demanding terrain. 18 This commonality of theme and preoccupation is
underscored from the outset of his first collection. There Robert O'Hara Burke
emerges in "Gone" as an unlikely confrere of "Podas Okus", with his apotheosis in
death similarly guaranteed by adherence to, and the accoutrements of, the warrior
code: "With pistol clenched in his failing hand, / With the death mist spread o'er his
fading eyes" (8). Though Burke is no Achilles, Gordon places them side by side as
complementary portraits of resolute fighters against adversity to their allotted ends.
Moreover, as this emphasis on heroic action irrespective of location or period should
indicate, Gordon's primary concern in turning to a past creed is neither antiquarian
escapism nor, as in the case of Tennyson and his Cambridge circle, a search for
spiritual values being eroded in their own time. Rather it is singled out as the only
aspect of human action which has assured, if limited merit, particularly when
compared to the hopeless resignation of the sinner in "Confiteor". Having found
received moral and religious aids a "broken reed", he is left, not with a "quickening
pain" that in a more faith-assured age might have denoted regenerative penance, but
the "dull dumb weight" of personal despair, which makes him seek the oblivion of
intoxication ("Then pledge me a cup of the Cyprus wine, / For I fain would bury the
past" [61]); whereas the courageous exercising of transitory powers enables mankind
to snatch a measure of dignity, by asserting invincible spirit in the face of
incomprehensible destiny. Physical prowess, with all its constraints, is now left in
place of spiritual strength. The results are not elevated formulations but matter-offact statements, like "Mere pluck, though not in the least sublime, / Is wiser than
black dismay" (19), or precariously affirmative projections, in "Fauconshawe" and
other pieces, of humankind "striving boldly but blindly, / Ground piecemeal in
Destiny's mill" (102).
Fittingly, the collection ends with "The Roll of the Kettledrum or, The Lay of
the Last Charger", which uses a valiant cavalry charge against overwhelming odds
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as a type of "all strife where courage is tested" (112). With the elevation of physical
bravery into a primary human quality, mankind moves closer to the animal creation,
and this poem implicitly acknowledges the shift by attributing resonating
observations to a cavalry charger. There, to the bemusement of subsequent readers,
a reflecting steed affIrms as "God's gifts on earth"
Our strength for a season, our pride for a span,
Say! vanity are they? vexation of spirit?
Not so, since they serve for a time horse and man. (113)
As in the ballads, the "narrator" provides only rudimentary materials, the onus
for drawing conclusions rests with the readers. We are left to remark how heroic,
martial deeds, valorized throughout Sea Spray and Salt Drift, deprive death of its
sting, and allow the individual to confront fearlessly an otherwise incapacitating
mystery: "For the dead face, uptum'd, tranquil, joyous, and fearless, / Look'd
straight from green sod to blue fathomless sky" (111). The scene encapsulates
Gordon's conviction, variously articulated in "Wormwood and Nightshade", "Ars
Longa" and "The Song of the Surf', that nothing, in an age of vanished lodestars,
will resolve the burden of limited powers, and dramatizes the preference expressed
in "Ye Weary Wanderer" and elsewhere for active engagement over contemplative
detachment, in response to the implacable fate of being mere "units" or "ciphers" in
a vast, enigmatic creation (32-3).
The fInal phase of Gordon's poetry, embodied in Bush Ballads and Galloping
Rhymes of 1870, is marked by an appreciable darkening of vision. The shifts of
motif are subtle, but they represent a complete abjuration of grounds for hope, and
a mental impasse whose logical outcome was suicide. Earlier emphasis on our
incomprehension of larger forces is replaced by the foregrounding of sin, which is
seen, not as a specifIc act dependent on individual choice, but as the irreversible
doom afflicting mankind:
'The wages of sin are death;'
And so death pass' d upon all men,
For sin was born with man's breath.
Then the labourer spent with sinning,
His hire and his life shall spend;
For it was so in the beginning,
And shall be so in the end. ("Doubtful Dreams", 160-61)
This deterioration of perspective is iterated in the representative fIgure of the new
collection. The bold individual, such as Achilles or Robert O'Hara Bourke, who
singlemindedly pursues a valorized heroic code, is displaced by the failed but gifted
outlaw, whether he be the famed Lancelot or the unnamed felon in "De Te", whose
savage, lawless life ends in a "brute burial service o'er the dead". Here an ample
brain and courage have served only to bring this defIant fIgure to a violent end
because he was "So shapen-so conceived in sin" (138), a conclusion supporting the
comprehensive verdict passed in "The Swimmer" that the ill-woven web "Shall not
be woven aright" (158). The charge often levelled against Gordon, of retreat into
medieval myth or unrelated folklore, misses the point that such mental escape is
impossible when both the past and the present afford the same crushing lesson.
Annihilation, rather than courageous action, emerges now as the sole resolution to a
state where "souls were wedded to care and crime" (124), and where the authorial
hand, which projected natural eclipse as a daily-renewed covenant surpassing the
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rainbow in colour and power, was not far from engineering its own extinction:
One gleam like a bloodshot sword-blade swims on
The sky-line, staining the green gulf crimson,
A death stroke fiercely dealt by a dim sun,
That strikes through his stormy winding sheet. ("The Swimmer", 126)
The essentially marred nature of existence is stressed continually in the
narrative poems of the 1870 collection. The perilous ride, fraught with attendant
spills and dangers, can still provide a heroically intensified metaphor for vital lifeand soul-decisions, though now the human hopes dependent on it inevitably end in
frustration. Ralph concludes "The Romance of Britomarte", for instance, with a call
for more drink to drown out reflection, as the relief he brought to the embattled
Royalists neither staved off their historical fate, nor won for him Gwendo1ine,
herself doomed to repeat her own mother's early death during childbirth. Also the
superhuman effort celebrated in "From the Wreck", which breaks off with the
delivery of the distress message, offers no assurance of salvation for the endangered
crew; while the devaluation and even inutility of physical excellence is epitomized
by a blunt obituary for the valiant mare: "What was she worth? / How much for her
hide? She had never worn shoes" (131). Love, too, provides no panacea to life's
ills. It brings about the undoing of the greatest knight in Lancelot, and elsewhere it
is linked with unbridled competition and absolute loss. In "Laudamus", the meeting
of rivals at the loved one's grave shows the sway of hate and death rather than of
regeneration. In "The Three Friends" passion is the cause of damning excess, as
sworn comrades tum against each other ("I loved her better than my life / And better
than my soul", [173]), and the Christian status of all participants underscores the
triumph of savage instinct. Finally, even armed bravery is undercut through
persistent equation with brutish action, and moral distinctions undermined. In "Wolf
and Hound" the climactic struggle of hero and villain becomes a battle between
dumb and caged beasts (136): a verdict passed alike on the outlaw of "De Te" (139),
and on all mankind, by the heroic rider of Britomarte: "And men at the bottom are
mere brutes" (186). Crime may have cause as the narrator suggests with ambivalent
openendedness in "De Te"; however, what remains certain is that "the
unapproachable skies" yield no answer to the living, and no respite from a condition
tersely summarized there as "the sin of life" (140).
These diverse motifs achieve their fullest expression in Lancelot's meditations
in "The Rhyme of the Joyous Garde". Crushed by the weight of his wrong-doing
and experiencing life now as a "grievous burden", the knight retraces the stages of
his fall from gracious service with Arthur, who personifies love and unshakeable
belief (168), to his present lost state "As one who rests on the outermost brink, / To
the innermost gulf descending" (166). In this climactic parable of shattered faith,
Genevieve is identified with man's dearest hopes and their destined contravention: a
predicament which the poem subtly implies is inherent in creation. It opens with an
fulsome evocation of springtime nature. This serves as a backdrop to Lancelot's
lament and a measure of his disjunction from regenerative sources ("Are sadder
things in my shameful sight / Than the blackest gloom of the bitterest night" [160]).
Yet even this apparently conventional portrayal of blossoming plenitude has its
"mournful undersong". The scene is "scented with sweetness sickly",and "the fruits
that ripen and redden" will be echoed by the ripe potential of the youthful
Genevieve and her silvan setting (164). The initial and orthodox explanation
proposed, that discordant indices reflect the sinner's severance from "all the gifts of
God-sent light" (161), becomes untenable as the unfolding account suggests that
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"scenes of glory and seasons of grace" (162) inevitably pass. Circumstances are
shown to undo each according to his disposition. The faultless Arthur is blinded by
faith to the forces undermining his kingdom; just as, "in the fullness of time",
Lancelot's very fame coupled with Genevieve's "spotless" innocence has formed a
"wondrous snare", issuing in blackest sin and the eclipse of those social and
religious goals enshrined in the Round Table.
The deep dusk fires in those dreamy eyes
Like seas clear-coloured in summer skies,
Were guiltless of future treason;
And I stood watching her, still and mute
Yet the evil seed in my soul found root,
And the sad plant throve, and the sinful fruit
Grew ripe in the shameful season. (165)
The depiction, like the account as a whole, suggests that sin is inveterate to
existence-a growth inseparable from any temporal garden, feeding off what is
apparently best in human life. Hence Arthur's "love most loyal" and "faith most
sure" serve its aggrandizement, while at the close of Lancelot's career, even physical
actions "fail to quicken this life-stream thin", because of its debilitating grip: "Yet
the sleepy poison of that sweet sin / In the sluggish current still lingers" (166).
After such experience, the bishop's exhortation to let "His light. .. disperse thy
blindness" (169) offers as little ultimate hope as his own closing attempt to project,
from the residual images of a crumbling faith, the possibility of his beloved's
redemption-in a tale where the one abiding certainty is its unspoken end in
individual destruction and renewed dark ages, which the reign of a chivalrous creed
was meant to dispel forever. 19
In many respects, this poem offers a complementary verdict to Kendall's in
"The Late Mr. A. L. Gordon: In Memoriam". Both confIrm the failure of a hopeful
quest and the dismal end of its participants. Yet whereas the elegy affords a faint
testimony to hope maintained-Kendall's concluding self-projection as Sir
Bedivere,2o known both for surviving the dedicated fraternity and for holding out the
promise of a second coming-'The Rhyme of the Joyous Garde" registers an
increasingly dark trajectory from which there was no return. Appropriately, given
both the immediate speaker and the dominant martial metaphor of Gordon's earlier
writing, this is mediated in battle terms. In youth, Lancelot belonged to the joyous
garde. He could share the consecrated host with Arthur and fIght various alien
menaces, partaking without misgivings of "the maddest fray, the merriest din" (166),
when "never a stroke was void and null / And never a thrust was wasted" (168).
But to the disenchanted knight, as to Gordon, the good identifIed with heroic deeds
belongs to an unrecallable past. It is invoked through the story of Simon Peter, the
prototype of the peccant but faithful bearer of arms in Gethsemane, whose smitting
"seem'd good in Thy sight" (170), or through his own earlier, near fatal struggle
with the Saracen giant, when he might have "died as a Christian knight-no saint /
Perchance, yet a pardonn'd sinner" (163). Now there are left only "doubtful dreams"
for author and protagonist alike. Despite the veil of Arthurian legend, the personal
analogies are unmistakable with this writer who, in his youth, had light-heartedly
commented: "I should make a good knight errant at times, but I think a highwayman
would suit me better".21 The remark proved to be "half-prophetic". For Gordon
would experiment imaginatively with both roles in his later collections, and fInd that
neither answered. Ironically, the physical courage that remained to him brought
self-destruction, whereas meditation, perhaps, saved "poor Kendall", who according
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to contemporary report had sunken in spirits to an even lower pitch than the man,
whom he would tellingly describe afterwards as having "never told a lie, or turned
aside / From danger" (K372).22
With the annulling of ideals, Gordon, no less than Lancelot, must have felt
himself irrevocably condemned, and the origins of this predicament are explored in
contemporary form in "The Road to Avernus". The title alludes to the forbidding
area of Lake Avernus, identified by the Romans with entry to the infernal regions.
The action begins with Laurence Raby, the central character, well advanced down
the pathway to hell. Having become indifferent to earthly and celestial goals, he
will choose, not the glories of the martial code, but individual eclipse rather than
further, pointless entanglement in existence. This decision takes shape in "Two
Exhortations" when Raby, already aware of the inadequacy of corporeal attainment,
rejects conventional councils in favour of a selective reading of Melchoir's version
of theodicy. The credo of the past is appropriately sounded by a Latin tract, which
stresses human fallibility and the consequent need for prayer and for merciful, divine
intervention. The second view-point, that of Melchoir, also foregrounds "that soulsickness men call sinning" (146), but tends to shift emphasis away from individual
accountability to a predestined, hypothetically perfect order, whose intricacies are
necessarily beyond our imperfect incomprehension. Raby, not unjustifiably, extracts
from this an implicit injunction to pursue our strongest inclinations, though he is too
clear-sighted to argue that this is God's manifest purpose. Instead, the ensuing
scene "In the Garden" between Raby and Estelle offers a second and apparently
irreversible account of humankind's fall. Faced with a choice between the vague,
unconvincing exhortations of faith and the immediate if fleeting appeal of the
senses, this contemporaneous Adam and Eve take the last turn on the road to the
nether realm by self-consciously confirming the original compact with sin, and the
disjunction it represented between divine and human schemes:
Girl! that may happen, but this is; after this welcome the worst;
Blest for one hour by your kisses, let me be evermore curs'd. (152)
This spiritual suicide fmds its physical counterpart in an ensuing scene which
portrays a duel, "Ten Paces Off'. There Raby fires his weapon, not at his opponent,
but "skywards" (154), in a summary, symbolic affront to the orthodox heavens
conjured up by Melchoir as a guarantee of subsuming beauty and order ("look you
skywards, there 'tis known / Worlds on worlds in myriads glisten-larger, lovelier
than our own", 146); but which to Raby have mediated only a sense of
incomprehensible processes and awesome fatality.
Cumulatively, then, Gordon's poetry reveals not a disjunction between darkly
meditative and healthy action poetry, but an ongoing and unavailing endeavour to
find new grounds for individual affIrmation. What in isolation may seem popular or
cliched responses to current demands, such as his repeated emphasis on heroic
action, or on sin associated with a loss of faith, emerge in context as interlinked
phases on his own road to Avernus. The initial hopes placed in physical prowess
were moreover, as he intimates, always a recognizably inferior substitute for inner
strength ("Lancelot's arm may work wonders / But braver is Galahad's heart", [69]);
and their insufficencies would have been driven home by the bodily ailments and
monetary crises which increasingly blighted his closing years. Similarly, the tragedy
allegedly involved in the author taking his life the day after the publication of works
which would bring him fame seems equally fraught with misconceptions. For the
last collection, with its negation of conventional and private stays against dread,
almost suggests the inevitability of suicide, particularly as dramatized in works like
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''The Road to Avemus". There, although professions of personal malaise are
narrowly avoided, the indices of hopeless despair appear categoric. In the last scene
the maelstrom of destruction widens to embrace, not the fallen Estelle, but the
seducer Raby's own sister Helen, mourning the death of her innocent, female
baby-a scene bitterly familiar to both the author and his fellow poet, Henry
Kendall. 23 Gordon's point in this depiction, however, transcends the merely
personal. Laurence may have merited and certainly desired death; but there is no
palliating the cruel lot meted out to even these more passive female sufferers, a fate
which leaves Helen, unconsoled by ''the sad assurance of priests", feeling lost in a
"tangled wild" (155). Such encompassing scepticism certainly constituted "failure
in the school of which Wordsworth is perhaps the great leader", and rendered
Gordon a dangerous associate. Poetically, as Kendall recognized, he only "gave us
the too insufficient evidence ... of his superb faculties"; however, what is left
reflects not so much hollowness,24 as a deepseated cultural pessimism, which
relegated religious and humanistic ideals to the realm of exploded and childish
beliefs, and rendered pointless accounts of seesawing struggles against doubt. With
his family fortunes a shambles, and having failed to provide a tenable, existential
ethos in his verse, Gordon, like Laurence Raby, would choose "not [to] outlast my
shame" (154), little dreaming of his posthumous identification with a mid-Victorian
mode of healthy, action verse, whose limitations and precariousness he had so
thoroughly demonstrated.
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The review is reprinted in Russell McDougall, ed., Henry Kendall: The Muse of Australia
(Annidale: Centre for Australian Language and Literature Studies, University of New England,
1992), pp. 355-59.
Edith Humphries and Douglas Sladen, Adam Lindsay Gordon: And his Friends in England and
Australia (London: Constable, 19l2), p. 279. I have singled out Sladen here because of the
crucial role he played in getting Gordon instated in Poets' comer. For the details see his The
Authentic Account of how Gordon got his Monument in Westminster Abbey, a typescript held at
the Mortlock Library, South Australia (A834/A3), item 5156 in Ian F. McLaren, Adam Lindsay
Gordon: A Comprehensive Bibliography (Parkville: University of Melbourne Press, 1986).
T.T. Reed, ed., The Poetical Works of Henry Kendall (Adelaide: Libraries Board of South
Australia, 1966), p. 372.
Rather recent defences of Gordon have concentrated on his long-recognized capacity to capture
physical, and in particular landscape, detail. See especially Brian Elliott's "Introduction" to
Adam Lindsay Gordon (Melbourne: Sun Books, 1973), and his The Landscape of Australian
Poetry (Melbourne: Cheshire, 1967), pp. 75-99.
Joseph Furphy in a letter published in the Bulletin on 9 February, 1895.
From a review article by Leonie Kramer on recent Gordon publications in Australian Literary
Studies,5 (1971), 103. This point is made with greater emphasis in her "The Literary Reputation
of Adam Lindsay Gordon", Australian Literary Studies, 1 (1963), 42-56:
.. like so many of his fellow Victorians ... , Gordon turned his back on
the realities of the time in which he lived and sought refuge in a self-centred
world of medieval idealism. Perhaps he lacked the talent to break out of
this world even had he wanted to. It is reasonable to suppose that the
tendency of his poetic age as a whole to escape into the past may well have
been strengthened in him by his exile. (p. 47).
The issue of their common spiritual malaise is ably discussed by Elizabeth Perkins in "Towards
Seeing Minor Poets Steadily and Whole" in Leon Cantrell, ed., Bards, Bohemians. and
Bookmen: Essays in Australian Literature (St.Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1976), pp.
51-55.
The latter phrase appears in the final paragraph of the Gordon review, rpt. in McDougall, ed.,
Henry Kendall, p. 359.
Reed, ed., The Poetical Works of Henry Kendall, p. 372.
Two months prior to this, a similarly elevated view of verse was foregrounded in the course of
his review of Tennyson's recent work in "The Holy Grail", rpt. in Michael Ackland, ed., Henry
Kendall (St.Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1993), pp. 158-59.
From "Lines composed a few miles above Tintern Abbey, on revisiting the banks of the Wye
during a tour. July 13, 1798", in Ernest de Selincourt, ed., Wordsworth: Poetical Works (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1936), p. 164.
On Kendall's own, pressing religious concerns see Michael Ackland, "Towards 'The Shadow':
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Henry Kendall and the mid-century Crisis of Faith", Westerly, 35 (1990), pp. 71-78.
The impact of Gordon's example on Kendall has never been fully investigated. Both were
sinking towards utter despair, and it seems likely that Gordon came to embody a terrible yet
enticing option which Kendall, in ensuing years, would struggle to avoid. Also increasing public
concern was being voiced about the rising incidence of despair and suicide. See, for instance,
a typical essay of the time on the "Increase of Suicides", published originally in the New York
Post, and rpt. in the Australasian on 2 July, 1870, p. 9. There it coincided with, and implicitly
offered a different perspective on, a variety of articles in the same issue dealing with Gordon's
achievements and burial.
Quotations of Gordon's work are from F. M. Robb, ed., Poems of Adam Lindsay Gordon
(London: Oxford University Press, 1929).
My objection here is to the notion of Gordon simply as a purveyor of galloping rhymes. This
widely accepted view is well summarized by Vivian Smith in the "Poetry" section of Leonie
Kramer, ed., The Oxford History of Australian Literature (Melbourne: Oxford University Press,
1981)), which concludes:
There is little sensibility in Gordon's work, and not much sense of poetic
personality. Gordon is facile, a poet of action, and though brooding
melancholy and a constant sense of the inevitability of death underlay much
of his poetry, it is a body of verse almost entirely without resonance. (pp.
290-91)
For the background to this engagement, and to subsequent works discussed, see Geoffrey
Hutton's very readable biography, Adam Lindsay Gordon: The Man and the Myths (London:
Faber, 1978).
For more elaborate plot summaries of this and subsequent works discussed see C.F. MacRae,
Adam Lindsay Gordon (New York: Twayne, 1968).
Its diverse poetic manifestations are discussed in Michael Ackland, "'Behind the Veil':
Metamorphosis and Alienation in the Poetry of Henry Kendall", Southerly, 51 (1991), 105-122.
This feature of his work has been frequently noted, only to be as frequently dismissed, after the
manner of Brian Elliott, speaking of Ashtaroth: "We may wonder what agony of creation it cost
him, and how it fitted into the kind of life he led; in the end it is only a reminder of the pathetic
futility of his concern for poetry of the heroic kind" ("The Colonial Poets", in Geoffrey Dutton,
ed., The Literature of Australia [Ringwood, Penguin Books, 1964], p. 239).
Admittedly, Lancelot's closing words evoke the Last Judgment, but only as an unprovable
hypothesis. Similarly, for a reader familiar with Sir Thomas Malory's Le Morte d'Arthur, there
may seem to be a glimmer of hope in the knight's wandering train of thought that:
I would languish thus in some loathsome den,
As a thing of naught in the eyes of men,
In the mouths of men as a byword,
Through years of pain, and when God saw fit,
Singing His praises my soul should flit
To the darkest depth of the nethermost pit,
If hers could be wafted skyward. (169)
In Malory's account, Lancelot will do such penance, but Gordon, in choosing to dramatize the
knight's despair, foregrounds negative and earthly rather than salvatory patterns.
And having wove and proffered this poor wreath,
I stand to-day as he who saw
At nightfall through the glimmering moony mists,
The last of Arthur on the wailing mere,
And strained in vain to hear the going voice.
(Reed, ed., The Poetical Works of Henry Kendall, p. 372)
The statement appears in a letter to Charley Walker, rpt. in Humphries and Siaden, Adam
Lindsay Gordon, p. 399. To the same interlocutor he also commented in a similar vein on affairs
of the heart: "I generally keep my own counsel and think more than I speak" (p. 391)-a
characteristic which apparently became more widespread in later life.
Humphries and Siaden, for instance, quote Henry Gyles Turner, one-time editor of the
Melbourne Review and a former secretary of the Yorick Club, who characterized Gordon in his
final years as "a reticent and downcast-looking man", and added amelioratingly: "All I can say
for him is that he was not quite so depressing as poor Kendall, and despite his grievous lack of
pence he occasionally let himself go" (Adam Lindsay Gordon, p. 459).
Kendall, deeply moved at the time by the loss of his own daughter Araluen, claimed that he
appropriated a line from this scene for his own poem "Elijah" unconsciously, and he later
published a public apology for the unintended plagiarism in the Australian Journal of June,
1870.
This case is put in detail in Judith Wright, Preoccupations in Australian Poetry (Melbourne:
Oxford University Press, 1965), pp. 62-66.
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STEPHEN GILFEDDER

Rainbow Fish Dreaming

When the unseasonal rain sweeps in
from as far south as the Bight they say
we are caught naked on the deck
cooling down, drinks in hand.
Through the squall
the black fists of the fruit bats
punch into the Moreton Bays
and rooms of spray
are pushed up from the reef.
Gone troppo, we let the streams
run over us, pulp novel characters
steaming in the tropical heat
as the dripping calm returns
to the iron roof, measuring our stay.
Above our sleep the fan turns
old air into new
muffling the singing chainsaws
working under spotlight
on the beachfront development.
Sleepwalking, I see the fmanciers
parked like lovers above the site
mouthing to each other
through wipers on delay.
Nightly they leave us
the single rose lying on the pillow
and in the light of day
cockatoos riding the thermals
above the banked earth
and compacted undergrowth
readied for the blowtorch.
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From early morning
the marina ship to shore
broadcasts rebetika
and the Greek twins from Serifos
tum trevally from the tubs of red ice
into the scales of sun floating on the water.
One day is like the next,
talking into the half-light
with the applause of the weigh-in
posed against the dying sea.
When the chant from the yacht club begins
and the disco booms across the bay
the blue beacon on the breakwater
makes its slow revolution
and under this pulsing strobe
the marlin twists on the mast
dancing on dry land
like Kunmungurr, the rainbow fish.
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ALAN URQUHART

No Way Out of Dawn

Somewhere there is imagination:
it dawns with the moonflower
and the fluorescent scent of jasmine;
it flowers in the razzle-dazzle
off billowing bougainvillea; it leaps
like a tiger, lurking in the lily; and sometimes,
it's just flamboyance, tunnelling every vision.
And the sky? You can't see it,
objectively. But it must be somewhere:
beyond the tendrils of honeysuckle,
and their whispered wanton nothings, or
those white orchids blushing, bright with pleasure:
yet who is there amongst us post-Romantics
that speak with innocence of such gardens?
Sprawled and unruly, across walls
and over fences, comparisons of a kind
entwine with the vines. The cherry tree,
we do not mention; it never blossoms,
and in return, we do not fly. And
sometimes we pretend, like birds of paradise,
somewhere there is sky.
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ROSE MOXHAM

Souvenir

When Walter came through the doors of the airport he saw Anando, wearing
the smile he thought was his, waiting across the road beside a red car.
"I have got my driving licence while you were in Wagga," she said. "And I
have bought this car."
The news surprised him almost as much as her easy way of talking, because
when he's been away with the band for a couple of weeks he can barely understand
her when he returns. At work she only talks to Japanese tourists; at home she
doesn't talk with the neighbours and her muscles for English get slack. So when
they meet across the kitchen table he prompts her mouth, the way he did when she
was his pupil at the English college.
She had come to his evening class for advanced students and he noticed her
Because she was always late.
"I am sorry, I can not shut up earlier," she had said carefully the ftrst time it
had happened.
"Shut up what?" he asked, looking for a name on his list that had not yet been
marked present, "Anando."
"Shop," she answered with a frown. "I work in a shop, but near to here so I
am not too late."
Walter wondered if her frown was an apology or embarrassment for having to
answer in front of the class, which had tittered. She always arrived with that frown
and it began to fascinate him that whenever she made mistakes or he gave her poor
marks she gave him a radiant smile and he wondered if she were making fun of
him, or flirting.
One day he walked by her shop on his way to the college. It was a tourist shop
and as he passed the door he looked in to see Anando behind the counter, wrapping
a parcel for a Japanese customer. He assumed that she would be closing the shop
as soon as the customer left, and would be late for his class as usual.
He paused outside the window, and watched her impassive face as she wrapped
the small soft parcel, perhaps a scarf or aT-shirt. He watched how she folded the
paper and carefully tied the ribbon; the way she gave the parcel to the customer with
both hands and the shallow nod of her head. He wondered what her blank face
meant. He thought of comparing her expressions with those of the other two
Japanese girls in the class, but they were pale, and soft like plasticine; Anando was
sturdy and brown. He waited for her by the doorway of the pastry shop next door.
"We'll both be late this time," he said, stepping in beside her as she reached
him. It was the ftrst time he had stood so close to her; she was taller than he'd
expected, almost to his shoulder, and she smelled of something heady, spicy.
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"I saw you watching," Anando said easily as if being watched were a common
thing for her. He was surprised; he had not seen her look up from the parcel, not
even when she handed it to the customer.
"This is my last week as your teacher," he told her.
"Oh? Yes?" she said politely.
"I'm really a musician." He said it as if it were his decadent, secret life. "I
play bass guitar with a swing band - we're getting regular work again, so I'll finish
with the teaching."
"You are quite old to be a pop player," she said.
"Only thirty seven." He wondered if he sounded offended. "Maybe too old for
pop, but I play swing - jazz, you know." He looked at her, tried to guess her age
- maybe thirty, hard to tell, especially with Anando who had a few dark, schoolgirly
freckles over her nose. He had a few freckles too, but they didn't make him look
any younger, they were pale and made his pinkish skin look pinker. He knew his
face was pleasant. Pleasant and pink, like a drinker, though he wasn't.
"You're never too old for jazz," he said and glanced down at his waist, hoping
she wouldn't notice; it always thickened a bit when he wasn't lugging heavy sound
equipment up and down stairways.
When he quit teaching he visited her at the shop; he began to take her to lunch.

In the plush booth of the cafe Anando drummed her fmgers on the table while she
waited for her cappuccino and it occurred to him that the drumming of fmgers was
a peculiarly Western gesture.
"I am a coffee addict since being here," she said. "Once, my favourite thing
was boiled rice with mustard." She laughed and told him about the holidays she
spent as a child with her grandmother who gave it to her as a treat.
"It was her favourite food, not mine," Anando said as she spooned the froth
from the coffee and picked at a cheese sandwich. "But I took her desires as my
own. Once I was so in love with her water spirits that I tried to jump down the well
to be with them. Many times I tried, but she always caught me before I fell." She
giggled now, and Walter was charmed by the sound of it, like rain splashing into the
well she spoke of; like the way she said his name: water.
"You understand, I only tried to jump out of respect for my grandmother."
Walter couldn't imagine respect of that order, or why she should think that he
would understand - because he had taught her English? But the story thrilled him;
it was like a confession of folly that you made in bed. And the way she used those
words 'desire' and 'love', stripping them of their fleshly connotations, made him
wonder what she would talk about in bed.
"I didn't think you'd be the type to believe in fairies," he said, looking at her
broad face and hard brown arms. Though he could not see them now beneath the
table he knew her legs, so smooth and strong under the flimsy skirts she wore, and
wondered if they would wrap all the way round his back now that his waist had
stopped thickening .
.Anando only smiled at his notion of fairies, and Walter added that silence to
the mystery; the thing that made up romance. He leaned across the table.
"Anando, it's a lovely name."
"But not real," she said. "It was a mistake - an Indian name. I took it because
I thought it was western, An-and-o, an article, a conjunction and an exclamation but not so English like Kate or Jane, which mean nothing. But no-one even notices
that it is not Japanese." She leaned across the table too, and said, "My name was
Masako."
"Why did you change?" There was no point in admitting that he too assumed
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it was Japanese.
Because 1 wanted to drop the Japanese customs. 1 thought it would be easy to
become Australian because 1 had been dropping the customs for a long time." She
grinned at Walter. "Lapsing in secret - in here," she whispered, tapping her
forehead. "But my family blamed the Coca Cola ads for my coming here. 1 came
for the spaces, like everyone else. You know, Tokyo houses are little. My father
is sick and it takes up a lot of space to care for him. Here 1 live alone in a flat for
the solitude."
He fancied a sadness in her voice when she said 'solitude', and leapt in.
"You know, 1 used to go to the same bar for years. The people there kept
getting younger and one day there wasn't anybody 1 knew, or even remembered
seeing before. Funny how the crowd you began with can just split into couples and
go on to other lives."
He paused for breath. "And you only worry," he said, "when you notice that
the spaces they left behind weren't that big."
She lowered her eyes and gave a nod of comprehension but it seemed to him
that it was empathy rising between them and he brushed aside its ambiguity: that
something rising between people could separate or unite.
"And 1 play these gigs," he told her. "It's an older crowd for swing - we do
functions, cabarets. 1 stand there and plunk out the beat until it's time to go home."
He meant it to sound like a joke, but he knew it was true. Maybe he needed
a family. Maybe he just needed a plug for the spaces. He thought of his mother
- she would have hated Anando, would have seen his intention of taking up with her
as a betrayal of his father; they had been of that, wartime, generation.
"Home, where is home?" Anando asked.
"In the suburbs, Ashfield. 1 inherited my parents' house. And there's a
garden," he added. "Though it needs a bit of work."
"Ab," Anando breathed. "A garden. 1 would like a garden one day, a big
one." She traced her fmger along the bubbly lines of dried milk froth in her empty
cup. "A big, suburban garden."
She licked her finger, such a bold gesture, he almost reached his own fmgers
to her mouth.
"You must come and see it," he said. "There aren't any bonsais, though."
"That's good," Anando said, and he thought it was the first time she had
looked at him seriously. "I do not need any souvenirs."
Anando walked around Walter's front garden. there was more space in the
back garden with only an oleander and a couple of umbrella trees struggling in a
comer. But this front garden had been his mother's, he told her.
"She said she planted these roses for posterity." Walter carefully pushed aside
one of the briar branches that hung over the cracked path to the house. The patchy
grass that grew over it was brown from lack of water.
"She used to look after them like they were prize babies." He lifted another for
Anando to walk under. "The flowers are smaller, and redder, than you'd expect for
something with such big thorns."
"I've let them go, they've run a bit wild" he said. "They'll scratch your eyes
out if you don't watch where you're going."
"You should not neglect them if they are your mother's ... " Anando paused,
searching for the right word. "Relic," she said.
She moved in. He gave her a tour of the streets, the local supermarket and
sometimes he caught the leer in a man's eyes and the accusation, the disdain in
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some women's faces; lone ones, Walter thought, who walked like men and would
make a point of ignoring displays in shop windows. Anando never lingered over
them either; she kept her pace with him, and if she did look into a shop window it
was Walter's reflection she seemed to notice.
In bed Anando talked of plans for the garden. Walter discovered that her legs
easily reached all the way round his back, that her crossed feet could lock him in;
when he came home late in the night he held fast to her body, so free of curves, of

secrets.
She quit her classes, though not her job and Walter sometimes drove her to
work and if he didn't have to rehearse with the band he would stay a while.
One morning a salesman came in. Walter, who was leaning over the front of
the counter watched him bow to Anando behind it as he laid his sample case before
her. Walter could see that the salesman never got tired of opening that sample case.
It was only costume jewellery, but the man's face lit up as the silver and gilt and
coloured glass leapt out to dazzle him, as if he'd set free a bunch of genies. The
man must have vision - maybe of salesmanship - to outshine his jewellery as he did
and Walter felt himself fading in his presence.
Anando seemed unimpressed by the display, had turned her head away like a
bored cat. Then she looked into the sample case.
"I do not like this '" trinkery," she said, giving her radiant smile to the
salesman. Then she frowned. "But yes, they are souvenirs and I will take three to
see how they sell."
It seemed to Walter that the frown was for the good news and the smile was
for everything else.
"It's the glitter that sells," the salesman was saying. "Perfect souvenirs for
clients such as yours."
"Such as the owner's," Anando corrected him.
Walter was taken aback. For all the things she'd told him about herself, for all
that they were living together, he still expected Anando to be diffident, even demure,
in the shop. He didn't expect her to look the salesman in the eye when she insulted
his wares. He expected inscrutability.
And though he did not like to ask, he wondered where she got the word
trinkery from. Not the owner - he was Greek. Maybe she thought you could do
that with English, make it up as you needed it. He had believed she needed him.
She had been alone, foreign, and he had a front and back garden and he had the
language. It occurred to him only now that she had always made herself
understood.
Under the floodlight she had Walter install, Anando gardened at night while he
worked with the band. He had stopped asking her to come along when they did a
club instead of a wedding. She preferred to be productive, she told him, and in the
mornings when she had left for work he looked out the back door to some new
green thing she had planted the night before. He began to go away for a week at
a time, sometimes longer, doing country club residencies with the band. When he
returned he could see how the grey paling fence was becoming glossy with vines
and ferns.
"What, still no bonsais?" He couldn't help bringing it up one evening, she was
so intent on natives. But he loved it, the way she filled up the spaces.
"I told you before, 1 do not need any souvenirs," she said. "That's why 1 stay
with you, because you don't look too much into the past."
It hurt in a way he didn't expect, so he laughed at what she said.
"That's because 1 don't need to," he said. "This house is where all my life has
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been - it's all here, in the walls, the ground."
"But if you look ahead," Anando said, "and see nothing there, you don't seem
to mind that, either."
He thought of telling her that he didn't mind now because she was present too,
in the house, in the ground. But he didn't; he didn't want to scare her off.
He thought that Anando would take to the roses with the shears, see the
pruning of them as a mere restoration of order. But she wouldn't touch them or any
part of the front yard. "This relic of your mother," she told him. "It is your
responsibility, your respect for her. You must care for them."
It was the way she put it, her criticism of him, that made Walter think it the
most Japanese thing she had said since moving in; that made him think of respect
as a peculiarly Japanese obligation and the one she had not yet dropped. He didn't
prune them.
In the middle of the night there was a phone call from Tokyo. Anando's father
was ill.
"Come with me," she said.
"To meet your parents?"
"To account for the way I am now."
"You can act," he told her.
"Yes. Mannerisms, no more than a style - an acting test." she said and curled
away from him in the bed. He ran his hand along her body.
"It's only for a few days," she said, covering his moving hand with her own.
"Yes, all right. I'll come with you." Meet the family, he thought, before it's
too late and they all die, like his own.
They went together, to pay her last, and his first, respects to her father. In a
Tokyo suburb that had once been a village, the wooden house was eave to eave with
the others. It had paper walls inside that Walter discovered he could peep through
if he put a licked finger to them. He didn't think Anando's father was going to die
while they were there. But he wasn't going to recover either. Walter thought that
he would go the way his own father did - by degrees, just so you know what ebbing
means. Anando's father lay on his mattress on the floor, and the sickbed seemed no
great change for him; it seemed to Walter that whatever you did inside these houses,
what with bowing and sitting on the floor to eat, your head never got more than
three feet above the floor.
He felt there was little to do except comply with the relatives' incessant
pressing him to drink this, eat that. He kept forgetting their names and their precise
relationship to Anando, who was again Masako; he supposed that his gaffs, his
questions that demanded a 'yes' or 'no' answer, helped to account for the way she
was now. But it was not difficult to remember to call her Masako - she had
reverted, he thought, to more than her name and she spent most of her time sitting
with her father, like a good daughter should.
The hard part was the green tea.
"I can't take any more of it," he complained to Anando. They stood in the
garden; it might have been part of a field at one time, but was now a pebbled
shoebox, its centrepiece a severed tree trunk, smooth, rootless, brought in from a
forest that perhaps no longer existed. He wondered if it was there· only because
there was no room for the whole tree - whether it was innovation or making do.
"You must accept the tea," she told him. "Or you will offend those who do
like it." She stared at him and her words sounded like an order.
"It's like bitter green poison. And I've never seen you drink it before. Do you
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like it?" He had meant to whisper, afraid the relatives might hear him through the
wood and paper walls and understand his tone. But he was hissing and Anando still
only stared as he tried to smile, to counterbalance the sound of his voice.
"It does not matter if I like it or not. It does not matter that you do not like
it. It matters that my relatives like it."
Now she smiled as she reminded Walter of her attempts to jump into the well.
"I told you, it was my grandmother's water spirit, not mine."
"You were a child. You must have been some crazy kid to be ready to die out
of respect - and for an old woman's spook."
Walter stood, looking at the piece of tree, wondering what it was that Anando
had been 'secretly lapsing' from and yet could not let go. He was reminded of the
way she had critisised him for not looking after his mother's roses. He wondered
if she thought it was he who had failed the acting test she had set.
"Yes, all right," he said to break the silence. "But it's only your mother's
kitchen, not a bloody shrine."
They went inside and Walter drank nothing but water.
They returned to Sydney and Anando's father died the day before Walter left
for the two week engagement in Wagga. He couldn't put it off; he had already lost
time by going to Tokyo and knew he was not irreplaceable in the band, was one of
those merely competent fixtures kept out of habit rather than need.
Now Walter put his bass guitar in the boot of Anando's new red car and let her
drive them home. He watched her, looking for signs of over-confidence in the way
she handled the wheel, and he listened as she told him how she had hired an
instructor and then bought the car. She told him that she drove a hard bargain and
it seemed such an easy joke, like her easy way of talking, that he thought she must
have talked a lot to the driving instructor. But he didn't mention it; it suddenly
seemed to him that he was in no position to mention it.
"I didn't even know you could drive."
"Oh yes, I could. But I never had a licence in Tokyo - where would I park in
Tokyo?"
"Why didn't you use my car?"
"Because I wanted my own. And now I have it." She turned into the street
where they lived. "I cleaned the front garden while you were in Wagga."
"The roses?" He felt something like a reprieve; she had resisted touching them
for so long. "You pruned the bushes?"
"I pulled them out," Anando said. "To make room for the ferns."
As she drove up Walter looked through the car window.
"That's bracken," he said. "It's a weed."
"Bracken," she repeated and in her mouth Walter heard those hard, cracked
syllables become no more than a rustle, a sigh. "It is a delicacy, fried with fish."
Her smile swung between them, Walter thought, like a thing he could have walked
across once.
She did not tum into their driveway but parked in the street and he thought
how cool she was with her mobile power. He felt sick; this was how it would be,
always holding his breath to see if she would get out or drive on.
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BRUCE L RUSSELL

Nineteen Murri Words for Mother

Must we fight, babaneck?
In fighting with you baboo
I get stuck to
your trap
your own bap, barpanoorook
who set such a trap for you
a girl trap
a domestic fly trap
a marry Ted trap
marry Ted and bare his kids, you'll develop the gnack.
Ounee, how I love ya
how I love ya
my dear old barpee.
We constructed the abominable snowman from yards of hessian and some
frayed hemp. Someone stitched the hessian together for us - must have been you,
naan1agh.
We listened to the record over and over, a 45 it was, details lovingly imagined
and clumsily wrought like the size eighteen sneakers we made from thongs and
plywood, with stuffed chicken-wire uppers.
Bigah, my nerpung
you stood at the door like some acka
calling me, humiliating me.
Can't you see I am Stan Freburg, cool advertising man? With black Buddy
Holly rims and a bow tie?
Tinker and Keith fill the Yeti suit and appear on stage, on cue, to be
interviewed in mime by the man with the mike. This is the S1. David's Young
People's Fellowship concert. This is southern Sydney in the fifties.
Oh kana, knardon-knettuk,
don't rouse and nag and lecture me
your worry over my future robs my present,
you construct rails for me as if I were an express train
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when artistically I am not much more than a little toot.
I stand trembling on the stage, I am the interviewer, I am holding the mike and
most of the audience in the palm of my hand. At the correct moment the snowman
appears, Amcliffe's fIrst-ever Yeti, towering above cowering me, its hessian bulk
softened with yards of hemp.
Tinker's bird-like face peers out from his Yeti-mask and Stan Freburg laughs
and loses it and recovers like any Madison Avenue funny man worth his soap .....
Couldn't you see him namarrah, the one who so desperately wanted to become
a player, a magician, a show-man? There must have been a moment when you gave
up enjoying games and began to grow ambitions for me.
Oh noorong
You pabook.
Was it that important? I wanted the bright lights for you, to reflect them on
you, to brighten your smile and make you light again. You took on so much
grief...... .
parpun
wandack
You witnessed all my foolishness,
the time I baked the telephone book so I could tear it
in half
strong man act, your circus man
loins clad in cotton leopard skin
a real mandrake
when your own man, old man
tore strips of paint off the bathroom window
or hammered
or cemented
or made money.
Babaneek, I never meant to hurt you,
it seems I had to murder that boy, the player,
hide my light, your light
stand in the wings
not yet
not. ...... .
you took on so much grief, yuttong
as though you were still performing dutiful daughter
for your nerra
not knowing she yearned equally for relief from the white
man's burden.
Barpee, how I love you.
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JUDY SEAGER

Arthritis Ward

With nothing in common except their pain, the women talk.
Even for women, the subject is not easy. They glance at each other, appraise the
gulf between them, and look away.
The two women who lie opposite, comfortable in traction, have their eyes closed,
for there is little they can see anyway. They listen and nod and sometimes smile.
"The loneliness", the cultured voice is saying. "That is the hardest. One never stops
missing them".
The others think they detect surprise in her voice, that she could have shared such
a thing with these people. But perhaps they have misinterpreted the inflections in
her voice. Her accent is one of privilege.
"I've never known anything like this before" she says, and they believe her.
"I am so ashamed. That young doctor found me in the admissions room. I'm afraid
I broke down".
They feel faintly honoured at her disclosure.
"They tell me he is only twenty-three! I have a grandson who is older".
Twenty-three.
slipping by.

In the quiet that follows the women are reminded of their lives

She starts to move, winces, thinks better of it.
"He was seventy-seven when he died". She pulls against the sheet to retrieve her
less painful position. Why do I go on living now that he's gone? What is the
point?".
How much clearer can she be?
comforting to say.

Yet it is hard for them to think of anything

There are reasons why she should stay alive, but nothing convincing springs to
mind.
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She is here because she needs specialist attention. The private hospital from which
she has been transferred has sent her flowers. 'To Mrs. Steere. We're sure they'll
look after you well. Take care'.
Poor thing, they think, and feel genuinely sorry for her.
"Mine was fifty-seven". It is the short, swarthy woman, whose eyebrows meet in
a broad line, low down over her eyes. It is five minutes since she returned from the
bathroom but she is still breathing quickly from the effort. She uses the sheet to
wipe sweat from the hair on her upper lip.
Getting out of bed is always an effort and she would have preferred using the
commode but the sisters won't bring it. Yet the pan room is only just across the
corridor.
"Walk Gina", they'd say. "It's good for you. Mustn't seize up!".
And so, with her tight, dark perm flattened out at the back as though she'd just risen
from sleep, she would shuffle out into the corridor, darting venomous glances at the
sisters' desk as she passed.
"He said 'I'll look after you Gina'. But where is he? My sons look after me now.
They aren't married. They are sick too". This revelation seems, for some reason,
inevitable.
Her eyes are suddenly red. There are tears, though no-one is close enough to see.
"I suffer but my husband just died like that". Now the tears are obvious. They well
up, spill onto her moustache. "I don't go out into the heat because I can't breathe.
Not even into the backyard". She wipes her nose with the back of her hand. "I
don't like the cold either because I get so stiff'.
Mrs. Steere cannot, at this moment, remember suffering before in her long life. It
occurs to her that she has been lucky. She feels gUilty. She is depressed.
Gina looks up, tries to smile, but the comers of her mouth push down against her
will. Her body betrays her, insists on expressing the thing she feels she must hide.
"My husband, he said 'getta ready Gina and I take you to town' and I was getting
ready and he said 'I'm not well' and that was it".
Silence bounces shinily off antiseptic walls, glares accusingly into lowered eyes.
One of the immobilised women thinks she might mention God. Something
consoling... 'We all have our cross to bear', perhaps. She remembers Gina's
crucifix. What could she offer a Roman Catholic? She speaks anyway, to fill the
void.
'''The Lord moves in mysterious ways' ... "
Mrs. Steere forgets herself and snorts.
A large fly zigzags through the door, buzzing belligerently. It drones around the
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room high above them, just under the ceiling, then lands abruptly on a curtain rail.
It takes off again on a jerky circuit of the fluorescent tubes, its pitch and speed
increasing moments before it thunks into the window. Then up it goes, repeating
the process like a determined pilot experiencing white-out while on snow
manoeuvres.
Well, at least it is a sound.
'Life', thinks Mrs. Steere.
"I don't believe in God", she says.
There is an audible inrush of breath. Gina's hand darts to her breast, grasps the
small but elaborate crucifix which has been snuggling in the moist, pink folds of her
nightdress.
"My husband was a scientist", Mrs. Steere explains, justifying her unsociable
statement. "He was a professor, but a scientist nonetheless. I often assisted with his
paper work - unpaid, of course. But we worked well together. One doesn't live
with a scientist for fifty-three years and believe in God".
"Some scientists believe in God", says one of the weighted women.
"Well, this one didn't".
The blowfly has been eyeing off a possible escape route from the comer of a
stainless steel runway. The reconnaissance ends abruptly: The insect propels itself
into the window then falls stunned, to the sill.
The shock knocks the buzz out of it, forces it to limp through the air like an aircraft
with three of its four engines down.
"How can you live in a world like this without God?" asks Gina, innocently
unaware of the implications of her question.
"Is it so bad?" one of the wired-up women asks.
"It is bad for me". Gina is emphatic.
Does she think it is worse for her than for them? Yes, apparently.
"I heard Doctor say to you it's only for a few days - you will be better then. What
sort of arthritis is that? I get asthma too". Gina smiles an apology. There is a girl
hiding under her dark, thick face.
"It's suppurative arthritis" Mrs. Steere explains. "My shoulder joint is infected.
Would you believe it was caused by a rose thorn scratch? Incredible - so much pain
from such an insignificant thing. I don't think I can stand them putting the needle
in again to aspirate the pus. The pain is unbearable".
.
They are sure she is right. But is this real arthritis?
"My sister showed me an article in a magazine the other day", one of the fettered
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women says. "It said that arthritis is a nice person's disease. You know, people
who always put everyone else first. The Nice Person's Disease. Like cancer".
"Cancer is the Angry Person's disease, I believe", corrects Mrs. Steere.
"What did he die of, your husband?", Gina asks sagely.
"Not cancer", she replies good naturedly. "His heart. But he was a fulfilled man
- he felt he had done, mostly, what he needed to do". She wonders whether she
could say the same of herself and knows she could not.
What was it she was supposed to have done? What could she do now, in this old
women's body, that could possibly make a mark?
She has never even given birth. Her body is shrivelled and frail and now it is letting
her down further by rotting away from the inside.
"One wonders what it's all for ... " her voice drifts away. She doesn't expect a
response for she is not talking to them. She knows these women, who are indeed
nice, cannot help shine any light on her problem.
Everything in this room reflects light. Yet they are in the dark, unaware.
"What it's all for?" repeats one of the imprisoned women. "Oh you can't afford to
think like that... "

Mrs. Steere considers this but is not convinced.
"Remember", chides the other, "There's always someone worse off than you".
"It's just that I've never experienced such astonishing pain before ... " She does feel
guilty mentioning it again.
She feels that her last few breaths have not provided her with sufficient oxygen.
She breathes in hard but cannot get enough air into her lungs. Now, when she
breathes out, she can't expel enough of it. She gulps it in then forces it out.
So, she cannot express her pain because others have suffered more.
The fly has refuelled with undefended chocolate. It is ready for combat, will never
give up on the promise of flight. And the benefits of noise: You want to get out?
Let people know you want to get out.
It races rowdily between the beds.
'The fly is dizzy with the freedom of this big room,' thinks one of the pinioned
women.
'It is trying to escape', thinks Mrs. Steere.
She reaches guardedly over to the metal bedside cabinet for her hanky. She hopes
she is not going to cry again, grinds her teeth to control any noise she might
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otherwise make. She will not repeat her earlier embarrassing behaviour.
After a minute or two she realises her urge to cry has been replaced by something
else. Now she wants to get out of bed, climb on to her bedside cabinet, and scream.
It has suddenly occurred to her that Nice People are Angry People too. Like these
women. Of course they are angry but do they know it? "I am not loved, I am

defeated", they whisper. They don't even notice they're saying it they're being so
damned nice all the time. But their bodies have heard, you can tell.
She is not really jumping to conclusions. She has known people like this, seen them
die.
Gina has located her handset, trapped once again between the pillows. She presses
the nurse-call button and whimpers, for her fmger joints are swollen and hurting.
Calling for assistance is an ordeal but she can no longer tolerate the fly's noise.
The sister is already armed when she arrives. "Automatic doors got jammed. Flies
everywhere!". She aims three long puffs of spray into the middle of the room
"There you go ladies!". She sounds triumphant, and a little too loud. The bound
women admire her and wonder from where all her energy comes.
The fly is still buzzing but at a lower tone. It falls to the hard floor and spins
around on its back. Now it is quiet.
One of the shackled women is about to say 'It shouldn't have joined', the way her
mother used to say it when any of her pets died or when anyone railed against
justice denied, but she realises suddenly that she will sob if she opens her mouth.
They lie in silence. Mrs Steere thinks of the many lonely evenings she has had
since the only man she has ever known left her. She thinks perhaps she has suffered
after all. Not as much perhaps, or for as long, as others but keenly nonetheless.
Enough to make her question the point of continued struggle, for that is what life
has become.
They can hear a fly buzzing and think at ftrst another one has entered the room. But
no, the fly, a real trooper, has revived and has found itself rejoining the action at the
front.
"I've seen that happen", remarks one of the imprisoned women. "The spray affects
them, they go down, then they just decide to get up again".
"Flies can't 'decide''', Mrs. Steere says.
"No, well it just happens then. Instinct or something is it?".
"Not instinct". Mrs. Steere blows her nose, takes in a deep breath of vaguely
insecticide-tinged air. "But not making a decision either, not weighing up the pros
and cons". She might once have mentioned tolerance levels, but now this does not
seem to be relevant.
Her mind flits to her notebook.
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Where has she put it?

She must get on to
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organising the last of his papers as soon as she is discharged.
"But I know what you mean. Something happens. They come through and just live
a bit more don't they?". She shuts her hanky in the steel drawer. "Yes, I've seen
that happen too".
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JOAN McBREEN

A Walled Garden in Moylough

Now this May evening is quietly breathing
around us; your tobacco smoke swirls
in the stillness and I remember my lost father.
The wide street outside is silent.
Houses, shops and church are shuttered
and a light rain drifts in from farms and quiet fields.
The story begins; we are attentive to one another
knowing what we already know will be transformed
as a baby on its way transforms the young mother.
The evening darkens. The words we share lift clearly.
Inside our glasses are cooling on a low table.
In firelight we yearn for something nameless,

freely given as trees, meadows and frail bluebells.
I stand at the window. The garden's lunar shadows
fallon white stone and juniper and I know
my stillness part of yours in the walled garden.
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JOAN McBREEN

Veronica

I
Veronica's maidservant scrubs the floor.

Her washing heavy on her hip, Veronica
goes to the river where singing women
beat hempen clothes on stones.
Plunging her hands into cold water,
watching them redden, grow coarse,
she remembers once being told death
by drowning is like strangulation.
Noon, and a dead cat lies sprawled
in the dust.
Finished her chores, the maidservant
lurking in the shadows, hides her face beneath the lace.
Veronica lingers by the river, dreaming
of March in the garden, the hard hot earth,
smell of oranges and grass.

n
Her kitchen is dim. Herbs dangle
from the rafters, copper pans on the walls
are campfIres in candlelight.
The maidservant is threading a needle
with grey-blue wool,
Veronica is at the table, her floury hands
knead dough.
It is not this she thinks about, but the outline
of a face on white cloth, the way it moved
in the breeze when she hung it
on the clothes line in the garden,
how it caressed her arms.
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REVIEWS
Sandy Kirby, Sight lines, Women's Arl and
Feminist Perspectives in Australia, Craftsman
House, Gordon and Breach, East Roseville,
NSW, 1992, $80.
Kirby's book is an important addition to the
literature of women's art in Australia, taking up
the story from where Janine Burke's history of
Australian women's artists left off. It was a pity
however that Kirby did not cover more the
period between the 1940s and the 1960s, so that
we have more understanding of the situation for
women artists in Australia in these decades.
Kirby does discuss some aspects regarding the
difficult situation for women artists in Australia
in these times, but we need to know more about
the work of women artists in this period. Such
a study needs to be written. Judy Cassab, for
instance, painted in her living room for twelve
years, initially surrounded by nappies, and a
baby, never losing a day.
It is surprising that Kirby does not mention
Joy Hester as a prelude to her book, which is
predominantly about the period from the 196Os.
Perhaps she felt Burke's study of Hester had
already covered enough ground. Kirby does
mention Mirka Mora but only fairly briefly.
Mora was outraged at Bernard Smith's omission
of Hester from The Antipodean. Smith wanted
to call it The Antipodean Brotherhood but was
laughed out of court by John Perceval. Mora is
one of the most imaginative artists in Australia
and deserves more attention.
The omission of Nancy Borlase from
Kirby's study too is strange. Borlase is an
important artist, as well as having been an
important critic, being art critic for the Sydney
Morning Herald for six and a half years, and for
the Bulletin from 1973 to 1975.
Perhaps Kirby was uneasy about Borlase
because of her marriage to the unionist Laurie
Short. Borlase considers her best work to be
her abstract painting, but she did an important
body of social realist works which are to be
exhibited in her retrospective, which is to take
place next year.
Kirby's work contains much fascinating
detail, as well as a lot of profiles of a wide
range of Australian women artists.
Kirby
demonstrates the extent of discrimination against
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women artists which became evident to Ann
Newmarch when a male art critic said he would
not review her first art show because she was
under thirty and she had not proved that her
work could exist through falling in love or
having babies and hence could not be seen as an
investment.
In 1961, when the 'Recent Australian
Painting' edhibition was held at the Whitechapel
Gallery in London, of the fIfty-five artists, only
one, Elizabeth Durack, was a woman. Protests
resulted in forty-eight percent of Australian
women being represented in the 1979 Sydney
Biennale, but discrimination still exists and,
Kirby wams, there is a need for vigilance with
developments in the art world in the 1980s
representing a return 'to art world games of
mystification and obscurantism'. In 1982 the
number of women represented at the Sydney
Biennale had dropped to thirty-two per cent.
While, according to an Australian Council
report, women outnumber men in the area of
prints and drawing - sixty-three; leather, paper
and textiles - eighty-nine per cent and ceramics
sixty-one per cent, the average production
income of males in art and craft is $19,175
compared with the average production income
of females of $7,700. Forty-two per cent of
males earn more than $10,000 annually from
production of their visual artIcraft compared
with twenty-two per cent of females. From
teaching, and other activities like writing and
administration, twenty-three per cent of males
earn more than $10,000, compared with fifteen
per cent of females, while a survey in 1985 of
Melbourne art institutions found that only
seventeen per cent of women held full-time
tenured positions, whereas forty-one per cent
were employed in part-time jobs.
According to Kirby, in the late 1960s,
when John Olsen ran the Bakery Art School in
Sydney, he refused to teach pregnant women.
He was credited with breaking one of his
student's brushes when she announced her
pregnancy. Noela Hjorth claims that she never
considered exhibiting, because this was what the
men did, while for Janet Dawson, male students
were 'where the energy was', with Dawson
avoiding women artists 'as being a weakening
force'. Women were not included in overseas
exhibitions like the 'Ten Australians' which
travelled to France, Germany, Italy and Great
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Brtiain in 1974-75, while, between 1968-77, in
a series of influential exhibitions displaying the
work of 130 artists, only five of these artists
were women! The first Sydney Biennale in
1973 showed no women at all.
Kirby recounts how Gallery A, through
Shirley Venn and Janet Dawson, organised in
1962 the installation of original Australian
prints throughout the Southern Cross Hotel,
with almost 700 rooms displaying hand printed
and signed works. It is unfortuate that such
investment in art is not more widespread.
Kirby examines the history of the women's
art movement in Australia. She considers that
the frrst Women's Art Movement Group to
emerge in any organised way in Australia as
beginning in Sydney in April 1974 with a
meeting called by Barbara Hall, but unfortunately does not refer at all to the history of the
Progressive Art Movement in Adelaide. Mandy
Martin, while President of the Students Representative Council of the South Australian
School of Art, had formed in 1974 the
Women's Art Group, with members including
Ann Newmarch and Pamela Harris. Martin had
turned the SRC office into a creche, forcing the
Academic Board to establish a creche. When
Lucy Lippard visited Adelaide in 1975, she had
been absolutely amazed at what was happening
there, with Lippard taking back images of the
work of Martin, Newmarch and Toni Robertson,
which were used in the first issue of the
magazine Heresies.1
Kirby only refers to events in Adelaide
from August 1976, with the formation of a
Women's Art Movement organisation. There is
no mention at all of the fascinating history of
the Progressive Art Movement, and how it
affected women artists such as Martin and
Newmarch, whose work had a very strong,
radical political orientation, challenging Ameri~
can political hegemony in Australia at that time,
and the coup enacted by Sir John Kerr against a
democratically elected Labor government.
Despite these reservations about Kirby's
book, it is a readable, well presented publication
which undoubtedly will attract many readers.
Michael Denholm
I:
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Interview with Mandy Martin, Macquarie, Canberra,
18/2/1993.

Barbara Hanrahan, Michael and Me and the
Sun, UQP, 166p. $22.95.

Many young women artists born in the first half
of this century had to leave this country in order
to achieve their dream. To them Australia
equalled barrenness - and virginity. Their own,
that is, which they wanted to shed in a place
which would impregnate them with a fulfillment
impossible to reach in their provincial towns
back home.
Art, and life, was elsewhere. Christina
Stead proved it amply in For Love Alone.
Thirty years later, Barbara Hanrahan set out on
a similar path. London was at its best. The
dowdy fifties were shed through a flood of new
fashions, the Beatles ascended and sex was in
the air everywhere.
Barbara had come to study at Arts School,
and to get away from the labels which had
constrained her in Adelaide. Coming from a
technical school, not a high school, meant
becoming an Art Teaching student, not a girl
studying Fine Arts. They wore "toreador pants
or floppy skirts with safety-pinned hems ... she
tucked her hanky up her sleeve."
All she wanted to care about were the
"sheets of zinc and copper, the wax grounds, the
etching needle, the printing ink with its hot and
greasy smell." And she wanted to get to know
a male world which, so far, had eluded her.
Having been brought up in a household of
women - mother, grandmother and great-aunt
(her father died when she was one) - she
hungered after some of the rakishness she knew
was her father's - and her own.
"[My father] got drunk and wrecked a
billiard saloon [my mother] had to pay for the
damage '" He carried me into the bar of the
Hotel Gambier in Light Square, she found us
there - him: the bookmaker, with her navy bag
around his neck, taking bets on me: the prize."
(The Scent of Eucalyptus p.l6)
Finding the father inside herself was easier
than fmding the man she was genuinely
attracted to. There were plenty of pimply faced
boys who were after 'it'. But all Barbara felt
were mouths making soft nibbles at hers and
she thought of "condensed milk and the whites
of cold fried eggs - both things [she] disliked".
Michael and Me and the Sun fills the space
between Hanrahan's early autobiographical novWESTERLY,No.l,AUTUMN,l993

els, The Scent of Eucalyptus, her superb
evocation of an Adelaide childhood in the
forties, and Sea-Green, set in the years of her
second, less wide-eyed, stay in London.
In Michael and Me and the Sun everything
was new, unfamiliar. Barbara got lost near
Victoria Station, trying to fmd the Tate Gallery.
She checked the London A to Z standing in
doorways in a furtive manner so that nobody
would recognise her as the newcomer. When
she got to the Gallery at last and saw the big
show of Australian painting, she wondered
where all the Australian women painters were.
In her class at the London Central School
of Art no rules were laid on her. To feel safe,
Barbara drew the moss-haired girls she had
drawn in Adelaide, "in a flower-sprigged dress
like the girls wore in my grandmother's Girls'
Own Annual of 1911. She ran stilly in her
buttoned boots on my piece of zinc... on the
next plate she floated among branches of a tree
with peck-beaked birds all around her... 1 drew
in the shivery lines of her hair, the lacing of her
bodice, her billowing skirt. 1 lost myself in
detail: dots, swirls and zigzags."
So much of what makes up Hanrahan's
world in both word and prints is present here:
the extraordinary eye for and patience with
detail, texture, smells, shapes and colour.
Barbara's life, by most standards, was not very
different from other girls' just arrived in
London. Giggly parties, crouching in front of
gas-heaters which swallowed too many sixpences, or discovering the poetic London she'd
come to fmd in a cemetary.
In fact, when something 'to write home
about' happened, like her meeting fabled Russian Prime Minister Kerensky, little is said
about the episode.
What Barbara did, in
London as later in life, was sitting quietly,
watching people and listening to their conversations:
" ...turkey flesh, goose flesh, rude somehow, reddened... my head would be full of
stories told in a series of fragments - bits of
conversation, little pictures. Their patterns had
got into me; 1 was blind-stamped with impressions. Men and women listened to or just seen
for a moment, who didn't know I'd taken from
them."
Barbara Hanrahan gave it back - in her
books which recorded the life stories of
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ordinary women, whether they had grown up in
Adelaide, China or London. There was always
her very distinctive voice, artfully simple, yet
flirting with naivite, enriched by her ability to
see where others saw little.
After months in London, males are still an
uncharted territory for Barbara. Going to the
pub with the boys from her etching class made
her feel like getting into the world of her dead
father. "For years I'd wanted the same easy
male friendships he'd had. I'd wantd to escape
the things like suspender belts and lipstick and
cotton-reel heels that had overtaken me in
adolescence. "
Both the fascination with and abhorrence
of bodiliness are eventually absorbed in the
feelings she has for Michael, emotions expressed in her etching made at the time, titled
'Michael and Me and the Sun'. But the
relationship did not quite lead to where it was
meant to lead.
But the sun, and the moss-haired girl,
stayed with Hanrahan's prints throughout her
life. What makes this very fresh and immediate
account of early adulthood in London even
more extraordinary are the circumstances under
which this book was written. No-one, from
reading this novel, could tell that Barbara
Hanrahan wrote it in the dying months of her
life when she could work, due to physical pain,
at most half an hour at a time.
None of this has entered the novel. Never
is there a sense that the 'I' of the book does not
have a long, full life in front of her. It makes
Michael and Me and the Sun an even more
extraordinary achievement, and leaves me with
a great sense of sadness that a very generous
and good friend is no longer there to tell us
such rich stories.

Beate Josephi
Philip Salom, Feeding the Ghost, Penguin. 140
pp. $16.95.

Jack Biner, the foIkIorist in Philip Salom's
award-winning novel, Playback, tells his lover,
'I can only record what people put into words.
But, Christ, so much can't be put into words.
It's bloody impossible. But I'm after that
somehow.' Philip Salom's gift for language,
the immediacy of his wit and word-play
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combined with a command of imagery which
can at once capture his readers in a freezeframe, only to hustle them through time and
space to another dimension, place him in the
forefront of contemporary poets writing in
Australia, or indeed anywhere else in the world.
Nevertheless it is eventually frustrating to deal
with a writer whose outstanding talent is
observation. With each collection, Salom's
admirers wait hopefully for the poetry which
reaches beyond the words on the page and
happily Feeding the Ghost encourages us to
believe that he is getting closer to this goal.
Although each poem stands fmnly on its
own, as in previous collections the reader does
best to read the poems as they are ordered in the
book. This Ghost is fed from a carefully
planned and balanced menu. Feeding the Ghost
is based on travels in Europe and Asia, the
peripatetic life of a poet accustomed to living on
government grants and overseas residencies, but
marks not only departures from the familiar
environment of Western Australia, but a transition from old philosophies to new as the
opening poems leave behind the post-modern
glitz of urban Australia, viewed through pin-ball
machines or the screen of a computer game,
where reality is only virtual and players need
only 'make the moves convincingly'. Australia
is seen with a wry affection and there is a
surprisingly gentle, ironic picture of Perth's
fallen businessmen in 'A Corporate Workout'
where images of strong men, unable to muscle
their way through boardroom fights and bottomof-the-harbour debacles, lead to the conclusion
that, 'It's our fault, we've loved you too much.
We've made you soft'.
This troubled departure leads on to the half
dozen poems which form the central section,
'Maps', a virtuoso display of Philip Salom' s
ability to turn words into Warhol, painting
pictures of cities and landscape which reach far
beyond the guide book or picture postcard.
Earlier generations of Australian poets and
writers travelled to Europe to be seduced by the
romance of antiquity and tradition, many finding it impossible to leave this new/old seam of
inspiration. Salom projects a new breed of
artist, the brash colonial of the nineties who, in
'Florence Swung Up' is taken in by the illusory
presence of 'Michelangelo Dante Monteverdi',
and forced to:
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forget my continent of sand
its cities stacking upwards
twenty-fold, and always the eye
weighted down by a crane

However, in 'Florence Swung Down' he
fmds that for him the 'past/is kept weighted
down by stone cathedrals/and the heavy rites of
history'. In 'The Venetian Twins' the constant
presence of the tourist, 'scattering brighter than
the water/busy, empty headed' contributes to a
city which 'hangs from its own surface/like a
skin disease'. Similarly, his 'One Night in
Paris' is not spent strolling the Champs Elysees,
but walking the back streets of night-clubs and
bars, sensing a hidden romance but unable to
'wear this city'. An uncharacteristic about-turn
into a private, more intimate world takes him to:
... the aerial apartments we have rented
above the bang of trays at eight o'clock,
the fish smell crooning up like jazz,
and lead me to your bed, to noisy
breathing.

These moments of seclusion are few in
poems which reverberate with images of kitsch
and the competitive materialism of modem
Europe - a drive along the Autostrada provides
a metaphor for sex, as well as a comparison
with contemporary Italian culture.
Salom's
touch is always light, skilful enough for his
work to escape the heavily judgmental, yet he
challenges you to contest his controversial view
of Europe, coming as it does from a school of
Australian writing which has placed the cultural
cringe fmnly in the past.
A temporary return to Australia in 'Earth
Air Fire and Water' brings the reader back to
well-trodden paths and a return to the worldthrough-glass, where brand names mask reality
and love equals sex. Not that this is necessarily
such a bad experience; Philip Salom has earned
the right to establish a distinctive style and, as
he says in 'Money', in Australia, 'poetry, like
interest, is very much long-term'. It is also
good to see flashes of his much underrated (and
under-used?) sense of humour emerge. The
powerful violence of the language in 'Crossing
Australia and Reading', a poem which deals
with black deaths in custody is followed, but
not belittled, by the lighter wit and word-play of
'Hunting the Thylacine' - predation of a
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similarly animalistic nature.
I approached the fmal section, 'Joss' with
some apprenhension, having always found what
the back cover blurb describes as 'Salom's
characteristic sense of the metaphysical' the
least satisfying part of his work, self-conscious
and at times over-worked. But here again
another departure is signalled. Just as Roman
antiquity has been banished from Europe, so
Buddah makes way for Karaoke and Tiger Beer
in postmodern Asia. In 'Visiting a Cave' a
Hindu monk continues to tend a tiny flame but
is rendered insignificant by the 'disappointing
silence of the vault' he inhabits and is silenced
by tourists, haggling for peanuts to 'feed the
bloody monkeys'. The poet would rather feed
the living, undernourished cats in Singapore
than the well-fed ghosts of the past. 'Art?
We'll have art tomorrow' he remarks in a poem
dedicated to the poet Chin Woon Ping, but will
it be Chinese opera, 'cold as ancestors' or
something 'truly fabulous and modem'? He
then goes on to ask how China can possibly
return to the past after the 'mass of ashes' of
Tiananrnen.
There can be little doubt Philip Salom is
well aware that post-colonial theory is the new
darling of the literary establishment. As he says
himself:
Down there Mister Kurtz
is dead, so's the old world, for all the
academics'
white persistent claim to reason. Literature
has been
the fmal colony. The Orient is buying
copyright.

Underlining this assertion, in a poem for
the Singaporean poet and academic Kirpal
Singh, Salom discusses the decline of Empire
and the rise of new literatures, ' .. .1 felt Achebe
right.
The old investments going under.'
Modem Singapore demands of its children 'two
languages, and maths, and excellence/from 8
years on', while 'Confucius says too much/and
Buddah nothing. The flowers wither at both of
them' . Whatever the reasons for Salom 's
departure from his fatalistic, and sometimes
numbingly obscure, attachment to Orientalism
in previous collections, it has to be said that the
immediacy of this more overtly political content
brings a new strength, not to mention lucidity,
to his poetry.
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Feeding the Ghost deserves a wide readership. During a session at Writers' Week in the
Festival of Perth earlier this year, Philip Salom
took part in a lively discussion with British rap
poet Benjamin Zephaniah on the relative merits
of written and spoken verse.
While the
Australian's poetry may be less suited to streetcomer oratory, it is no less compelling from its
position on the printed page and no less relevant
to the concerns and preoccupations of prerepublican Australia. Perhaps there is a little
too much of the old and not enough of the new.
And, a minor irritation, I wish he could fmd
another word for 'sex'. But perhaps, to return to
Jack Biner, I'm expecting the 'bloody impossible'.

Susan Miller

Nicolette Stasko, Abundance, Angus &
Robertson, $14.95, 63pp
On the back of this slim but handsome book are
quotes from more established poets. J S Harry
says: "A spare, strong individual style ... ",
which is mainly true and food for thought, and
A D Hope says: "Terrifying" which is altogether mystifying.
Yes, spare. In the modem American
manner, the lines are short and uneven, giving
the reader the rhythm, sometimes the excitement, other times the choppy nervousness of the
persona. Most of the poems are in the poet's
own voice, but not all: there are poems from a
beekeeper, a Roman bureaucrat bemused by the
decadence of the Etruscans, an angry widow,
and a mental patient (who puns on the word
"sexton").
Yes, strong, if by that we mean taut and
visually sharp while at the same time being
intensely lyrical.
Individual? Yes, but there are a lot of
undefinable echoes here of contemporary poets.
As this is a first collection it would be
surprising if some influences didn't show.
Nicolette Stasko was originally from USA, so
the echoes I hear may also be rhythms rooted in
her early language formations. In fact, one of
my favourite poems in this collection is 'Letters
to America':
the house fills with music
swells
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and I feel it leave the ground
with both of us inside
I hold my book
open at my place
and wonder
for a moment
what it would have been like
had we chosen differently

A kind of uninvited metaphysical longing
seeps through in the best poems. A later section
from the same poem is a good example:
we stand on the beach
connected by blood and
the rhythms of the sea
I feel nothing between us
just that terrible pull
outward
into the darkness

This is a well of great depth, ready for
exploration by Stasko's poetic psyche. If
tapped correctly it will be a source of exciting
poetry.
The best poetry in Abundance is strong in
its authority.
For example, the traditional
images of motherhood are blown away by
heartfelt images like these from 'Poem for
Jessica':
I take you out in the sun
pale grub
dug out of dark earth
birth sadness seeps in

your soft breath flickers and
I am like an eye
closing against pain a progression of faces,
all of them,
none of them, yours.

It takes a strong will to make such
individual statements.
Not all the poems work this well. On the
opposite page is a poem indicative of a style
that occurs occasionally throughout the book, a
weak statement struggling to be a poem, and in
the end just being words shaped without
illumination:
Looking out windows
the world framed
dissected by lines
perpendicular
and parallel
it seems so simple
so orderly

Ahh, this staccato approach has its dangers.
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A skeletal strength of syntax must be created
before lines with only one or two prosaic words
can succeed: too often a poem's music and
tension fail where the line is weak, like a battery
with a damaged cell. But I feel silly speaking
of such matters with this book. Nicolette
Stasko has already ironed out these stylistic
problems in poems I have read in magazines
subsequent to Abundance.
are we not creatures
of the night
like these?

Poets are often insomniacs, not sharp-eyed
as night creatures, but rather prone to losing
perspective after midnight. Perhaps this collection was not seen in its proper perspective, the
weakest poems bringing the best poems down.
And the best poems to me are - 'Poem for
Jessica', 'Grace', 'Letters to America' and
'Lamb and Bitter Herbs'. But publication is a
'stimulent' poets sometimes need to keep
writing, so this collection has done its job, and
put into print some strong poems for Stasko's
later "Selected".
I have no doubt that if Nicolette Stasko has
an iron will and keeps an open line to her
subconscious, the strong "deep image" side of
her style will swamp the weaker strains.

Andrew Burke

Kim Scott, True Country, Fremantle Arts
Centre Press, ISBN 1 86368 038 1. 256pp.
$16.95
According to Ursule Le Guinl there are two
kinds of stories, killer stories and life stories.
"Killer stories" move like an arrow or spear,
they start here and go there in a clear forward
trajectory, hitting their mark, merely passing
through the territory. They are heroic, a matter
of conquest and achievement. But such stories,
she says, are likely to end us all, to close off
diversity and ambiguity, the richness of life.
Life stories, in contrast, are fundamentally
unheroic, more like a sack or a bag, holding
words as a sack holds things, words which
make the things holding them relate in a
particularly powerful way to one another and to
us. A hero does not look too well in a bag: he
or she needs a stage or a pinnacle. "You put
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him/her in a bag and he/she looks like a rabbit
or a potato". That does not matter in a life
story, though, because it thrives on life as a
whole. This is what Henry James had in mind,
perhaps, with his notion of the nineteenth
century novel as a "loose, baggy monster".
True Country is a story of this kind, a
combination of travelogue, diary, novel and
myth which contains trickster stories, folk tales,
parables, jokes and adventure stories. But it is
a book of life because it is a story of recovery,
the recovery of a different kind of knowledge as
well as a different kind of life, the kind
signalled by the first epigram, from Midnight
Oil's "The Dead Heart":
We carry in our hearts the true country
And that cannot be stolen
We follow in the steps of our ancestry
And that cannot be broken.

It is a personal story. Unfashionably, we need

to set aside Lawrence's command to "trust the
tale not the teller". Kim Scott is someone, like
his narrator, Billy, of Aboriginal ancestry and it
is difficult not to identify Billy's growing sense
of this ancestry as his. As the Author's note
tells us, the novel began "with a desire to
explore a sort of neglected interior space, to
consider my own heritage". But this is a life
story, one, that is, which is inclusive rather than
exclusive. This may also be a public story, may
belong to all of us. In the larger scheme of
things 1929 is not so very long ago. That year
marked the publication of Katherine Susannah
Prichard's Coonardoo, one of the first novels to
include Aboriginal people. But this was a taboo
novel, especially as it centred on the love of a
white man for a black woman. Writing to
Nettie Palmer, Mary Gilmore called it "appalling - vulgar and dirty". Cecil Mann went
further. It was impossible, he said, to make
"the Australian aboriginal a romantic figure.
With any other nature, from fragrant Zulu girl
to fly-kissed Arab maid, she could have done it.
But the aboriginal, in Australia anyway, cannot
excite any higher feeling than nauseated pity or
comical contempt''.2
Things have changed since then, of course.
Books like My Place have become best sellers
and Aboriginal writing has become a growth
industry, especially overseas. But the response
to the Prime Minister's speech at the opening of
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the year of indigenous peoples, to say nothing
of letters to newspapers angrily berating Aboriginal people for crime, drunkenness and a
general lawlessness, and to the High Court for
its decision in the Mabo case, suggest that many
of us still have difficulty in accepting our
common humanity with our Aboriginal brothers
and sisters.
That, to return to it, is why True Country is
important as well as pleasurable. Most books
by Aboriginal people, quite understandably,
have tended to concentrate on Aboriginal
experience. But Scott has chosen to explore the
in-between country where the two cultures meet
more or less on common ground, on a mission
station in the north west. Racism makes for
conformity. It represents the world as unified
and one group, ourselves, as the norm to which
everyone else must conform or be excluded and
rendered powerless. At best this can be seen as
a defence mechanism, but at worst it becomes
an obsession with the self, our own, as holder
and master of rights and property.3 But True
Country takes us out of this enclosure into a
larger and more generous world.
It does this very gently. What I have been
saying so far makes it sound like a political
tract. In fact, it reads more like a travel book, if
a vivid and personal one. It takes us back to
that remote mission in the north west which he
calls Kamama. But, as the author's note says, it
is not difficult "for those so inclined" to
identify. But in that case, as he also says, "it's
no longer Kamama". One of the points of the
exercise is the interplay between fact and
fiction, the sliding perspectives and polyphonic
sense of reality. There is nothing less real than
realism.
His struggle between one set of
fictions, cherished by our European culture, and
another, those of the Aboriginal people, gives
Billy's story its poignant power.
The world in which it unfolds is splendidly
realised, complex, vivid and absorbing. Billy
and his wife are teachers in the mission school.
With them we meet the headmaster, Alex,
scratchy, authoritarian and ambitious, lumbering
unhappily through the tropical heat, Jasmine the
young white woman come north to adventure, a
figure of confused but glowing eroticism, whites
employed by the mission, Brother Tom, Father
Paul and the Sisters, all in their various ways in
exile, tom between love and hate of the place
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and its inhabitants. But Billy, part Aboriginal
himself, gets to know them. The cast of
Aboriginal characters is rich and vivid - there
are no stereotypes here. Milton, master of the
snake dreaming whose great longing is to own a
car, Raphael "the modem man" who wrecks the
tourist bus and goes on a rampage beating up
his women, Gabrielle, the clever young woman
who comes home every so often from University in Melbourne, Deslie, the boy who seems
so confident of who he is, who actually belongs
nowhere, Alphonse and Anaselli, like Romeo
and Juliet, lovers across forbidden boundaries,
Fatima the old lady who shares with Billy
stories of the past, the old man, Walangul, her
husband, wrapped up in the mystery of his
approaching death, each of them, like the others
I have not mentioned, is a fully realised and
engaging character.
Then there are the tourists who flash in
from time to time on the gleaming white
caravan, most of them rich, elderly, fragile and
gullible, to be entertained by a disorganised and
half-hearted corroboree grudgingly put on for
their benefit. But all of them are part of the
overwhelming sense of place, of heat and
mysterious presences, the smells and squalor of
the camp, the houses of the whites roaring with
their airconditioning, the mangroves throbbing
with their own kind of life, the river, dangerous
and capricious with its floods, its rapids and
deep pools inhabited by crocodiles and splendid
barramundi and beyond it, the milky turquoise
sea, teeming with life, "looping away into its
own blue silence".
If, as a friend of mine likes to say, you try
on another life when you read a novel, the life
you try on here is expansive and generous,
sometimes terrible, sometimes beautiful, joyous,
crazy and powerful all at the one time and
crowded with incident: mystical encounters, the
kids' trip to Darwin in the school bus, the
mysterious madness of Beatrice, an education
conference in Broome where a murder occurs,
petrol sniffing, quarrels over cars, 'dogs, grog
and horses'. From time to time, too, there are
glimpses of a different kind of history, stories of
encounters with Indonesians, the arrival of the
white man and the early days of the mission
under the martinet, Father Pringel.
This is the spectacle. But the point is to
enter into it. this is the real story, the real
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task, put to us as well as Billy in the opening
words:
You might stay that way, maybe forever,
with no world to belong to and belong to
you. You in your many high places, looking
over, looking over, waiting for a sign.

Here at the beginning, flying in with Billy
"you're nearly ready, nearly there". Whether or
not you arrive, of course, depends on you. At
the the end Billy has.
Now it is done. Now you know True
Country. Because just living, just living is
going downward, lost, drifting nowhere, no
matter if you be skitter· scatter dancing any
kind like mad. We gotta be movmg,
remembering, singing our place little
bit now, little bit special, all the time.
We are serious. We are grinning. Welcome
to you.

The gift which comes with this kind of
openness offers no security, nor do the shifting
perspectives and multiple viewpoints and the
way Billy's voice becomes the voice of others
and his story their story. But it does offer
excitement, involving us, though in a different
way unless we are of Aboriginal descent like
Billy, in a descent into what has been lost and
repressed within our culture in which the
imperatives of technology and the economy
force their form of rationality upon us and
understanding and meaning have to yield to
success and efficiency.
True Country introduces us to "the prehistory which our history [has] had to fight"4. The
world of the Aboriginal people we are introduced to here remains outside our history which
has gone on without them. But it is a world
which does not match the images we have made
of it. It is not merely "primitive", nor does it
wish to be, and it is not merely identified with
"nature". People here watch videos, drive cars,
like to drink as we do, some learn to become
teachers, and as members of the Council
become managers and bureaucrats. Gabrielle is
able to live in two worlds, succeeding in her
studies yet holding on to her own culture and
taking a sceptical view of gadiya attempts to do
the same:
She said they gave her Aboriginal Literature
to read. Her voice inserted quote marks.
She said it was dreaming stories, and they
weren't no food bread, not like being told
them.Or they were in a language she didn't
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understand and then in English which made
them sound silly, or as if they were only for
httle chIldren. Or it was history stuff.
Or sometimes just like any old story, but
wIth black people. We laughed.

It is not so easy, perhaps, for us to laugh:
to see ourselves through the eyes of others we
have ignored so long and damaged so much.
As they see us, we do not come out too well.
We appear as ghosts or devils (in the early
days) and later as killers or authoritarian, if
well-meaning, missionaries, bureaucrats and
teachers, ignorant about the things which really
matter, and insensitive to them. Milton sums it
up, reflecting on the behaviour of the tourists.
In the old days we did look after our sacred
sites ourselves ... we know what to do. These
others shouldn't interfere with our sacred
things ... that's our sacred things. What they
want them for, too ... and what are we? They
studying us too? Like animals? Or maybe
they want to steal our secrets, and whenever
the black man has lost his special things and
his magic, then ... the white fellas have it
they use it on us.

But the experience of putting ourselves here,
listening, can be liberating, rather like reading
Science Fiction and blasting off into another
world. Indeed, when you think of it the novel's
beginning and ending are like Science Fiction,
coming in to landing and at the end, moving off
into another new world. In between we see
what is going on, what the people in this
different place actually do and feel and how
they relate to everything else in this "vast sack"
- to return to Le Guin's image - "this belly of
the universe, this womb of things to love and
tomb of things that were, this unending story."
True Country is an important novel, then,
because it is so vivid, so richly evocative, so
simply complex about painfully complex areas
of taboo, the condition that attaches to people,
places and memories forbidden because of the
danger of contact with them. In a time in which
many of us seem to have "lost the plot" and
story-telling has become unfashionable, it insists
on the importance of story-telling. Billy is a
story-teller who believes in what he is doing
because he has learned to do so from his
Aboriginal friends. They are different kinds of
stories from those we usually hear and read.
"Gandiya... read stories of sophisticated and
ruthless people, or histories peopled by heroes",
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as Samson says. These are stories of death.
The sort of story they like gives life, belongs to
everyone, talking and listening around the
campfIre. Now they are in danger of being
taken away from them by the videos they watch
"through the night, and recite lines of dialogue,
role-playing with one another", becoming who
they are not. But maybe a new time is coming.
"Billy is doing it with us now", telling stories in
the old way, discovering himself and "Gabrielle
too", putting together white fella and Aboriginal
ways. "We be all writing together, really".
If this is a novel about the search for
identity, then, it belongs to all of us, black and
white. Racists are not born but made. No child
is by nature intolerant; fear, dislike and contempt for others has to be cultivated. In its
simplicity True Country leads us into the new
innocence Billy glimpses in his conversation
with Gabriella, troubled as she is with being
somewhere in-between cultures, black girl at
university, a sranger in the north west among
her own people.
This breakdown of old
certainties "could be an evolution of sorts
there's something in common that could ~
offered". Maybe, he replies, it is a matter of
putting
... the little bits together. You know, how
I've been brought up, I don't know anything
of the old ways; a few words, this and that.
But there's something there, that's what I
reckon. Should we try to put it all together
and believe in it? Or try and rediscover
things, like that Renaissance thing? Do like
they say Walangul could, you know, sing of
this new world.

This is saying simply what Paul Carter
says in a much more complicated way at the
end of The Road To Botany Bay, that history
does not really go forward, that it advances
"exploratively, even metaphorically, recognising
that the future is mortal"5 Going back in this
way, rediscovering Aboriginal culture and history questions the assumptions that the past is
settled and that what has been done cannot be
undone. "The viewpoints we take for granted
as factual began as somebody else's fallacy.6
The road back to the beginning, to the original
encounter when Aborigines and non-Aborigines
met on common ground, as they do here, may
be the road to a new beginning, to a reconsideration of some of our certainties.
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The potential of sharing the seed of a
common journey while being apart (the
potential True Country generates for us)
keeps desire alive; but the lucid tranquility
of the lunar relegations [it generates] may
eventually help us find repose. 7

The moon is the symbol of change and
movement across boundaries, within and beyond tangible visibility, of disappearance and
renewal. Maybe it is the symbol of the New
Country described here and in the second of its
two epigrams from Charles Boyle's Distances:
(then why) ... this sense of gain and loss, the
now I am not there, then, despite the
giveaway smile? I am a born exile, or they
are tokens of infinity; and distance like love
is a necesssary fiction.
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Perhaps Kim Scott has written a Book of
Australia.
Veronica Brady
NOTES:
I.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Quoted by Noel Kentist, 'Restoring the Balance :
Right Hemisphere Emphases in Theology & the
Arts', Talents, Issue 40, August 1972, pp.IO-11.
Ric Throssell, Wild Weeds and Wind Flowers: The
Life and Letters of Katharine Susannah Prichard,
Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1975, p.54.
Trinh T. Minh-Ha, Where the Moon Waxes Red:
Representation, Gender and Cultural Policies, London, Routledge, 1991, p.3, (I have drawn on this
essay for many of my ideas here).
Paul Carter, The Road to Botany Bay, London,
Faber, 1987, p.321.
Carter, p.294.
Carter, p294.
Minh-Ha, p7.
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